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ABSTRACT 

 
This study examines the efficacy of new liberal policies designed to recognize 

cultural difference and improve integration of ethnic communities in Georgia, an 

emerging democracy in the Caucasus. Ethnographic fieldwork was conducted in the 

city of Tbilisi over nine months in 2009 to investigate public opinion and observe 

changes in heritage-related endeavors. The liberal policies are part of a reform 

initiative of president Mikheil Saakashvili and reflect his reimagining of the Georgian 

nation in civic terms rather than ethnonationalist ones. 

I recognize the unique and ambitious nature of this project and believe that 

Georgia’s leaders are keenly aware of the constraints on their small nation in the 

context of late capitalism. The project, which I call the Multiethnic Georgia project, is 

thus a response to these conditions by deploying multiethnic identity as a resource 

and thus a way to reconfigure Georgia’s relationships with its global partners.  

The Multiethnic Georgia project is problematic on a few levels. At its outset, 

the project responds to neoliberal pressure rather than to people’s desire for a 

national concept change. Also, average Georgians (not including minorities) believe 

these kinds of social management paradigms are unnecessary. They claim they have 

always been tolerant and that social leveling mechanisms will only exacerbate the 

friction between people. In this sense, ordinary Georgians as well as more educated 

observers, touch on a problematic feature of the Western recognition paradigm, 

which arose to prevent ethnic conflict but does not deal with underlying structures 

that create social inequality. This project seems to be inculcating a superficial 

approximation of multicultural coexistence. I call attention to Georgian inter-

culturalism instead, which exists in the form of unique social practices that show 

interdependence, flexibility and openness, as well as local norms of civility, and is a 

better platform from which to construct a recognition and ethnic integration project. 
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PREFACE 

In this dissertation I use the same transliteration system as official authorities in 

Georgia for writing Georgian words with Latin letters. The following is a pronunciation 

guide for particular consonant sounds used in this work.  

TR  PR 

kh Xavier 

ts’ Tsar  

t’ talk 

gh Rhone River 

q’ cat  

t’  tin 

dj’ Jack 

TR [transliteration] 

PR [pronunciation] 
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CHAPTER 1 
THE POLITICS OF RE-REPRESENTING GEORGIA 

 
In 2003, Georgians experienced a unique and sweeping event. After a decade 

of stagnation and unclear direction, a group of young reformers led Georgians 

through a regime change that would shortly thereafter be called the Rose Revolution. 

President Edouard Shevardnadze, a Soviet-era diplomat and also a teetotaller, 

accepted his defeat, leaving his half-drunk glass of tea on the podium. In a symbolic 

gesture whose verity is not exactly known, Mikheil Saakashvili, his successor, picked 

up the glass of tea and drank it down, signaling the beginning of a new era. 

Since that time, a rapid reform movement has been altering the external face 

of this country under the leadership of the United National Movement Party (UNM), 

Saakashvili’s party. Over the approximately past ten years, Georgia has shown clear 

indicators of progress, including high growth, improved living standards, the 

reduction of corruption, and a political infrastructure that actually works if not with 

the quirks specific to Saakashvili’s “vanguard politics” (Bruckner, 2009). This political 

style includes decisionmaking that is rapid and heroic, sometimes skirting the 

measured discussions, town hall meetings, and consensus-building that characterizes 

more ‘mature’ democracies. Thus, opposition has also arisen (Bruckner, 2009). This 

reform project provided the impetus for my doctoral study, which I organized around 

a specific aspect of the initiative, the project to rescript Georgian national belonging.  

I thought the president had pluck to begin calling the country “Multiethnic 

Georgia,” but also a bit self-congratulatory when he claimed that a cultural 

revolution was underway. But these types of gestures have been typical of 

Saakashvili. He seems ever conscious of the world’s gaze and dedicated to 

responding to it. All movements have their aura and this is the Rose Revolution’s 

particularly conspicuous one, to prove to the world that Georgia prevails against its 

totalitarian enemies. Some have posited that Saakashvili was not the real 
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galvanizing agent of the Rose Revolution. For example, Manning (2007a) doubts 

whether social actors caused the regime change. Rather, he suggests that the 

“rhetorical pragmatics” of various factions were the agencies of change: that is, 

campaign images and the winning political approach captured public interest and 

support. What matters, however, are the material conditions that caused the unrest 

in the first place and whether they have been solved. In this dissertation, I 

investigate the aftermath of the Rose Revolution and Georgian social practices and 

related perceptions pertaining to a specific aspect of Saakashvili’s reforms, the 

element that first caught my surprise—the Multiethnic Georgia project. In doing so, I 

want to better understand the movement’s potential to foster grounded and socially 

comprehensive change for all Georgians. 

The Multiethnic Georgia project involves a new way to reckon their internal 

differences and is part of a greater effort to foster the country’s emergence as a 

modern liberal democracy in the Caucasus. To ethnic Georgians, Georgia 

symbolically belongs to them, which is reflected in the way they refer to their 

country, or Sa-kartvelo, the place of Kartveli (ethnic Georgians). I investigate new 

meanings of Georgianness under this generation of reformers. The Georgian 

president, for example, compares himself and his administration to 12th century 

Georgian kings while simultaneously describing Georgia as the “oldest Europe” 

(Andronikashvili, 2010). To be in Georgia at this time therefore is to witness this 

very public and symbolic working out of what the Georgian nation means. For 

example, during my fieldwork, a new tourism initiative began to promulgate the idea 

that Europe, or more specifically the European race, actually started in Georgia. 

Nations are actively constructed, imagined, or conjured as bounded spaces where 

certain distinguishable groups of people live and share common traditions, language, 

and customs (Anderson, 1991[1983]). This idea of culture or nation as constructed 
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will surface frequently in this dissertation as it is controversial for Georgians and 

affects their perceptions of the wider national project.  

The idea of culture as constructed is the primary understanding that helps us 

situate Georgia and the current administration’s stratagems in a politics of 

representation. In a politics of representation, one can reanalyze and reimagine a 

country’s signature by deconstructing its basic mythic ideas and cultural truisms, 

shifting the weight of some aspects of it or even eliminating a component. The 

Georgian mythos places Georgians, their historical activity, and the evolution of their 

common traditions and traits in one place. Except for the breakaway regions of 

Abkhazia and South Ossetia, and except for Tao-Klarjeti, an original territory now 

subsumed within Turkey, the country is essentially the same today as Georgian 

ethnohistory records it through the centuries. A politics of representation has the 

power to reanimate this mythos or attempt to play with its elements.  

Saakashvili’s project resembles the latter. He wishes to inculcate a civic idea 

of nationhood rather than an ethnic one. A civic national concept, which we take for 

granted in the newer immigrant-based nations of the West—the United States, 

Australia, and Canada—is a relatively novel idea for Georgians. Even for many 

European governments and their publics, accepting national self-concepts that run 

counter to traditional myths can be challenging. These past decades have changed 

the ethnic and cultural fabric of many countries, making them no longer exclusively 

the domain of Germans, Norwegians, or Englishmen, for example, but rather hybrid 

new societies with multicultural populations.  

Georgia’s president uses a combination strategy of representation, which I 

believe he does with a degree of political consciousness. He enlists the 

representative properties of important national symbols and ideas to forward his 

project, yet the stratagem is specifically flawed. He wants to reorient ethnic 

Georgianness by replacing it with multiethnic or civic inculcations of nationhood, but 
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he relies on a selective group of heroic ideas from Georgian national history. 

Georgians have recourse to and memory of other strands of their past that are 

related to civil society-building projects or equality movements and are not strictly 

ethnicity-based. For example, Saakashvili has occasionally referred to the rich and 

valuable contributions Georgians made to social democracy in the Caucasus in the 

late 19th and early 20th centuries (Jones, 2005). But he does little to reanalyze, 

problematize, or rethink Georgian contributions to Russian and subsequent Soviet 

projects, which had their own emancipatory and civilizing schema, especially in the 

Soviet period. In this study, I recognize Saakashvili’s overall intentions as unique 

among his predecessors but flawed in these and other critical ways. My findings 

section later in this introduction will include more detail. 

While Saakashvili’s project is unique, it is also simple practical maneuvering 

to create a niche for his small nation. This is not unlike, for instance, what happens 

at the quotidian level when people need to fit into a new social environment. The 

unique part of the project is that it fundamentally contradicts Georgian expectations 

of leaders catering only to local interests and futures (i.e. only ethnic Georgian 

interests). But Saakashvili’s political machinations are not all that unusual 

considering Georgian history, which is a story of flexibility in the midst of struggle.  

Georgians have been forced to negotiate their presence within the domains of 

some of the world’s most powerful civilizations—Arab, Mongol, Persian, Ottoman, and 

Russian—and as a result have cultivated a quick and ready social and political 

pragmatism similar to what we see the UNM party doing today in neoliberal space. It 

is not unlike what we imagine was happening on the ground over the centuries and 

creating what might be called a Georgian habitus (Bourdieu, 1980). In the 

psychological vernacular, humans are described as having “fight or flight” response, 

but sometimes they also stay. Georgians have had to do all these things, both 

fighting when necessary and fleeing, leaving cities for refuge in the Caucasian 
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countryside and mountains. But in the dense, socially contiguous and multiethnic 

spaces of the Southern Caucasus, especially in the capital Tbilisi for example, 

conditions generated another propensity in Georgians, which allowed them to stay 

and manage a coexistence with others. This is a certain performative aptitude 

specific to Georgians. In this dissertation I will refer more than once to this idea of a 

Georgian aptitude generated from multiethnic contexts. The Georgian habitus 

generates a presentation of self that manages its audience in a certain way. In this 

region this was often an audience of diverse constituents from all kinds of origins, 

including newcomers and strangers with unpredictable intentions. In this dissertation 

I will refer to both tolerance toward others as well as care elicited toward guests as 

two related norms of behavior that achieved good standing with others. Georgians 

refer often to these two understandings and behavioral codes when they respond to 

the ethnic problem and its proposed solutions, as in Saakashvili’s Mulitethnic Georgia 

project. 

A habitus encouraging performance that muffles or diverts danger in the 

social and political environment contributes to a more complicated understanding of 

Georgians and their ability to handle power. Some have criticized Georgians for 

complying or being conciliatory vis-à-vis imperial power so that they could maintain 

their relatively privileged position in the Caucasus (Jersild, 2002; Shatirishvili, 2003). 

I enliven this critique of Georgian complicity with a postcolonialist perspective. A 

colonial rendition of the Georgian predicament, which Saakashvili uses often with 

certain support from the public, posits them as reemerging from Russian/Soviet 

oppression, and does not fundamentally critique Georgian actions. He paints them as 

bystanders who got in the way of wicked political orders. A postcolonial 

reinterpretation would posit more intentionality on the part of Georgian actors, 

presenting them as slyly compliant but ever focused on national survival (Bhabha, 

1984). Under the duress of much greater powers, Georgians devised a social means 
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of surviving using cultural practices that increased their networking power and 

assimilated them into the social world of their oppressors. In this way they achieved 

the welfare of the greater society and maintained their relative position within the 

Caucasus as a cultivated Christian society with a history of statehood. In the 

Caucasus, indeed, the relationship between the observer and the observed, those in 

power versus those not in power, has often been unclear, as Grant states in his 2009 

book, Captive and the Gift: Cultural Histories of Sovereignty in Russia and the 

Caucasus. In other words, the question of “Who was civilizing whom” is ambiguous in 

this region, and Georgians made it more ambiguous by their seeming compliance 

rather than outright resistance. 

The politics of representation of this region is not a new subject but this study 

better illuminates how the representation of culture and cultural practice facilitates 

the accommodation of people into greater wholes. Many fine works concern 

Georgians and their national identity in relation to larger playing fields as both actors 

and subjects representing the Caucasus (Crego, 2007; Layton, 1986; Manning, 

2004). Also prevalent is the question of the Caucasus overall as an under-thematized 

region (King, 2011). This work answers the call to enliven the subject of the 

Caucasus with a newer approach that aids in working out a “Caucasus paradigm,” as 

Bruce Grant and Lale Yalcin-Heckman (2007) call for in their edited volume together. 

In the spirit of Orientalist Edward Said, but pushing the Orientalist critique further, 

we might ask: “What rubric would adequately explain this part of the world?” In the 

Caucasus, people have long been condensed into unidimensional, essentialized, and 

fetishized portraits, stereotyped by body, violence, or sensuality, rather than being 

recognized for their inner complexities and capacities as political actors. Georgians 

should be recognized for their relative accomplishments in this region, their continual 

striving for a tenable form of statehood. Of course, these efforts have always been 
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constrained by greater forces, as they are today by the late capitalist forces of 

neoliberalism.  

Inspired by this challenge, I focus my interpretation on culture as an object of 

representation and on cultural practices that finesse a community’s place in the 

world. Cultural practice is not merely passing intact traditions from generation to 

generation. Rather it provides subsequent generations with a formula for living. For 

Georgians this was a set of acceptable responses, still Georgian in essence, but 

flexible and available to use where necessary in a difficult and unpredictable world. 

This is a study of the use of culture, the practice of certain identifying feature in the 

context of a broader national identity project.1 Besides looking at the signs 

associated with the Multiethnic Georgia project, practice theory then provides the 

framework for understanding Georgian signifying acts in space (Bourdieu, 1980). As 

Bourdieu (1980) states, people’s actions are prefigured; habitus provides them with 

a “defined set of dispositions to a particular universe of probabilities.” Although how 

much agency Bourdieu actually gives to individuals and their actions is unclear, he 

clearly states that elements of newness are always available as environmental 

conditions change. In other words, people, or Georgians in this case, are always 

maneuvering within a world that provides “concrete indices of the accessible and the 

inaccessible.” As an ideally transformative national project, the Multiethnic Georgia 

project presents new conditions of possibility, new ways to be Georgian, or what 

Bourdieu describes as new ideas of “what is and is not 'for us'” (pp. 64, 65). Whether 

                                                 
1 This is more a portrait of practices than a portrait of a culture. I strive to avoid 
essentializing both the society and the people; they are neither one-dimensional, 
monolithic, nor programmed, without reflection (Brubaker & Cooper, 2000). On the 
other hand, my project is not against culture either as Abu-Lughod (1991) used the 
term. Culture is highlighted as the main ingredient in practices of representation, 
both from within and outside this society as a means of creating a niche in the world 
in late capitalist times. 
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the project has the people’s mandate and enough local credibility with the minorities 

it professes to support has bearing on the program’s success. 

I believe the Georgian context effectively exhibits these dynamics. The 

country’s administrators are new to the work of truly emancipated politics, but they 

have enthusiastically entered into national identity politics. I examine whether their 

methods are effective, how well they are accepted, and what performative 

possibilities exist for Georgians in the context of 21st century neoliberal politics where 

identity has become so important. “From cultural identity issues power for those who 

can deploy it successfully,” says George Yudice (2003, p. 77). This idea will recur 

again here. I believe it captures both the faults and the promise of Saakashvili’s 

campaign.  

Projects such as Multiethnic Georgia can have profound portents. Whether 

public organizations, private entities, or individuals promulgate these new visions of 

identity, altered forms of representation can transform a nation’s society. They can 

do so from the bottom-up or the top-down, but we are most accustomed to hearing 

of leaders who initiated great projects from a position of power. Either to restore, 

transform, or modernize, as in the Meiji Restoration in Japan or the Iranian 

Revolution, leaders often initiated these projects with powerful public acts, appearing 

in a certain kind of dress or conducting a symbolic act a flag. These acts of 

transformative portent use symbols to influence the interests of communities and 

affect the reception a country receives in the world. In that spirit, I titled my 

dissertation “Georgian Polyphonic Imaginaries,” to evoke these possibilities as 

Georgians undertake their own project of new representation.  

My experiences in the field verified that Georgian rituals and practices reflect 

both this community’s opened and closed nature, its possibilities of social inclusivity 

versus exclusivity. I do not specifically identify the Western system as better than 

the Georgian one, liberal multiculturalism as the key modality over Georgians’ 
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traditional management of others. Rather, I point to practices, the ones that are 

incorporative and intercultural, as fundamental to a good program. In this regard, 

liberal multiculturalism has many detractors; as a program it fails to fundamentally 

change social relations between the majority and minorities, it further reifies 

differences. In that sense observing Georgian practices for the possibilities of more 

open intercultural communication has bearing for all programs. My fieldwork 

revealed instances that show the Georgian culture concept as thick and impregnable 

and thus exclusive. At other times, practices showed a porous and inclusive group 

definition. In that sense, practices can re-represent Georgia as an inclusive and 

multiethnic society. Currently, however, the Georgian social climate contrasts with 

that being pressed by the president’s liberal multiculturalist agenda. As a result, I 

claim that Saakashvili’s Multiethnic Georgia is inadequately configured to accomplish 

its ideals.  

In this dissertation and as reflected in the title, I use polyphony, the a 

cappella singing tradition that has garnered Georgia some renown lately, as an 

overarching metaphor for inclusive national concepts.2 In my fieldwork, Georgians 

identified polyphony as evidence that they are inclusive in spirit, in the sense of their 

ability to harmonize. This literal and figurative handling of the performance genre 

provides an apt descriptor because it can show the varying degrees to which 

Georgians want to appear inclusive yet distinct. One description to this effect came 

from an employee of the Museum of Folkloric Instruments. She described how 

polyphony is “in the Georgian blood,” implying that it is specific and unique to the 

community. Although her statement was meant to identify a positive feature in 

Georgians, their aptitude to pay special care to others and thus articulate with them 

as one harmonic unit, her explanation was also fundamentally exclusivist: this 

                                                 
2 In 2001, Georgian polyphonic singing was registered as one of the world’s 
intangible heritage exemplars (Tsitsishvili, 2009). 
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musical genre was their birthright and not others’ (or vice versa, she accepted that 

the reverse was probably true as well, that Georgians could not perform for instance 

oriental-style music well). The same exclusivity was evident in the way she described 

the layout of the museum. She demarcated the museum into sections, Western 

musical instruments here, Eastern style there, and Georgian musical styles in 

another section, each exhibiting a ‘thick’ rather than thin understanding of musical 

styles, aptitudes, and products. She was disinclined to see hybrids, mixtures, or in-

between types. 

In another example, a more inclusive outcome ensued. In the beautiful 

restored city of Sighnaghi, at a harvest festival organized by an organic wine 

company, I and other guests enjoyed an informal concert of polyphonic music. That 

evening, I was assured that Georgian cultural traditions could be open and inclusive, 

they could act as bridges linking Georgians to others. In Georgia, I was selective 

about sharing certain information of my paternal origins as that information 

sometimes brought uncertainty to my relationships. The region where my father’s 

people are from, Tao-Klarjeti, which is now in Turkey but was a seat of Georgian 

power at one time, invokes complicated memories, which for Georgians equate to 

losses. However, at the feast, a member of the group inadvertently learned of my 

ancestry and the group responded quickly by incorporating me into their 

performance. They chose to sing and dance a song from this region in my honor, a 

region that is no longer theirs but always Georgian in spirit. This contrasts with other 

reception and interpretations. Regarding this part of Turkey and the descendants of 

Georgians now living there, one reputable Georgian academic once said, “They are 

essentially no longer Georgian.” Others said that Georgians in this region are the 

truest Georgians as they avoided the homogenizing effects of the Soviet period. 

These examples show that culture and nationality are imagined differently in 
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different minds; their interpretations vary from person-to-person, and from political 

agenda to political agenda. 

What is important to this dissertation and to my argument regarding the Rose 

Revolution generation and their stratagems of bringing Georgia into today’s global 

world is that culture can transmit messages about a community and that these ideas 

are specifically tailored to the goals of the speaker and his agenda. In this case the 

president would like to project the image of Georgia as multiethnic and thus tolerant 

and civilized. I explain additional inclusive practices in more detail in Chapter 4. I cite 

the Georgian traditional feast, the supra, as an intrinsically Georgian modality for 

dealing with others by treating and toasting them lavishly at the table.3 To invoke 

the polyphony metaphor again, the stranger who comes to your door is the voice 

brought into the choir. I was that stranger in Sighnaghi whose voice (figuratively 

represented in lost Turkish/Tao-Klarjetian histories) was incorporated. Polyphony 

therefore, like the supra and indeed like many Georgian cultural practices, 

represents a template, constructing and conveying messages about this community 

and providing means of communicating with others.  

In the remainder of this introduction, I describe field conditions, my methods 

for conducting fieldwork, my position as a researcher with some locally ascribed ties, 

a synopsis of my findings, and the chapters as individuals link in the greater 

argument I am making about the Saakashvili project.  

The Field, Fieldwork, and Positionality 

Most of this fieldwork occurred during nine months from 2009 to 2010, 

although the climate I investigated began with the Rose Revolution. I also conducted 

pre-dissertation fieldwork in 2005 for three months. The post-Rose Revolution period 

                                                 
3 See Manning and others for their complementary renditions of the supra as 
supervising as well as representing Georgian social orders (Chatwin, 2001; Manning, 
2007b; Tuite, 2010). 
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is a social and political context involving broad reforms, new policies and laws, a 

surge in private investment and development (especially in the tourism industry), 

and improved functioning of the political infrastructure. Many of these changes would 

have been impossible without enormous foreign aid. Georgia both before and during 

Saakashvili’s era has received quite a lot of aid, but he has distinguished himself by 

being more accountable than his predecessors with regard to this aid and putting in 

place many self-sustaining economic developments.4  

During this time, the United National Movement Party clearly enlisted public 

relations and signage to gain the public’s confidence. In 2005, for instance, I noticed 

a large banner covering at least two floors of a building showing members of 

Georgia’s ethnic communities against a beautiful Caucasian mountainscape. The 

message was one of unity, which Georgians invoke with the expression “Dzala 

Ertobashia” (Power is in Unity). In Russian for Georgia’s minorities the message was 

different but meant nonetheless to enhance an understanding of national 

togetherness: “Georgia is our Motherland.” In English the poster used popular code 

words of Western multiculturalism: “Celebrating Georgia’s Diversity.” Other 

campaigns also occurred during my fieldwork and I describe the “Me Miq’vars Tbilisi” 

(I love Tbilisi) campaign in Chapter 4 under the discussion of Tbilisoba, the city 

festival. Certainly I felt that the city was clearly indicating political initiative to use 

cultural ideas to strategically gain recognition and acceptance from various publics. 

In the Unity poster, they were cognizant not only of message-making’s power, but of 

their varied audiences: the international one (hence the English), their own 

minorities, and the Georgian public by using the axiom of unity. 

                                                 
4 Since 1992, Georgia has received about USD $1.4 billion from the World Bank and 
the International Development Association (IDA) alone (World Bank, 2011). 
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In 2009, parliament adopted the National Concept and Action Plan for 

Tolerance and Civil Integration, one of the most crucial legal documents underwriting 

the Multiethnic Georgia project.5 Although the Georgian constitution had included 

basic human rights guarantees since independence, the National Concept specifically 

focuses on Georgia’s acceptance and subscription to international standards of 

conduct with respect to minorities and outlines the steps to create a stronger civil 

society and democracy in Georgia. The National Concept enlists an action plan: 

programs that would support minorities in achieving equality on par with the rest of 

Georgia by better integrating them into society and also supporting their cultural 

development. 

Much of the programming outlined under the National Concept was slated for 

implementation over a five-year period, beginning in 2009, the year I arrived. But 

the program and integration that the state government envisioned were visible in 

embryonic form, for instance in the TV show “Italian Yard,” one of the first programs 

to present multiethnicity as an important topic by focusing on a new minority issue 

or relevant individual each week. Also, programming was expanded at Tbilisoba and 

at fledging programs initiated by the Georgian National museum. I based my 

analysis on these first programmatic signs and on the other fieldwork that I 

conducted.  

My fieldwork can be divided into two categories. First, participant observation 

played a valuable role in my research. It exposed me to various cultural sites and 

allowed me to see how Georgians worked and interacted within these spaces. I 

participated in and observed cultural heritage festivals and museum programs, and 

observed sites slated for restoration because of their connection to Tbilisi’s ancient 

multiethnicity. I received official permission to use the Georgian National Museum as 

                                                 
5 A copy of the National Concept can be downloaded from the Georgian government-
sponsored website: http://www.diversity.ge/eng/. 
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a fieldwork site, but the main branch was still closed for renovation when I arrived, 

so I spent most of my observation at the Open Air Ethnographic Museum. While 

observing participants at these various sites and getting to know the workers there, I 

documented my findings with notes, photographs, and short videos. Many sites were 

in the midst of cultural revitalization, which meant that workers were actively moving 

materials, investigating the ground beneath structures, and restoring buildings to 

their supposed earlier states. This was the case in Old Tbillisi, the wider name for the 

district that contains the ancient sulphur baths. This neighborhood, probably the 

oldest continually inhabited part of Tbilisi, is where ethnic diversity is most 

concentrated and visible. Witnessing Old Tbilisi’s transformation, whether for better 

or worse, was essentially observing the Multiethnic Georgia project and its priorities 

in action.  

In the fall, I conducted a collaborative photo-documentation project of the city 

festival with a group of ethnology students from the state university. This provided 

one of the biggest reserves of photographic images that an ethnographer could 

desire, and I am grateful for it. It also gave me valuable insights into my 

collaborators and the workings of the museum, as we were able to exhibit our work 

at another branch of the museum, the Ioseb Grishashvili Tbilisi History Museum. 

Working closely with this particular generation of Georgians was very meaningful and 

fruitful for my research. It also represented “native ethnography,” where researchers 

see culture through the eyes of native individuals by allowing them to document 

their perceptions (Ruby, 2000). 

I also conducted numerous interviews. Thirty-two were recorded, formal, and 

pre-scripted interviews, although I often diverged from the script or switched 

questions when I thought a new path was appropriate with certain respondents. 

These semi-structured interviews also incorporated images and music, according to 

my own adapted version of the photo-elicitation interview (Harper, 1998). I had used 
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this interview modality when preparing my master’s thesis and found it helpful in 

facilitating respondents’ interest and directing their focus (see Appendix A for the 

interview text). In photo-elicitation, respondents are shown images while the 

interviewer asks questions. In one case, I used music to elicit their views of 

traditional polyphony against hybrid Tbilisian or Eastern musical genres.  

My questions were designed to tap into their feelings about traditional culture, 

cultural practices, and changing values and mores. I conducted interviews with a 

variety of stakeholders including heritage industry specialists, advocates of ethnic 

minorities, and ordinary individuals. My respondents ranged from older teenagers to 

a few in their early eighties. Three-quarters of the interviews were conducted in 

Georgian, some in English, and twice using a mixture of Turkish and Georgian. 

Almost half of my interviewees were minorities, including one member of the LGBTQ 

community. I do not count as formal interviews the many conversations, passing 

interactions, and overheard conversations, at home with friends and in-laws, with my 

landlord, in taxi cabs, or when conducting business, but these certainly helped me 

gauge communicative practices and views regarding the current social climate under 

Saakashvili. 

I believe my personal position with respect to this field site deserves some 

explanation. My first encounter with Georgia came on a 1995 summer trip that 

combined personal curiosity with professional work. I went to Georgia on an English 

language teaching mission with Redjeb Jordania, son of Noe Jordania, the Georgian 

social democrat and the country’s first president before the Soviet socialist takeover 

in 1921. On this first trip, rolling through the Sarpi gate at the boundary between 

Turkey and Georgia, I thought how lush and verdant the hills were on the Georgian 

side, just like on the Turkish side. Although I was unfamiliar with this part of the 

Black Sea region (on either side), I knew that my father’s people came from there, 

when the area was a contested area of influence between Russian, Turkish, and 
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Georgian authorities in the 1800s. Eventually Ottoman administrators offered a more 

stable future within Turkey proper and my relatives founded the Georgian village of 

Sorhun, in the province of Tokat. Now, 130 years later, few people in Sorhun still 

speak Georgian, but all remain cognizant that they are Turks of Georgian descent as 

my own father did and transmitted to us (Gurji in Turkish). My personal curiosity to 

learn more about this place explains this first foray in 1995, but the idea quickly 

became the subject of possible doctoral studies. In the interim I also married a 

Georgian man. This new position, as an affine or rdzali (daughter-in-law), became an 

additional means of understanding perceptions of Georgianness 

When conducting fieldwork, I introduced myself as an utskhoeli or Amerikeli 

metsnieri (foreign or American scientist) and then stated my research topic. I 

described my research as the study of the Georgian heritage industry in the context 

of Saakashvili-era programs concerning multiculturalism. Because I am aware of 

certain sensitivities among the Georgian public, I trimmed my self-identification 

accordingly. Sometimes I did the same with my research topic, deemphasizing the 

minority part. For many Georgians, people of my background represent the “other” 

(having Muslim and Turkish descent). However, Georgians are curious, and by the 

time a few questions elapsed into a conversation, I had little to conceal and relations 

were always cordial. Also, on a political level, although relations with Turkey are 

quite good, people are sensitive about the region of Tao-Klarjeti and the fact that 

Turkish authorities have traditionally taken a stance of official neglect regarding the 

many Georgian and Armenian churches and relics still remaining in this region.6  

As for scientific neutrality and my partial insider status, I agree with Jacobs-

Huey’s (2002) conclusions in the aptly titled article “The natives are gazing and 

talking back.” By having some ascribed connection to this region, I believe I adopted 

multiple stances regarding this country, whether Turkish-Georgian, American, or 
                                                 
6 This is slowly beginning to change. 
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partial insider, and that this flexibility gave me “an empowering means of self-

identification and alignment within multiple and internally complex (e.g., lay, 

academic) constituencies and research paradigms” (p. 799). I believe this allowed 

me some resonance and rapport with varieties of people in the field. Any good 

anthropologist has a primary goal of cultivating openness toward respondents and 

their positions. My confidence in this approach was enhanced by the framework of 

phenomenological anthropology and its stance on ethnography as a way of both 

observing others’ “lived experience” while staying cognizant of one’s own lived 

experience during the process. Von Manen (1990) calls this a “validating circle of 

enquiry,” research that is validated by lived experience and is validating as a result 

(p. 27). Previously I mentioned my experience at the fall harvest festival. I would 

call this an example of Von Manen’s validating circle of enquiry. Attending this 

festival was made especially personally validating when the organizers included me 

in their choice of songs that evening, but it also gave me a keen and grounded sense 

of how Georgians use song, festivity, eating, and drinking as a way to bridge gaps 

between people.  

Finally I note a problem which I overcome while in the field. I describe this 

challenge under the subhead “Where are the Multiethnics?” in Chapter 3. Although 

Georgia is obviously multiethnic, I expected to find evidence of this multiethnicity 

readily visible and to find people interested in discussing the topic.7 But during the 

first half of my research, the field could not be characterized in this way. For 

example, as a layover from the Soviet period, signage was highly regulated. The 

authentic mercantilism of Old Tbilisi, much of which had been run by non-Georgians, 

had been erased and Sovietized. The photographic inventory from the 19th century 

shows a rich array of regional-specific wares and services available in Old Tbilisi as 

                                                 
7 The 1989 census showed that 30% of the Georgian population were minorities, 
which shrank to 16% just before the Rose Revolution in 2002 (see Broers, 2008). 
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diverse peoples mingled and conducted business with each other in this hybrid 

Georgian space. The Soviets created communal shops and regulated the sale of rugs, 

leather, and gems, for example. Presumably many people were assigned new 

vocations that fit the socialist developmental goals and thus lost the skills of their 

ancestors. Also, a Russian/Soviet pastiche was created to represent some of the 

Easternness of Tbilisi, to maintain its special character. This was multiculturalism, 

Soviet style. A bathhouse was styled to look like a mosque and an ancient 

caravansary was elegantly redesigned as a city museum. On the surface, these 

features retained for Tbilisi the air of an Eastern city, but where were the multiethnic 

people who had been living here? Like Georgians but more so, the Soviet experience 

challenged their communities and they learned to adopt the compliant attitude. This 

is how I observed them today. 

During this 70 years of Soviet cultural homogenization, Georgians as the 

titular people had some opportunity to cultivate their culture, albeit under Soviet 

cover, while minorities remained a subtext of this greater Georgian national story. 

Today in Tbilisi, except for the occasional Georgian man who wears his chokha 

(traditional Caucasian overcoat) on special days or the parish priest in his black 

vestements, you seldom see residents in identifiably ‘ethnic’ clothes or 

accoutrements. Georgian Jews occasionally wear the yarmulke and likewise you may 

see a Muslim man with a skull cap covering his head. Tbilisi for instance has far 

fewer Azeri women with Islamic head coverings than the immigrant-receiving 

countries of the West where liberal multiculturalism prevails. 

In these last two decades of national revival, clearly ethnic communities have 

had limited power to create their own niche or to join in the national canon, relative 

to Georgians. Perhaps today, under Saakashvili’s national reconfiguration project, 

this will change. Georgia’s minorities may begin to feel more comfortable, for 
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instance, hanging a shingle outside their place of business, even if it is identifiably 

Armenian, Azeri, or Kurdish. Or they may be integrated into Georgian public and 

private organizations in higher numbers and thus play a role in defining Georgia in 

the future. I had difficulty instigating conversations on this topic because 

respondents were reticent to speak on a subject that implies disloyalty. More widely, 

Georgians do not want to appear prejudiced, and many minority respondents 

specifically feel inclined to give the “right” answers and not “stir things up.” I knew 

this reticence was structured by conditions and that if there was Georgian negligence 

to blame, it too was not intentional: if Georgians are blind to the needs and presence 

of others in their nation, it is not because of inborn negativity or “ancient hatreds,” a 

thesis often used in the journalistic register. Rather, it is the result of inertia caused 

by 70 years of Soviet nationalities policies that unleashed nationalist fervor in the 

early 1990s. 

In Chapter 3, I share an experience from my fieldwork that placed me on a 

sounder platform regarding Georgian pluralism as it is perceived today. I was invited 

to the reopening ceremony of the Abkhazian House at the Open Air Ethnographic 

Museum, but I discovered that the ceremony was not meant to celebrate 

Abkhazianness. Rather it was staged to recall nostalgically the Abkhazian territory, 

as it was when it was part of the Georgian story. This experience taught me to see 

diversity through a Georgian valence, not as I thought it should or might be one day. 

Later a meeting with Aleko, the director of the only gay rights and support 

organization in Tbilisi, helped me to better focus on the core principles introduced 

through programs such as multiculturalism, which are so important for organizations 

such as Aleko’s. The goals of multiculturalism in Georgia, said Aleko, are essentially 

to focus on personhood, the dignity of human beings, and that rights for all people, 

ethnic minorities or gays arise from the same principle. Like others I interviewed, 

Aleko carefully avoided disparaging Georgian culture. Instead he criticized small 
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mindedness or inflexible thinking. From his responses to questions about Georgian 

cultural activities, I could see that he believed that citizens can enjoy the time-

honored delights of Georgian drinking, music, and togetherness and still be gay (or 

Kurdish, Armenian, Russian, and so on). The interview assured me that although 

representatives of Georgia’s minorities and other disempowered people are not 

always visible on the surface of public life in Georgia, they exist and desire, as all 

Georgians do, to be counted with the nation.  

Findings and Chapter Overview  

Forging a new multiethnic, fully democratic, Georgian nation that comprises 

civic-minded individuals represents an ambitious goal. According to the president, 

this cultural or mental revolution is already underway. My observations do not 

confirm this. First, the program’s very fruition has been coerced by international 

institutions such as the World Bank, IMF, and the United Nations, who work to 

prevent conflicts from arising in the world and reward compliant nations, like 

Georgia, with recognition and support. As a result the project appears elicited from 

elsewhere and does not resonate with much of the public. Ethnic minorities, 

however, were generally encouraged by Saakashvili’s election and his subsequent 

redirecting of the national imaginary.  

Part of the problem is related to the president’s personal style of decision 

making, which is too hasty and conducted without consensus-building. He presents 

his ideas to the public couched in heroic national symbols. Many educated members 

of Georgian society from various communities and sectors want to create more 

balanced programs that can still be transformative (Vardosanidze, 2010). Obviously 

not enough reflexive work has been conducted regarding Georgian history in a 

comprehensive and objective manner, and few have rethought the Orthodox 

Church’s role in the new civic nation concept. For example, cultural heritage sites are 
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being selectively rebuilt to omit the Russian and Soviet parts of Georgian heritage 

and to privilege Orthodox Christianity. Only recently have funds and support come 

together to restore, for instance, Georgia’s own ateshgah (Zoroastrian fire temple), 

one of the few exemplars of fire temples in the region. These trends do not reflect 

multiculturalism.  

The rest of this section presents an overview of the chapters of this 

dissertation while highlighting the issues that affect the scope and effectiveness of 

Saakashvili’s program, namely its materialization under neoliberal forces, the lack of 

public support or perceived need for such programs, and problems with liberal 

multiculturalism itself. As I present these concerns, each chapter contributes to 

bringing the argument into better relief. A broader question is, therefore, if this kind 

of program does not have the public mandate, what does? Toward that purpose, I 

touch on aspects of Georgian practice that emulate democratic and inclusive 

behaviors and can challenge the adoption of liberal idioms. For instance, we might 

consider reorienting our attention to practices of inter-culturalism, which do exist 

here. 

First, neoliberal conditions have played a great role in coercing Georgians to 

take on this liberal system of difference reckoning. Whether motivated by the desire 

to be recognized as a civilized society or simply to continue getting aid, the Georgian 

government has been complying with international conditions and carrying out 

reforms. However, as I describe in Chapter 2, the country has its own rich cultural 

history of diversity and experience with multiethnicity that harks to ancient times. 

But systematized multiethnicity was not established until they came under the 

influence of the Russian Empire in the 19th century, which was followed by Soviet 

systems of classification, and then finally in this recent period the inculcation of 

liberal multiculturalist paradigms under the National Concept. Notably from the late 

19th century to the early 20th century, Georgian and Caucasian intellectuals engaged 
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another national idea: social democracy. But the Bolshevik Revolution in 1921 cut 

these efforts short. The present form of social difference reckoning, liberal 

multiculturalism, promises that human dignity and equality will be guaranteed and 

thus accords with the principles of democracy. Surveys, the writings of Georgian 

political analysts, and my own fieldwork indicate that Georgians want, perceive, and 

desire democracy as their national modality (CRRC, 2011; Nodia, 1995).  

However, Georgians have contradictory understandings about democracy. 

They want democracy in principle, but disagree about how it should be apportioned 

and practiced. Their understanding of this form of governance therefore contradicts 

how they support it. My fieldwork revealed ground-level resistance to programs that 

prioritize minority needs over Georgian ones. This is a result of what Kymllicka 

(2007) calls a “minoritized majority” syndrome, which Eastern Europeans and former 

Soviet peoples experience. Although they are the majority in their nations not only in 

numbers but as the titular population, the result of having suffered under 

totalitarianism extends a sense of minoritization and complicates their present stance 

with true minorities. 

At the same time, Georgians point to their rich history of living with others 

and to the reign of 12th century David Aghmashenebli, which Saakashvili also 

praises, to show that shemts’q’narebloba (tolerance) defines their stance toward 

others. Thus, they object to being forced to adopt the systems of management from 

international entities. I problematize both Georgian tolerance and the system of 

obligations toward others called st’mart’mghebloba (host-guest relations) by showing 

that these self-concepts still privilege Georgians over minorities. The tolerance 

toward others in Georgian history is indeed a noble aspect of their history, and they 

were probably not given the same amount of leeway when the tables were turned 

and they were being rules by outsiders, but democracy requires that each 

constituent shares equally in defining and forging a mutually satisfactory 
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coexistence. Also, although the attitude is becoming less frequent, I continued to see 

that Georgians posited minorities as newcomers or “guests” who are not integral to 

the Georgian nation. This is a highly exclusionary sentiment. One cannot assume 

that the lack of minorities in the parliament and in Georgian institutions of higher 

education is only the result of their lack of ability. We have to also take into account 

these exclusionary attitudes as well as the residue of past classificatory systems and 

political divisions. These features contribute to the discriminatory atmosphere of 

Georgian social and political life.   

In Chapter 3, I describe ordinary sentiments in more detail. In many 

respects, the Georgian social climate is saturated with essentialist attitudes about 

ethnicity, gender, and even political orientations, like the liberal one. My fieldwork 

coincided with a time of highly public cases of conservative backlash meant to 

counter the work of liberal organizations, gay support organizations, groups that 

fostered intercultural dialogue and media production among the youth, and book 

publishing involving sexually controversial subjects or language. With respect to the 

conceptions of nationhood and ethnicity, this chapter addresses fundamental ways in 

which Georgians conceive of identity and belonging. Most important, Georgians 

believe ethnicity is the unique and indivisible mark of all persons. They believe that 

culture is not constructed or imagined. It is primordial.  

As a result of the legacies of Russian and later Soviet classification systems 

and their own history as an outlier Christian society in a mostly Muslim region, 

Georgians understand they have a special responsibility to be vigilant caretakers of 

their singular nation. This concept of singularity and Georgian legacies as convivial, 

tolerant, and hospitable people seemed to dissuade my respondents from outwardly 

criticizing traditions. People seem to defer to the mythos of Georgian unity. For 

example, among my interviewees, respondents of all ages, ethnic, and professional 

backgrounds chose similar features of Georgian social practices as the ones they 
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would not change: these were multigenerational households and traditional practices 

of commensality (eating together) and hospitality, although, surprisingly, many 

young people disdained the excesses of drinking at the traditional supra table. 

Almost all respondents thought it was a good feature of Georgians to host others 

with impeccable care and to have access to large and intact multigenerational 

households. Regarding interethnic beliefs, Georgians have tension with groups who 

most closely approximate their own cultural heritage and territory. I suggest that the 

logic of “narcissism of small differences” is probably operating here, where those 

with the most in common with Georgians, such as the Armenians, bear the brunt of 

negative stereotyping. Also the residual trauma of the two ethnic conflicts make the 

position of Ossetian and Abkhazian minorities tenuous.  

By the end of that chapter, I have concluded that liberal multiculturalism is 

not a social order of difference reckoning that accurately describes Georgians’ uptake 

of ethnic diversity (borrowing Yudice’s use of the word in his 2003 work) as it is lived 

in their society. The long-accrued presence and influence of other cultures are 

undeniable, especially in Tbilisi. Many have written about the interculturalism that 

lines the history of Georgian society, both thickening the way they mark their own 

self-understanding but creating indeniable effects and traces of other cultural 

practices in their own culture and archaeological record (Crego, 2007; Goldstein, 

2007; Rapp, 2009; Smith & Rubinson, 2004). One finds these traces of multiple 

cultures, but they are not neatly combined into one singular national concept. In a 

sense multiculturalism needs to catch up with Georgia, for it is a very singular 

example of a nation that was cultivated in the context of great plurality, diversity, 

and interpenetration of influences of others.  

Chapter 4 responds to what seems to be Chapter 3’s cynical conclusions by 

using the city of Tbilisi as a foil to counter monoethnic imaginaries of the nation. 

Saakashvili’s minority integration project does not do enough to affirm central 
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features of Tbilisi’s own intercommunal practices, which I describe under three 

themes: 1) interdependence and unity, 2) the flexible affirmation of difference, and 

3) civility. The new program seems to want to create isolated spaces of cultural 

recognition for minorities without encouraging dialogue and true penetration of 

minority interests into the national canon, including the interests of other 

disempowered groups. Those conditions are necessary before personhood will be 

truly recognized. In this chapter, for instance, I discuss the newly reinvigorated city 

festival Tblisoba and note that it shows evidence of more non-Georgians participating 

and their affirmation. But fundamentally the festival responds to the municipality and 

not to the communities, while it should be vice versa in a true democracy. In this 

example and others, I see that adopted changes may merely be creating a show of 

difference as opposed to actual social change. This concurs with critiques of 

multiculturalism in the West. Multiculturalism is a hallmark feature of neoliberalism in 

these critiques, a part of an overall coercive system consisting of a variety of 

institutional forces. These forces urge modern nations to adopt systems of social 

order that result in the veneer of civilized behavior and interethnic harmony but not 

the real thing (Zizek, 1997)  

In the interest of devising a more useful national concept, I suggest, as 

others do, that more care and consideration should be paid to this very interesting 

and special city (Andronikashvili, 2007; Manning, 2009; Shatirishvili, 2006, 2009; 

Tsitsishvili, 2007), which seems to shift in a dialectical relationship with changing 

political conditions. Its unique features have apparently created conditions that 

facilitate both healthy livelihoods for a variety of ethnic communities but also cultural 

practices that encourage people to live together. Of course history shows great 

destructive episodes too. In the midst of these, Georgians remember their own 

treatment of ethnic others as benevolent and tolerant. Saakashvili has also used the 

trope of 12th century tolerance, and I use it too in contending that Georgian 
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tolerance still exists as a set of flexible predispositions, which as I stated before form 

an element of the Georgian habitus. This habitus generates the performance of 

cultural traits that soothe and entertain without upsetting the balance of relations. In 

this chapter, I provide a powerful example of the Georgian habitus that I witnessed 

in a café on Three King’s Day. It involved a Georgian grandmother, her 

grandchildren, and a seemingly inconsiderate foreigner who was unaware of the 

importance of certain symbols on that important day for Georgians.8 I posit that 

similar encounters could have structured Georgian habitus over time and prioritized a 

certain flexible response over more resistant ones.  

In my conclusion I reiterate the foundations of my argument and the evidence 

I gathered. I identify the neoliberal context as a primary sticking point that garners 

much resistance to the program from Georgian participants as well as critical 

observers. This project to rescript national identity corresponds with worldwide 

trends that show unflagging interest in identity and the effort to reposition 

communities within a late capitalist context. But that is the tricky part of Georgia’s 

challenge. They can prosper with better worldwide recognition and interest in their 

unique cultural heritage such as polyphonic singing, but they also must conform to 

Western liberal visions. By engaging in these systems of discipline, how entrenched 

will they become in the “cunning” of imperialism (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1999)? That 

part of the question is difficult to answer. 

At the same time, those within the Euro-Atlantic world have already critiqued 

these programs and questioned their assimilative properties (Brown, 2006; Levitt, 

2007; Zizek, 1997). Why should they even be adopted then? First Saakashvili 

promised to integrate the nation when he was elected in 2005, so he feels behooved 

to create systems that integrate Akhazians, South Ossetians, and others. 

                                                 
8 This is the day that Eastern Christians celebrate the birth of Jesus, January 6. 
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Interestingly, despite their poor record with ethnic conflicts, Georgians are admired 

as a model of national stability and openness relative to neighboring regions. Inter-

Caucasian relationships have a long history, in which Georgians have had an active 

role (Manning & Cherchi, 2002). Within this scope, others’ problems seem even 

worse, for instance the Nagorno-Karabagh issue in next door Armenia or the ongoing 

problem of freedom in the North Caucasus. Tbilisi can resume its role as an 

intellectual center of the region by engaging with others’ problem as they too work 

through their own issues.  

“Multiethnic Georgia” or some similar program yet to be devised needs to 

work. Failure to adopt such systems of difference recognition only excludes countries 

from worldwide trends in the direction of mixture, cosmopolitanism, and 

transnationalism. I think Georgia’s president is highly cognizant of this. I have tried 

to isolate what is lacking in this current program, for instance its focus on ethnic 

communities as exotic isolates instead of fully integrated and participatory elements 

of the wider Georgian democracy, from what is still redeeming in Georgian social 

practice. By doing so, I hope this study offers insights into rethinking difference 

stratagems. Studying traditional practices has generally been neglected in the study 

of multiculturalism. But this sort of study can teach us much about what people in 

different communities of the world already know about incorporating others, 

interacting in diverse settings, and remaining open to innovation. That valuable 

information must not be lost.   
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CHAPTER 2 
ACCOMMODATING DIFFERENCE IN GEORGIA 

 

We have learnt that our nation draws its strength from its unique 
historical experience and the fact that it consists of many ethnic 
groups. There are so many different people here … We draw our 
strength from our great culture of tolerance and from our unity. ... By 
the way, we were taught this best by David Aghmashenebeli. The main 
lesson we have learnt about when Georgia was strong is that it 
happened when Georgia belonged to all its sons and daughters at the 
same time, when the authorities recognized everyone, considered 
everyone's interests and respected every religion.  

President Mikheil Saakashvili 
 

New multiculturalist policies in Georgia resemble in spirit the Bridge of Peace erected 

over the River Mtkvari in the spring of 2010. The Bridge of Peace was designed by 

Italian architect Michele De Lucchi and erected shortly after I left the field. Although I 

was unable to see the bridge firsthand, I followed closely the negative criticisms from 

locals and foreigners on listserves, Facebook, and periodicals. Most reactions seemed 

to reject the bridge outright, especially because it was cast in one of Tbilisi’s most 

beloved ancient neighborhoods. This was also a location where I had spent much 

time trying to understand Georgian multiethnicity and its relationship to the nation, 

as the President invokes in his 2005 inauguration speech included above. According 

to Rustavi 2 in an article in 2010, the president quoted Winston Churchill to ascribe 

meaning to the bridge and to orient his audience toward his intentions: “We shape 

our buildings, thereafter they shape us." The president uses De Lucchi’s particular 

visual aesthetic quite productively; in addition to the bridge, the Saakashvili 

administration commissioned two other De Lucchi structures in Tbilisi: the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs building and the president’s headquarters.  

The bridge, then, embodies a vision of development that Georgia’s reform-era 

leaders have popularized with certain code words. In the same Rustavi 2 article, 

these are transcribed as “… transparency, mobility, purposefulness and modernity 

that conform with the contemporary world.” On the surface, this campaign is visibly 
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altering Georgia. Before, open sores reminded everyone of the deprivations of the 

immediate post-Soviet period, including entire families of refugees inhabiting the 

rooms and balconies of the city’s once-impressive Hotel Iveria in the center of the 

capital. Today new configurations of power test our understanding of whether this 

progress is good and whether Saakashvili is sincere. The issue is not just of 

questioning the taste of these commissioned structures; more important are 

concerns about the ethics of undertaking public works projects that cost millions of 

development dollars. Many of my respondents, especially older ethnic Georgians who 

formerly held privileged positions during the Soviet era, questioned the new 

president’s motives. They suggested that those in the employ of the new 

government are basically filling their pockets. Or, as many foreign critics observe, 

Saakashvili had become a pawn of greater worldwide neoliberalized forces (Manning, 

2007a, 2009b). 

The bridge—“covered with crisp wafers of glass encased in a steel membrane” 

—is jarring, especially against the Mtkvari’s brown silt-laden waters, the quaint 

hillside, and the Eastern streetscape of this ancient neighborhood called Abanotubani 

(Bath District). At $6.8 million, it is also a daring public works project for a small and 

newly emerging democracy, even considering that the president touts Georgia’s high 

GDP figures to the press (Lomsadze, 2010). Because the bridge and the new 

initiatives tend to be associated with one another, they may be getting more 

resistance than they deserve, but not because Georgians disbelieve in minority 

rights. Surveys and observers note that Georgians are not debating the principles of 

democracy; rather they are fighting over democracy as a nonmaterial reward for 

their struggles. They believe they deserve democracy because they fought for it and 

are ‘natural democrats’ or freedom-loving people (CRRC, 2011; Nodia, 2005).  

I arrived to do my fieldwork in the midst of the most recent opposition tactics 

to oust the Saakashvili government. Early in spring, citizens pitched tents to 
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represent prison cells in front of the parliament, causing major traffic jams. I and 

other bystanders walked by daily to observe whether the general unrest was being 

formulated into a meaningful demand. The government had already acted too 

aggressively at other protests, and these new protesters seemed to be testing their 

reserve. Eventually these protests never coalesced into a potent force and by late 

spring, when the U.S. Vice President Joe Biden came to visit, the tents and “prison 

cells” were all gone. 

Georgians have a problem with liberal-style programs, confusing the formal 

features of democracy with personal rights and freedom. Despite a history of 

multiethnicity and pluralist living, they get uncomfortable when policies are imposed 

that seem to give certain people rights over others. They seem artificial. For 

instance, they argue that in a democracy no group deserves rights over another, so 

why create programs imposing advantages to some and not others? Their concern 

harks to Soviet times when quotas dominated administrative practices. But then 

again, those times really were better for the disadvantaged. One of my respondents 

recalled opportunities for disabled workers, “Oh yes, we had those. There was a 

factory, just over there, for the blind.” When I asked whether she had ever dealt 

with minorities over her long career as a civil engineer, at first she could not recall 

(she was more than 80 years-old). But her daughter chimed in, “Don’t you 

remember mother? There were those Azeris in your group, whom you managed and 

spoke a little of the language.” “Oh yes.” Today the factory for the deaf is closed, 

and those work opportunities for everyone, Georgian and minorities no longer exist. 

The Bridge of Peace, therefore, like new liberal multiculturalist policies, 

represents what the president believes is good for Georgia, to progress heroically 

toward a new Western orientation. Although he situates his moves against traditional 

landscapes as with the bridge and by alluding to common myths such as the legacy 
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of King David, more often those values representative of the Georgian experience—

interdependence and unity—are trampled in the process. 

Multiculturalist policies are being erected to impact a variety of spheres of 

Georgian social life, in cultural programming, museums, television, and radio shows, 

as well as in legislation to support communities in better integrating multiculturalism 

into educational curriculums and sociopolitical infrastructures. This is a kind of 

multiculturalism that springs from the Western tradition: liberal multiculturalism. But 

Georgians are familiar with the general scope of multiculturalism, whether 

multiethnicity, multinationality, or diversity. They understand the moral reasoning of 

systems meant to deal with culturally different others and profess that they “have 

always been tolerant.” The president himself has often suggested, as he did in his 

inauguration speech, that he is reprising the role of 12th century King David 

Aghmashenebeli (the Builder) in ushering in the country’s only period of unity, its 

“Golden Period.” Saakashvili, like King David who recruited various ethnic tribes to 

fight the enemy and instituted policies of tolerance once non-Georgian communities 

were under Georgian authority, wants everyone to be involved in the process. Like 

King David too, Saakashvili married a woman who represents the groups he sees 

allied to the Georgian cause. Today those key alliances are not with Turkic or local 

Armenian dynasties but with the European Union. Dutch Sandra Roloefs takes her 

responsibility seriously, speaking not only one language of Georgia but two 

(Megrelian and Georgian). Where Georgians regret their strained history with 

minorities, particularly those now residing in the seceded territories of Abkhazia and 

South Ossetia, they blame others who meddled in their affairs and the former Soviet 

regime, rather than their inability to live in peace with others. They imply that if 

Soviet forces had not interfered, they would be living in idyllic harmony today.  

In this chapter, I attempt to explain these discursive moves by observing 

multiculturalism as it pertains to Georgia with its cultural history and its situation in 
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the world. I will observe multiculturalism as a way of perceiving cultural differences 

among individuals and also granting others their own space, accommodating 

differences. To do so I must look at how indigenous practices have always provided 

Georgians the means of accommodation, a practice vital in an area old and diverse 

as the Caucasus. 

By underscoring the social and political situatedness of pluralism paradigms 

and Western multiculturalism in today’s global climate, this study adds important 

understanding of Georgia’s bid for modern nation status. This study also illustrates 

that Georgia has emerged from the ideological ashes of Soviet socialism’s political, 

economic, and social order that promised but failed to deliver its own version of 

universal brotherhood. I hope, therefore, that my analysis provides more depth and 

nuance to debates dealing with social and cultural differences. Georgia’s differences 

are associated with ethnic conflict, its Achilles heel and call up various problems: 

tens of thousands of people displaced by these conflicts, the ominous portent of new 

skirmishes in other regions such as the Armenian enclave of Javakheti, the menace 

of Russia as another center of gravity for Georgian minorities; and, of course, how to 

meet the challenge of reconciling with former foes and simply moving on. In sum, 

the country needs consensus and a reasonable plan regarding their ethnic others if 

they are to prosper in the wider world. The Georgian president also seems to think 

that the country needs a new kind of nationality in order to do so, together with a 

set of programs introducing another way of dealing with difference. I use this study 

to question the eminence of these changes against a rich local template of 

multiethnicity.  

What is the Diversity of Georgia? 

People of many ethnic origins live in Georgia, where diversity is considered a natural 

part of the Georgian social experience, expressed in such axiomatic understandings 
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as etnik’uri and religiuri mravalperovneba sakartvelos simdidrea (ethnic and religious 

diversity is Georgia’s treasury). These are in fact what the new state-promoted 

organizations such as Tolerance.ge and Diversity.ge are using to persuade the public 

that they are helping to integrate ethnic communities into Georgian society for 

everyone’s benefit. Non-Georgians may be scattered throughout Georgia, and may 

even be intermarried with Georgians, but very often they live in ethnic enclaves in 

the regions, homogeneously clustered. For this reason, I conducted this study in the 

capital where non-Georgians and ethnic Georgians live in close proximity to each 

other, even in the same yard as Georgians proudly claim, referring to the inner 

courtyards that have exemplified urban multifamily housing for centuries. In my 

dissertation I focus on how Georgians make sense of intercultural life rather than 

focusing on the barriers and closures between communities which regional studies 

tend to highlight.  

Some of Georgia’s ethnic groups originated early in Georgia’s history, and 

their homelands are located just within or next to Georgia, such as in the case of the 

Armenians, a diasporic group with a traditional central loci located outside Georgia 

proper in present-day Turkey. Thus the Armenian community’s claim to Georgia as a 

homeland and to its artifacts is a very sensitive subject. In the end, they have 

Armenia next door to call their own, so the logics of traditional ethnonationalism 

easily override their claims. I explain this situation more deeply as this dissertation 

unfolds. Ironically, many Armenians are returning although they left Georgia during 

the heady early years of Georgian independence, when President Zviad 

Gamsakhurdia launched the vitriolic platform, “Georgia for Georgians.” Some 

explained their return as “It is just better here.” Others pointed clearly to 

Saakashvili's new political outlook as the reason.  

Many other ancient societies live in Georgia, including Assyrians, descendants 

of the Pontic Greek community, and Kurds, many in Georgia as casualties of greater 
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political transitions, such as the Ottoman Empire’s transformation into modern 

Turkey in the second decade of the 20th century. Other groups such as the 

Abkhazians, Ossetians, Avars, and Udis can claim a common Caucasian 

indigenousness with the Georgians. Manning (2009b) has shown that Georgians vary 

in how they represent these communities, in particular fellow Caucasians. In other 

words, for Georgians, Caucasians are sometimes “other” and sometimes “we.” He 

refers specifically to the case of the Pankisi Kists, who as Caucasian Muslims became 

the shifting target of either anti-Islamic sentiments or rebels in a common cause 

when aligned with Georgians against the Russians. As for the Abkhazian issue, when 

this territorial conflict was still a raw and fresh event, it was common to debate 

origins, historical facts, the loyalties of different scholars on each side, and the 

subtleties of linguistics. Even in 1995, when my understanding of Georgian social 

facts was still thin, I remember how Georgians’ explanations seemed suspiciously 

contrived. Reasonable people would go to great depths to explain how a word in 

Abkhazian was, for instance, derived from Georgian and thus evidenced that their 

claims to autonomy were fictitious. Some of these debates were so outrageously 

inappropriate that, with the passage of time, discussion seems to have largely 

dropped origins discourse. In any case, with the conflict “unresolved,” Abkhazia 

virtually cleansed of Georgians, and relatively few Abkhazians living openly in 

Georgia today, these pseudo-academic discussions have become moot. 

Other minorities are relative newcomers. As stated, many of the Kurds, 

Assyrians, and Armenians in Georgia can trace their arrival to the throes of Ottoman 

Turkey, the “dying man of Europe.” Others are casualties of social policies during the 

Soviet period or were invited to come to Georgia to populate the new reaches of the 

Russian Empire in the 19th century. This explains, for instance, the presence of 

German communities in Georgia. Like the Meskhetian population, the Germans 

encountered Stalin-era population politics and were deported to Central Asia. Today 
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only a few thousand remain (Basilaia, 2008). Efforts have been made in the past 

several years to document these groups and understand their history and cultural 

practices. In fact I used the rich end product, the two-volume collection, Religeebi 

Sakartveloshi (Religions in Georgia) and Etnosebi Sakartveloshi (Ethnic Groups in 

Georgia) (Basilaia, 2008) to corroborate and compare the little that is known about 

some of these obscure communities. Although reputable Georgian academics 

collaborated to produce the volumes, the effort was largely a group endeavor. 

International funders and the United Nations provided support and volumes were 

given free to community shareholders and foreign observers, none was provided to 

distributors for public sale.  

For now, understandings about these groups are encapsulated in these 

limited volumes, a one-off effort that seemed to satisfy foreign curiosity as well as 

funder requirements rather than build local scholarship. Other efforts have come 

from Public Movement Multinational Georgia (PMMG), a local NGO devoted to 

advocacy and training in intercultural issues. In 2010, PMMG commissioned a work 

acknowledging minority community contributions to Georgia in the form of artifacts 

and material remains with the Multicultural Georgia Map — an illustrated map ringed 

by representatives of Georgian and ethnic diversity. They describe the project as 

follows: 

The map has portrayed cultural, historical and architectural 
monuments belonging to different ethnic groups residing in Georgia, 
significant historical events and battles with the participation of the 
representatives of different ethnic groups as well as culture objects 
and the forms of traditional cultural expression. (Tolerantoba.ge, 
2011) 

The map was one of the first I ever saw showing such contributions and 

clearly an important step. 

Georgia, therefore, is as multicultural today as it was from the beginning of 

historical accounting of this area. Even more so is the greater Caucasus – what the 
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Arabs coined the “Mountain of Tongues” encompassing not just the three South 

Caucasian countries—Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan—but the entire North 

Caucasian communities of present-day Russia. A unified sense of Georgian 

nationhood itself arose when the community’s elite converted to Christianity in the 

4th century and the Georgian alphabet subsequently created. Georgian language was 

soon after promoted as an ecclesiastical medium and according to this history, the 

liturgy was read in Georgian and not Greek thereafter. Georgia’s past political 

achievements provide it some recognition as an ersatz leader in the region. 

Understanding Georgia's role, then, is useful when studying the question of stability 

in this region, and how it pertains to cultural pluralism.  

In fact, Georgia’s multiethnicity has rarely been disputed. The question is 

rather how multiethnicity is accommodated: defining national belonging, the 

according of cultural rights, inclusion in political and social processes, and 

governance. Attending to this aspect of diversity then, how diversity has been 

observed over time grounds our discussion in practical questions. It not only 

provides a window on the communities themselves, but it previews the challenges 

and horizons of nationhood from the perspective of this diversity.  

The last census of the Soviet period was conducted in 1989. It registered 

30% of the population as non-Georgians: two-thirds of which were Armenians, 

Azeris, and Russians; the remaining proportion comprised several smaller 

communities—Abkhazians, Ossetians, Greeks, Kurds, Jews, Ukrainians, Kists, 

Assyrians, and others (Broers, 2008). Today the number of minorities, except for the 

Azeris, has shrunk both in absolute terms and relative to Georgians. Outmigration 

caused by economic hardship no doubt explains shrinkage across all groups. But the 

relative shrinkage is of concern here. The proportion of minorities within the entire 

population shrank by about 50%, while the entire country’s population shrank by 
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20%, leaving a smaller and more homogenous nation.9 In addition, minorities show 

low social and political participation; they are represented by only 4% in the 

parliament (Broers, 2008). Multiculturalist policies are trying to rectify minorities’ 

lack of inclusion in the country’s political infrastructure and in other important public 

spaces. By doing so, the country gives its remaining minorities a reason to stay. 

Understanding Georgian diversity, however, is incomplete without addressing 

its accounting through time. The story of the census in Georgia reaches to the 

Russian Empire’s annexation of the country in the early 19th century. This colonial 

legacy sets the tenor of relations between central authority and the dozens of 

societies, communities, and nations that eventually made up the Soviet Union. How 

census-taking and ethnic accounting in this period supplanted, extended, or 

connected with the concerns and habits of the Georgian elite deepens this 

discussion; today, as in the past, they were the interlocutors who had power, who 

decided what kind of nation would be built, who would be allies and who would be 

enemies. After these two periods' handling of difference, I follow with a discussion of 

Georgian indigenous practice with respect to dealing with others. I ask not only 

about the relationship between the two practices (imperial imposed practices and 

local practices), but also about how each influences today’s social life and Georgian 

perceptions of difference. Does today’s reinvention of ethnic diversity as a “treasury” 

or the idea of “unity in diversity” accord with present-day realities in ethnic 

communities? Or have the vagaries of these past two decades of ethnic conflict and 

flight occluded these understandings? 

This discussion as well as the ethnographic detail provided in Chapters 3 and 

4 analyzes whether Western liberal multiculturalism is best for Georgians today. 

                                                 
9 Georgia’s population decreased by about a million, resulting in today’s population 
of approximately 4.4 million, according to the 2002 census (see Broers, 2008, for 
this and other census-based documentation). 
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During my fieldwork, I canvassed and observed ordinary residents, who seemed to 

perceive that the system is an artificial way of achieving parity and harmony that 

they have already experienced for centuries. They also perceive that the National 

Concept and Action Plan for Tolerance and Civil Integration adopted by the Georgian 

parliament in 2009 has implications that are simply unfair.  

The target society envisioned by these new practices of multiculturalist 

accounting must not be confused with Georgian local interethnicity and its associated 

practices and customs. I seek in this dissertation to clarify local pluralism, its 

association with Georgian customs of sociality, and the particular taking up of the 

idea of tolerance by Georgians. These templates of understanding about social life 

therefore add to the critique of multiculturalism as it is known in the Western 

context, but it also gives us better understanding of Georgian conditions and the 

spaces of agency available to Georgia’s new leaders as they operate in the difficult 

terrain between international spheres of influence and their society.  

A Cultural History of Difference Accounting, Russian and Soviet Legacies 

Who is counted and why they are included has its history in Georgia. It begins with a 

treaty in the late 18th century, which initiated the loss of Georgia's autonomy. The 

Treaty of Georgievsk was a brokered agreement with the growing Russian Empire. In 

principle it was meant to stave off further attacks by Muslim powers, a problem 

Georgians had faced for much their history as an organized political community in 

the South Caucasus. They had, in fact, coalesced as an autonomous and united 

Georgian kingdom for only a couple of hundred years in the dozen or so centuries 

prior to the Russian arrival. Nearly depleted of actual Georgians and reeling from the 

Persians’ last attack on Tbilisi in 1795, the treaty signaled hope for long-term 
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survival.10 Turning to Russia provided Georgians with a new and powerful guarantor, 

but it also brought Russian dominion and two centuries of cultural influence. For the 

Russians, Georgians provided a source of manpower and knowledge of the terrain to 

their south, as soldiers and professionals who could better broker between the 

peoples of this region.  

Georgians were Christians with a written history, literature, and some 

measure of sovereignty in this region, so Russians considered them to be privileged, 

compatible to them, and thus useful relative to the more unruly Caucasians of the 

North Caucasus, who even today maintain the persona of noncompliant. Georgians 

were content to participate in this civilizing project, to bring literacy and better 

conditions to their ethnic cousins in the north and to their own society. For their own 

part, they had a limited history of broad civic projects and their commitment to 

Russian dominion ambivalent. Both the literature from this period and continued 

renditions of national myth show that Georgians perceive themselves as freedom-

lovers rather than freedom-usurpers (Jersild, 1997, 2002; Suny, 1979). Their 

leaders may be brave, but they are conciliatory with regard to empire, happy to 

receive its gifts but loathe to build empire on the backs of others. In a classic 

rendition of Georgian nobility, Ronald Suny (1979) describes the familial 

interdependence between the landed and the enserfed of Georgia. One nobleman 

lamented the emancipation of the serfs: “(but) the peasants have always fed us.” 

This legacy of distinguishing Georgians as elites who were comparable to Russians in 

terms of religion, history of sovereignty, and social privilege, but who were more 

practiced in adjusting to dominion than in effecting it over others shows an 

interesting dynamic in Georgian decision making relative to its neighbors in the 

                                                 
10 These continual attacks caused damage that is evident in the physical 
infrastructure. In Tbilisi, only a few ancient structures remain—the castle, baths, a 
few churches, and scattered walls.  It is difficult to find buildings in Tbilisi more than 
200 years-old. 
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region. It also has relevance in this discussion of Saakashvili’s moves with respect to 

liberal programs and his turn toward the West. Perhaps in the past, as today, where 

Georgia is at the crossroads of neoliberal pressures and maintaining its hardwon 

independence, Georgian elites have chosen the path offering the most amenable 

course of action rather than the paths of broadest consensus. 

The Soviet Union took from the Russians the work of accounting for and 

organizing the dozens of societies already under Russian dominion; Sovietized 

census-taking became one means of doing this. First, the census sorted “national” 

entities from mere groups and gave these citizens titular status; for example, Uzbeks 

became the titular people of the Uzbek Republic. These were societies that already 

had or imminently possessed the attributes of nationhood.11 Russians had already 

given the Georgians this privilege earlier. In all, the Soviet Union would comprise 15 

societies as national entities or in the vernacular, Soviet Socialist Republics. Titular 

status cut broad swaths between residents, essentially distinguishing between those 

who belonged and those who did not. The so-called homogeneity of any nation is 

indeed more a constructed understanding than a reality (Anderson, 1991 [1983]). 

While disastrous results can ensue when states artificially create homogeneity, 

creating a single national culture can also coalesce disparate groups. In Georgia, it 

consolidated ethnic Georgians of the Adjaran region who had been seen as Tatrebi 

(Turks) because of their appropriation of Islam while under Ottoman control from the 

1600s.12 If ambiguities occurred in ethnicity from intermarriage, regional difference, 

                                                 
11 These determinations of nationhood largely followed European tradition, 
concerned with, for example, language and folk customs. 
12 This 19th century consolidation did not mean religious reconversion. Rather it 
meant a reuniting of ethnic Georgians. We can see this in a series of letters between 
Adjaran Georgian Abdul Mikeladze and authorities in Tbilisi. Mikeladze expounds on 
the perspective of educated Adjarans, who like himself looked to Tbilisi as their guide 
to modernity: “We were Muslim, but as a race, in spirit and blood we were ’Kartveli’" 
(Mikeladze, 2002: pp. 57-58). 
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or reporting difficulties, these were masked by the overarching necessity to conform 

to this binary set — titular or not—that the Soviets had established.  

Diplomatic wrangling ensued over how to classify people, like the Adjarans 

but also the Megrelians or even the Svans. I have stated the ambiguity of Adjaran 

status. Megrelian difference revolved around language and thus a possible ethnic 

group distinction, if using the same standards Russians used elsewhere. Abkhazians 

and South Ossetians, for instance, were granted autonomous and semiautonomous 

status on the basis of their cultural and language differences. Megrelians, like the 

other Georgian subgroup the Svans, speak a language related to Georgian but not 

mutually intelligible. Although they could have been given separate status, 

eventually they were not. Meanwhile Adjarans were given autonomous status despite 

speaking standard Georgian. Georgian lobbying for Megrelian inclusion mostly 

explains their eventual inclusion within the country, but Adjara’s separate status is 

linked to the vagaries of diplomacy and a concession made to the Turkish republic in 

1921 to keep it autonomous. Eventually both Megrelians and Adjarans became 

integral elements of Georgian society. They rarely if ever voiced their differences 

during a period of korenizatsiya, or national rooting, that was part of the Russian 

plan to build national self-consciousness in each republic while integrating them into 

a common Soviet entity.13 At the close of this dissertation, I will touch on Adjaran 

separatist tendencies in the aftermath of the Soviet Union and the Rose Revolution's 

relative success in remediating this problem. This is one piece of evidence that 

Saakashvili’s Multiethnic Georgia project was serious in defusing the incendiary role 

of ethnic difference within Georgia. While the flaws of his program are duly noted, 

                                                 
13 See Manning (2012) for a longer discussion on the process of integrating Adjara 
into greater Georgia, or Suny (1994a; 1994b) for an understanding of the role of 
korenizatsiya processes vis-à-vis Georgian national formation. 
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this particular show of unity-building in Adjara signals a success early in the 

president's history. 

In accounting for difference, the Russian and later the Soviet census thus 

understood nationality as a category of narodnost or ethnicity. Narodnost was not a 

distinction based on primordial understandings that are often tinctured with racial 

content. Rather, it considered language and then cultural practice to determine what 

made groups separate. Narodnost was basically “people-hood” and eventually 

comprised more than 100 distinctive groups across the Soviet Union. All told, these 

ethnic groups, or “nationalities,” were subsumed under a Soviet ideological umbrella 

called the Brotherhood of Nations. This concept formed the mental contours of Soviet 

internationalism or multinationality, which to some extent still governs the older 

memories of inclusion within the Soviet project (Grant, 2010). Until recently 

narodnost was also a legal status retained on the passports of many former Soviet 

republics, as an additional identity marker next to country of residence. In other 

words, in the Soviet Union, one could be a legal resident of a certain republic while 

being recognized separately as a member of a wider ethnic community. Saakashvili, 

recognizing this legacy as both inconsistent with the civic contours of his new 

Georgian program let alone socially divisive, had the feature removed from 

modernized Georgian passports. Interestingly, different observers interpret this 

move differently. For Western observers, removing ethnic background has obvious 

value as it privileges a legal category, citizenship, over any other category. Many of 

my younger Georgian respondents simply had too little experience traveling or being 

among ethnic others to understand how civic Georgianness matters, while many of 

my older respondents hesitated. Was it better or worse to lose one’s ethnic 

distinctiveness? For instance, when I asked one Armenian resident who had been 

active in pressing for parity for the Armenian community in Georgia, she could not 

unequivocally say that she wished for the distinction to be lost. For her, the sense of 
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distinctiveness that these categories provided under the Soviet system still 

represented a sort of protective marker that new meanings of nationhood inculcated 

by Saakashvili were yet to compete with.  

 These legacies figure in understanding Georgian nationhood today, not only 

the structures and ideologies Georgians inherited to manage a society but in the very 

terms they use to understand themselves as a people. Indeed much has been 

written on this subject, how Soviet processes inculcated national self-awareness and 

an infrastructure eventually leading to the  breakdown of the Soviet Union in the late 

1980s  (Slezkine, 1996; Suny, 1994b). Late Russian Empire and Soviet systems of 

social accounting managed a vast Eurasian territory encompassing a broad spectrum 

of cultural groups with different histories. If anything, it was a massive undertaking 

in just the ethnographic sense (Hirsch, 2005). Although it favored those who, like 

the Georgians, already had a historical sense of national unity, by giving them 

national status, it also incorporated them and others into a social experiment with a 

never-reached utopic end point. Hirsch (2005) rightly describes this as a two-step 

process of assimilation, or “double assimilation.” In Benedict Anderson-esque 

fashion, she documents how the census-taking as well as mapping and museums 

assimilated people into their own national categories, first discovering them and then 

classifying them, while simultaneously assimilating each of “those nationally 

categorized groups into the Soviet state and society” (p. 14). New nationalists often 

elide this first step in favor of their own story of nationalism as home-grown and 

primordial. But the second idea of having been forced into the greater experiment is 

never forgotten, and it sets a precedent of seeing Russian and Soviet engagements 

as intrusions in local practice. 

This relationship between Russia and Georgia in fact forms a fulcrum around 

which many understandings of the Georgian nation turn today. For instance many 

Georgians, including pro-Saakashvili supporters, interpret Russian and later Soviet 
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interests as somewhere between meddling and outright domination, while a few but 

increasing observers understand the situation to be more nuanced. Rather than 

viewing Georgian independence in 1991 as a model of post-colonial emancipation, 

they perceive Georgia as a small nation emerging from 200 years of national 

tutelage, first under an empire and second as a cog within a massive social 

undertaking. This new critique sees the interdependence between Russia and 

Georgia rather than repression in the strict sense, especially vis-à-vis Georgians’ 

earlier engagement with the Russian Empire (Broers, 2009; Shatirishvili, 2003). I 

agree that we must untether these prior entanglements. We must deepen and 

broaden our understanding insofar as it helps clarify the accusations Georgia faces 

today. Are they ethnic nationalists or merely cogs in a new neoliberal undertaking?  

In both accusations Georgians are criticized for being easily coopted, whether 

by vitriol on one hand, or by new imperialism masked as development on the other. 

Some say that, as nationalists, Georgians’ self-adulation has dulled their senses and 

intellect; as neoliberals, they are elevated by the allure and immediate salve of 

Western support. But history shows that Georgia faced dire need and near 

demographic disaster until resolving these crises through collaborating with Russians 

and facilitating the conditions in which modern Georgia could be constructed by 

Georgia's elites. Russian colonization stabilized the Georgian population, introduced a 

more uniform educational system, widened and strengthened the educated class, 

and, most important, built the institutional foundations for a national structure. 

Georgian nationalists took advantage of this system of mutual enhancement. 

Georgian and Russian ethnographers worked together to design structures that 

would allow diversity to be classified (albeit separating out non-Georgian groups, a 

problem that new multiculturalist policies seek to correct), but they also recognized 

the need to break from Russian imperialism. Jones (2005) refers to this as a pattern 

of “accommodation and resistance” that allowed Georgians to achieve the social 
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capital and momentum necessary to eventually form their own social democracy: 

The Democratic Republic of Georgia, formed in 1918 (p. 22). Although it lasted only 

three years before the Red Army invaded, the Georgians’ experiment with social 

democracy has been recognized as an achievement of their times, not only for the 

Caucasus but the “most successful Social Democratic movement” in the Russian 

Empire (p. xi). 

The Soviet period is complex, emotionally laden, and involves an ethical 

entanglement that is perhaps too recent or traumatic to handle adequately 

(Vardosanidze, 2010, p. 41). The problem requires as much resolve as it does 

objective review and study. A few intellectuals are recognizing that Georgian society 

must come to terms with its collusions and contributions during this period. For some 

of my respondents, Saakashvili’s inculcation of multiculturalism resembles Soviet 

socialism’s top-down social engineering project, which makes these programs 

ideologically suspect. Yet Saakashvili projects his programs as anything but Soviet or 

Russian, as his consistent exhortations against Russia seem to convey. As for 

including or addressing the Russian or Soviet influence in the formation of the 

Georgian nation, he and the cultural producers who respond to this call are silent.14 

As an inclusion project, therefore, Saakashvili’s policies exclude Russian and Soviet 

influence. He seems to ignore an entire period of time in which Georgians 

contributed and perhaps experienced change, while equally failing to recognize the 

common goals that existed between the Soviet project and the multiculturalist one, 

which is the achievement of parity.  

                                                 
14 See both Vardosanidze (2010) and Frolova-Walker (1998) on the resistance to 
look squarely at what is Soviet and thus a legacy of engagements with Russia 
(mutually brokered in many senses). I especially admire Frolova-Walker’s clear-
headed interpretation of the ironies of local language revivalism in Kazakhstan and 
the consequent loss of Russian, while “no fundamental objections have been raised 
about the existence of the Conservatory, although its presence in Almati is, of 
course, a result of Soviet Russification policies” (p. 332). 
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The authenticity of Saakashvili's project, to move beyond a mono-nationalist 

idiom by displacing it with multiethnic Georgia is put into question by these 

omissions. The president seems to be using the multiethnic past as an aid in re-

representing the nation in hybrid terms, so that a new national template for 

intercultural understanding can prosper. The neoliberal underpinnings of his project, 

however, prohibit us from seeing the project in these simple terms. Also, the 

enormous weight of the Soviet period, largely unexamined, clouds this backward 

glance. These unexamined collusions and contributions in history preclude a more 

grounded path of development under Saakashvili. The Soviet period itself negatively 

orients Georgian reactions to social reengineering projects. This combined with the 

president's own anti-Russian sentiments  prevent Russian and Soviet-period 

innovations (let alone Russians themselves who are the third largest minority in 

Georgia) from playing any role in Georgian culture. This is not multiethnicity in its 

strictest sense.  

Yet, one goal of this study is to ask whether even a hobbled multiethnicity 

project, that has come into being partly because it is the next step in a liberalizing 

program, is worthwhile. Under neoliberal forces, certain developing countries are 

seen as being on the failing list because they do not make progress in overturning 

traditional systems of social hierarchy, while others are awarded through further 

international aid and integration into Western power systems. In other words, in a 

world that is increasingly becoming smaller, certain kinds of social relations are seen 

as the “'right ones” and others not. What stakes are involved when the international 

audience is involved in this way? This study contributes to this discussion (Yudice, 

2003). 

Saakshvili has avoided the overly thick and impermeable distinctions of what 

constitutes a Georgian, but he still leans on certain aspects of the Georgian mythos: 

the legacy of tolerance during 12th century King David Aghmashenebeli’s reign and 
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the short-lived social democracy achieved by national elites in 1918. But new studies 

about this region in the ancient past and in the 19th century look freshly and with 

more sensitive eyes at the hybridity, cultural mixture, and Eastern modernity 

comprising South Caucasian life. These studies help to reconfigure our approach to 

interpreting Georgia as a nation within a complicated region (Dean, 2012; Manning, 

2012; Rapp, 2009; Slavs & Tatars, 2011).  

Also, Saakashvili’s project aims not only to readdress the role of ethnic 

groups in Georgia but to inculcate the structures of a liberal democracy and this 

implies more than ethnic difference. Liberal democracies encompass and empower all 

persons regardless of ethnic, religious, or other distinctions, on the basis that all are 

equal under the law. International observers have cited Georgia as denying the full 

and equal rights of persons in many categories beyond the ethnicities, such as non-

Orthodox Christians and homosexuals (U.S. Department of State, 2010).15 If liberal 

democracy is to be the target sociopolitical structure, individuals in the following 

categories are considered rights-bearing Georgians as well: Georgians of all faiths 

and those who diverge from the norm through sexual orientation, disability, 

homelessness, being orphaned, being Roma, having AIDS or being +HIV, and being 

presently or formerly imprisoned (Balci, 2005; Chikhladze & Chikhladze, 2003; 

Kikodze & Godzerdzishvili, 2009; Koch, 2006; Pelkmans, 2002, 2006). Georgians as 

well as other ethnic peoples of Georgia can be Baptists, Catholics, or other kinds of 

Christians, as well as Muslims. Georgians wishing to discuss more widely what 

constitutes Georgian national belonging or “what makes a Georgian” are interested in 

these issues, although their approaches are preliminary and unstudied (Gigineishvili, 

2007; Khalvashi, 2012; Kikodze, 2009). Is a Muslim from an Adjaran village, a 

Russian Baptist living in a village enclave, and a Georgian lesbian equal stakeholders 

                                                 
15 Most Georgians belong to the Georgian Orthodox Church. 
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in the new Georgian state? The field research I conducted for this study as well as 

other reports show that Georgian perception reveals the contrary; a modern liberal 

Georgia in that sense does not exist.  

In the next section, I look at indigenous histories of plurality and diversity and 

at concepts of intersociality that accommodate social differences at the level of 

everyday practice. The goal is to recognize in Georgian social reality a system that 

worked within its own universe, at the level of quotidian interactions that official 

recordkeeping and histories often fail to recognize. Official histories privilege the 

outcomes of political engagements rather than the processes of intersociality that 

often comprise the minutiae of human engagements. Some systems of social 

belonging and integration are comparable to those seen elsewhere in the world, in 

similar ethnically mixed societies, but different in their content. They are worth 

investigating insofar as they provide additional evidence of idioms of interaction. 

Perhaps they even test our understanding of what kind of political order is needed to 

facilitate this coexistence (Agelopoulos, 2000; Bringa, 1993; Erickson, 2011; 

Karahasan, 1994). 

Local Interpretation of Diversity: Georgian Shemts’q’narebloba (Tolerance) 

In the capital Tbilisi, Georgian multiethnicity is dense, interpenetrated, and forms a 

cosmopolitanism with an Eastern valence. In this section, I consider the communities 

of Tblisi and show how Georgians generally relate to this ethnically textured aspect 

of the city. In Tbilisi, ethnic texture adds to an aura often described as living or 

organic. It has been produced out of successive centuries of nurturing under the 

influence of both Georgians, foreigners (Eastern and Western), and different 

ideological patterns, like the Soviet socialist project. To be sure, many writers avoid 

depicting the city as merely a passive receptacle; they recognize that it was a willing 

agent, eager to assimilate the useful features of other traditions. Even with new 
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“branding” initiatives, in public or private campaigns such as “Tbilisi: The City That 

Loves You,” the city evokes its own subjectivity. It has “a will of its own,” the power 

to effect change as well as shift when rules change and new norms are adopted 

(Chikradze, 2008; Greenberg, 2010; Gunia-Kuznetsova et al., 2004).  

Diversity in Georgia’s regions, on the other hand, is more encapsulated, 

consisting of remote flashpoints on a map that are seemingly frozen in time (Kikodze 

& Godzerdzishvili, 2009). The ethnic minorities of these regions are more cautious 

than those in urban settings. They speak the Georgian language less and thus have 

fewer opportunities for education beyond high school, a job in the public sector, or 

adequate participation in political matters. As representatives from ethnic 

communities told me, harnessing the right kind of social capital is the crux of the 

problem and this can be heavily biased toward Georgian literacy and Georgianness. 

In the capital, in the context of centuries of intercultural and multilingual life, the 

problem seems less acute. Georgians often offer Tbilisi as proof that they are a 

cosmopolitan people who know how to live with others in peace. They emphasize, for 

instance, their tradition of tolerance or shemts’q’narebloba. In Tbilisi 

shemts’q’narebloba is visually signified in the form of dense layered streetscapes in 

which mosque, church, and synagogue exist in eyeshot of each other.  

Tbilisian diversity thus forms a critical piece of the cosmopolitanism and 

difference associated with Georgians. Compared with less-advanced areas of the 

Caucasus, Tbilisi’s highly visible urbanity adds a layer to the sometimes enigmatic 

nature of the Georgian ethnos. Georgian origins, as outlier Christians, are often 

questioned and  considered unique within a mostly Muslim region; they are an East-

West enigma. The new administration in fact fans this public interest in Georgia 

when it sponsors such campaigns as the National Tourism Bureau’s initiative 

“Georgia: Europe Started Here” (see Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. National Tourism Bureau Logo.16 

Yet as Christians who perceive themselves as having survived the various Asian 

hordes, Muslim invaders, and the most current great Soviet Eurasian project, the 

question of whether Georgians are Eastern or Western leads to a spurious argument. 

How does one verify Western or Easternness? What are these mechanics in a 

kinesiological sense? Do Georgians exhibit them? Many pitfalls exist in this line of 

thought and few rewards. In any case, current anthropology precludes us from 

reducing human groups into essentialized properties. In other words, identifying 

                                                 
16 The initiative first appeared in the spring of 2010 with a red cross-shaped clover 
and the message “Europe Started Here” below it. An interactive feature showed a 
trajectory emanating from the town of Dmanisi and connecting to Europe, collapsing 
many millennia to show the evolution of modern man, Homo sapiens, linked to 
Georgia (georgia.travel.com). The rancient emains of a predecessor of modern man 
were indeed found in Dmanisi, Eastern Georgia, in the 1980s and determined to be 
the earliest form of Homo erectus out of Africa. The website no longer features the 
interactive feature and the logo appears often without the insignia “Europe Started 
Here.” Tourism officials may have rethought the verity of this particular feature. 
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Georgians as a “type” simply ratifies the East–West question. It also maintains the 

ethnic distinction-making that foments ethnic conflicts in the first place. In order to 

deal with Orientalism one should also be prepared to deconstruct the Occidentalism 

animating it (Orta, 2004). In Tbilisi leaders and cultural producers engage with these 

questions in the form of representational strategies, arts projects, and city ethos 

initiatives. In this study, it has been useful to deconstruct fixed notions of Georgian 

identity and instead see it as constructed through the tensions between actors 

interacting and performing in these in-between spaces (Bhabha, 1994). In fact, 

these dramas unfolded before me in my research, not just in the question of whether 

Georgians are Westerners (this did not seem to matter in fact to most of my 

respondents) but in the enacting of Georgian-like qualities in social space. Georgians 

have various available forms of self-identification to choose from, as traditional and 

Christian, as a Georgian-inflected version of Homo Sovieticus, as liberal Georgians 

embracing the new government’s visions, or some combination therein. 

As a capital city, Tbilisi does not exactly represent Georgian national culture, 

and it has not always had a Georgian majority. In Chapter 4, I use ethnographic 

observation and the sentiments of ordinary residents to discuss Tbilisi’s exceptional 

quality against the new campaign to reanimate a Georgian multiethnicity, and thus 

reframing Georgia as a more modern and civic entity, a “motherland of all its 

citizens.” Some of Tbilisi’s exceptionalism has to do with a kind of easternness set 

against a Soviet infrastructure. The Soviets extended the 19th century Russian 

nation-building impetus. The Russians had already rebuilt residences using the 

cultural idioms that were extant before, including delicate carved wooden balconies, 

interior courtyards, dense and close-knit streets, and domed Turkish baths. On the 

periphery of this rebuilt city they added wide boulevards, universities, and concert 

halls making Georgia a modern Eastern city. Although Diderot’s (2011) 17th century 

encyclopedia identified Tbilisi as a “Persian city,” Russia introduced a new layer of 
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understanding. Certainly Diderot’s observations responded as much to the extant 

forms of dress and social behavior in Tbilisi as to the actual Persians who were in 

power. Georgian kings often dressed in styles like those worn by their overlords, 

living in the Persian way for instance in low-ceilinged Persianate palaces. At the 

street level, forms of commerce, the movement of people, their bodily inflections, 

were likely a mixture including equal amounts of Muslim, Armenian, or Eastern 

elements and them in the 19th century adding these newly layered European 

inflections. Dimitri Ermakov’s remarkable photographic collection and the work of 

other Georgian photographic masters attest to these minutiae of Tbilisian public life 

(see the Georgian Museum of Photography website; Gersamia, 2004). Although 

religiously distinct, their cuisine, carpets, language, and many other forms of 

expressive culture reveal the layers and multiple spheres of influence affecting 

Georgians and their culture (Goldstein, 1997, 2007; Tsitsishvili, 2006, 2007, 2009). 

Part of the problem is in the conventions that identify sovereignty. Like ethnic 

classification, sovereignty invites interpretations within an either–or frame, you are 

either this or that, Eastern or non-Eastern, socialist or non-socialist. Various works 

concerning this world region have called for rescripting this understanding of 

sovereignty. Anthropologist Bruce Grant (2009) describes the systems of rule in the 

Caucasus as more like “open sovereignties” that were rarely “settled” (p. xvi). This 

geopolitics resulted in sometimes contradictory social environments; such 

combinations of attributes and unfixed personal loyalties are atypical of modern 

nations as we know them (Anderson, 1991 [1983]; Balibar, 1996). The elite of 

Georgia, for example, were connected in practice and marriage to other civilizations. 

When faced with threats, those who fought for or aligned with the ruling authority 

were not always of the same ethnic group. Mercenaries and ethnic Georgians served 

the kings to fight invaders throughout the area. Caucasian females also worked in 

the homes of Muslim landed families. The implication of this commerce and exchange 
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of men and women was that traditions of human practice and behavior were likely 

variable, flexible on a daily basis, and conditioned by the pragmatics of current 

conditions. This process varies from classic nationalist narratives that pose singular 

communities arising from a primordial soup, pure societies produced as if in a 

vacuum (Bhabha, 1990).  

Suny (1994) describes Armenian and Georgian societies as outwardly Eastern 

and Muslim, yet in spirit oriented toward Rome. Christianization had in fact 

committed the Armenians and Georgians to the social and political principles of 

Eastern Christianity or Byzantium. In appearance though, they are “akin to” their 

neighbors in geographical space. With the added attributes of Western civilization 

ushered in by Russian patronage, Georgian society became a “picturesque 

admixture” of Eastern and European attributes (p. 198). So if official narratives 

perceive the Georgian nation as a continuous entity in which Georgian culture was 

the primary force, it should be bracketed as more myth-making than a genuine effort 

to reconstitute the complex realities of previous centuries (Bhabha, 1990).17 

Clearly the “admixture” Suny references is the result of a plethora of choices 

made at the macro and microlevels, by Georgians and non-Georgian residents alike, 

each group adjusting to the pragmatic conditions brought on by war, commerce, and 

other circumstances. Both official decision making and quotidian acts interacted to 

create a unique cultural ferment. Decisions were sometimes in the form of official 

edicts guaranteeing spiritual practices (see the discussion below of Aghmashenebeli’s 

role), while banal and simple adjustments were made in response to shifting social 

circumstances. In Tbilisi, with its Muslims, Christians, Jews, and Yezids, a variety of 

sights and practices ebbed and flowed with each changing sovereignty, such as the 

                                                 
17 Ethnohistory in Georgia is notably Georgia-centric. For many scholars today, 
Suny’s 1994 The Making of the Georgian Nation is considered the most dependable. 
More complex and cross-Caucasian understandings are in the process of being 
published (Dean, 2012; Manning, 2012). 
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Muslim call to prayer, slaughter of pigs and their meat's consumption, public music 

cultures, bathing cultures, eating practices, and forms and rules of dress, each 

enacting or reacting to the variety of authorities and their cultural traditions. One 

example specific to Tbilisi is the kinto, a male personage who strolled the streets, 

sang, and sold useful products while fusing various cultural references into one 

package. Kinto are described as Tbilisi-specific rather than the product of any one 

culture, Georgian, Armenian, or Azeri. 

From the vantage of the modern Georgian national narrative, those cultural 

flows evidence the nuances, difficulties, and challenges faced by Georgians. Do these 

attest to the Georgian shemts’q’narebeli (tolerant) spirit? Or, thinking more soberly, 

were these accommodations born of pragmatic circumstances? Others might prefer 

more theoretically complex language, ascribing shifts in Georgian behavior to “sly 

resistance” and strategic decision making. This kind of resistance imputes some 

agency to Georgians, as they respond to conditions of asymmetric power through 

outward expressions of respect, homage, and patronage (Bhabha, 1994).  

Shemts’q’narebloba reveals nuances on many levels. First it is pacification, as 

the Georgian semantic base ts’q’nari (peacefulness) conveys. Perhaps then 

shemts’q’narebloba shows how individuals manage the body and environment to 

maintain peaceful relations. Georgians recall shemts’q’narebloba most often in 

association with the reign of King David in the 12th century. If not directly referring 

to King David, the term still implies conditions of religious or strong moral/ethical 

challenge. In English, meanwhile tolerance brings up more Protestant concepts of 

bearing out (a circumstance) or enduring. Yet neither Georgian shemts’q’narebloba 

nor the English concept of tolerance conveys that each party has equal status; rather 

one party is the dominant actor responding to conditions, threats, or disturbances 

from others. In each term, one of the actors has taken the moral high road. In the 

Georgian vernacular, more practical and general concepts have been borrowed from 
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Western equivalents, such as tolerantoba, while shemts’q’narebloba retains its 

reference to distant history or spiritual contexts. In either case, shemts’q’narebloba 

or tolerantoba, Georgians see themselves as sacrificing to live tolerably in a region 

where they as Christians were exceptions yet intrinsically tied through relations and 

common history. They tolerated others and thus facilitated a navigable and beneficial 

coexistence. From the Georgian perspective, they exhibited shemts’q’narebloba but 

were not always tolerated themselves, adding to the deep bond they have to their 

religion, not a burden necessarily, but metaphorically their cross to bear.  

Many Georgians are in fact Muslims, but most of these Georgians do not live 

in Georgia proper. Estimates are difficult, but they could make up nearly a quarter of 

the national population, a million or more. These Georgians converted (or were 

converted depending on who tells the story) by the influence (or compulsion) of 

Ottoman Turks or Persians. In both the case of the muhajiroba (emigration of 

Georgians to Turkey) and the Fereydani Georgians (in Iran), these conversions are 

viewed with mixed feelings, obviously conflicting with strong associations that 

Georgians makes between Christianity and Georgianness.  

Shemts’q’narebloba thus frames Georgians’ understanding of themselves in a 

space inhabited by others, particularly Muslims, that they have always acted with 

tolerance toward others while not always being treated likewise. In fact, their prime 

conflicts of the recent past do not involve religious differences but rather territorial 

disputes. Tension still exists though with non-Orthodox Christian Armenians in the 

Javakheti region and in an unspoken way with Muslim Georgians in the autonomous 

region of Adjara. Tolerance thus does not include all cases of Georgian feelings about 

religious difference. But where it does not, unity provides a powerful second motif. In 

subverting the tension in Adjara in the 1990s, which I described earlier, Saakashvili’s 

reinvigorated the popular appeal of the phrase “Strength in Unity.” He re-invokes the 

legacy of David’s role as a unifier. What David the Builder exemplified in the 12th 
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century, Saakashvili now exemplifies in his role in the 21st century. Like David, 

whose first and second wives were from local ethnic communities, Armenian and 

Kipchak respectively, Saakashvili’s wife is from the Netherlands. Wherever possible, 

he emphasizes her origins and the fact that many different people live in Georgia, 

thus showcasing his wife and their difference in the context of love for Georgia and 

its symbols. 

The Encyclopedia of Islam (cited in Asatrian & Magarian, 2004) vividly details 

shemts’q’narebloba as it unfolded at the level of the street during David’s reign: 

After three days he granted aman [kind feelings] to [Georgia’s 
multiethnic population] and soothed their hearts and left them alone, 
in all goodness. For that year he abrogated their taxes, services (al-
mu'aan), payments by installments (aqsal) and the kharaj. He 
guaranteed the Muslims everything they wished, according to the pact, 
which is valid, even today. In it (it is stipulated) that pigs should not 
be brought over the Muslims side or to the town and they should not 
be slaughtered there or in the market. He struck dirhams for them, on 
one side of which stood the names of the sultan and the caliph, and on 
the other side stood the names of God and the Prophet, on him be 
peace [whereas] the King's own name stood on a side of the dirham. It 
was cried in the town (al-balad) that [the king] permitted [to shed] 
the blood (ahdara damahu) of him who harmed a Muslim. He granted 
to them the call to prayer, the prayers and the reading [of the Qur'an] 
in public and also guaranteed that on Fridays sermons and public 
prayers should be held, and prayers be said from the pulpit for the 
caliph and the sultan, and for none else. He also guaranteed that no 
Georgian or Armenian, or Jew should enter the baths of Isma'il in 
Tiflis. He assessed (wazzafa khidmata) a Georgian at rate of 5 dinars 
per annum, a Jew at 4 dinars, and a Muslim at 3 dinars. He was 
extremely kind to the Muslims; he honored the scholars and Sufis by 
respecting their rank and [granting them] what they do not enjoy even 
among the Muslims. I witnessed all these privileges (shurut) when I 
entered Tiflis in the year 548/1154. (bracketed and italicized 
comments are my own; Asatrian & Magarian, 2004, pp. 33-34). 

Parekh (2005) states that tolerance often refers to religious differences, which 

also seems to be the case in Tbilisi. Religion often dictates two features that 

are most often difficult to accommodate, issues of sexual and political 

difference. In the 12th century, Tbilisi was a medieval outpost of the Islamic 

world, with an existent but very tenuous link to the Byzantine world as well 

through its Georgian Christian patrons. In this context, religion likely guided 
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behavior, belief, and the hierarchy of one's patrons. Was David’s tolerance a 

case of enduring a situation, in the English sense of the term? Was it a kind of 

Christian “forbearance” of that which one “disapproves” (p. 354)? Or, was it 

merely pacifying a precarious situation in a newly reacquired city? With the 

exception of the two-century period following this triumph under David, Tbilisi 

was never exclusively a Georgian city again until the Georgievsk Treaty, and 

even then, it was brokered through Russian authority.18 In the interim it was, 

as Suny describes, a city “akin to” Persia. 

Still, in its name and legacies, Tbilisi evokes intrinsic Georgian meanings and 

associations. Named by Georgians to recognize the warm (tbili), underground, 

sulphurous waters that still feed the city’s famous baths, Tbilisi confers warmth and 

hospitality. I believe these features and Georgian cultural beliefs are mutually 

supportive — warm waters and a specifically Georgian tolerance — make it unique in 

providing respite, lodging, inclusion, the access to others interested in trade, and the 

opportunity to live with relative ease in terms of one's personal affiiliations.  

Perhaps, then, tolerating and pacifying are the same, both parties winning but 

capitulating some personal ground, especially in the Caucasus where societies were 

continually beset by internal and external conflict. These situations require, as Grant 

(2009) stated, to be less ideologically driven in our approach and open to 

understanding power in more complicated ways. 

Russia’s late 19th century entrance into Georgian social space served to renew 

the “Roman orientation,” as Suny described it, a recommitment to the traditions of 

Christian-world cultural practices. The more peaceful conditions allowed Tbilisi to 

offer visitors and early traders the opportunity to deepen and expand their lives and 

                                                 
18 French botanist Tournefort reports the 17th century city population as having few 
representatives of Georgian origin: "The population of Tiflis amounts to about 20,000 
people: 14,000 Armenians, 3,000 Muslims, 2,000 Georgians and 500 Roman 
Catholics" (Asatrian & Magarian, 2004, p. 56). 
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their businesses. Tbilisi’s reputation identified it as being conveniently located along 

the Silk Road and other well-traveled routes, being genially located between East 

and West, having a temperate and pleasant climate, being amply provisioned with 

natural hot waters and fertile land nearby, and most important, having a tradition of 

tolerance where traders and visitors of all faiths and practices could expect welcome 

and compatible accommodations. The ethnic niche quality of the occupations allowed 

groups of various types to prosper: Armenians in business and later building, Azeris 

in the trades. Meanwhile ethnic Georgians returned to the city after centuries of 

refuge in the countryside. They repopulated the city where they had largely been a 

minority. Commerce, which had always been a key aspect of Tbilisian life, was 

complemented with new industries such as silk production, and mineral water 

processing and bottling. Georgians sought and achieved relative success in the arts 

and letters traditions in newly built institutions of learning in their own city as well as 

abroad in Russian centers of learning, or even in more distant European locations 

(Suny, 1994). Georgians as the official authority acted as administrators, educators, 

patrons of the arts, as well as artists themselves. Georgian expressiveness and love 

of expression in others contributes intrinsically to this city’s reputation as a 

cosmopolitan haven. Here poetry, music, dance, photography, and painting fostered 

a climate that was open to the intellectual community as well as to the inflections of 

different ethnic communities (Chikhradze, 2008; Gunia-Kuznetsova et al., 2004; 

Jersild & Melkadze, 2002).  

I will expound on Tbilisi in more detail in Chapter 4. Here I have illustrated 

tolerance’s connection to Georgian self-understandings, how tolerance is intrinsically 

connected to this multicultural city, its legacies, and histories under Georgians. Any 

multiculturalism initiative should consider these emic understandings of tolerance in 

order to get it right from the vantage of the ordinary individual. Additionally one 

should note that diversity as a synonym of multiculturalism evokes additional ideas, 
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moods, and sentiments related to difference. Georgians have their own word for 

diversity, mravalperovneba (multicoloredness). Civil society initiatives such as the 

president’s campaign often borrow from the Western vocabulary, such as 

multik’ulturizmi (multiculturalism) or multietnik’uroba (multiethnicity). But Georgian 

mravalperovneba, like the English diversity, is a local term referring to broader 

categories, not just persons. When used in the context of social life, the Georgian 

word inflects the positivity of color onto life among others. Mravalperovneba suits 

those impressions of observers and locals alike, who see this city in its curious and 

entertaining aspects, as a genial stopping place where one can rest, eat, and drink, 

and apprise oneself of the interesting personage and nooks and crannies in each 

corner of the city. Compared with cities in neighboring Islamic countries, visitors are 

watched in Tbilisi, but not necessarily to curtail their freedom. Wandering and 

enjoying the urban topography is an expected and natural part of the city’s offerings. 

Although the new multiculturalist programs seem assembled to please international 

observers, diversity has its already existing natural presence in the Georgian 

imagination as colors, personality differences, diverse art practices, personal 

creativity, and freedom. Theirs is a multicolored society, before and now.  

On a trip to the offices of the Tolerance Centre at the Public Defender's 

headquarters, I witnessed the symbolic register of diversity being reinvested in an 

official context. The Public Defender is Georgians' mouthpiece for injustice claims and 

in the offices of Tolerance Centre I met with the director and advocates of different 

causes, like for the disabled. The director spoke of tolerance as a myth and shared 

his personal odyssey from philology student to becoming an advocate of Georgia's 

religious and ethnic minorities. In his office, I noted a multicolored banner stretched 

across one wall, identical it seemed to what one finds in similar offices in Western 

cities, each color signaling a social difference and when stringed together showing 

the value of unity in diversity. I was struck by the similar concepts, the multicolored 
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rainbow Americans associate with a variety of differences and the Georgian message 

of unity in diversity now being reinvigorated by Saakashvili's program of 

multiethnicity. These ideas frame and inform the “rich tapestry of peoples” often 

remarked on in this city (Suny, 2009, p. 167). 

To some extent, the more cosmopolitan aspects of Tbilisian life belong to their 

literary salons, to the elite, and to those in academia. My respondents could 

appreciate this aura of Tbilisi, but for many in Georgia, life much more simply 

comprises family, traditions, and the insulation provided therein. For those apprised 

of the details of Georgian literature, arts, and more intellectual endeavors, 

appreciating diversity includes exploring the unique practices and pastimes that 

existed here over the centuries and that endure in residual and sometimes buried 

reminders. For example, the vivid and passionate writings of Ioseb Grishashvili are 

often a window to the practices of Georgian Eastern cosmopolitanism. Besides the 

kinto mentioned earlier, Grishashvili writes of the ashughs who used their unique 

talents to entertain kings and ordinary people. Georgian ashughs were their own 

mongrel version of similar persons in Iran and Turkey. In Tbilisi, ashughs blended or 

spoke all three local languages, Georgian, Armenian, and Turkish, and performed 

tricks for the public: 

One of the ashughs used to write a riddle in verses on a piece of paper. These 
papers were attached to Qerman shawl and Baghdad silk woven from golden 
and silver [which] were hung on walls in coffee houses and they [customers] 
tried to guess the riddle, which took hours sometimes. If the riddle was not 
guessed the money thrown on the shawl was left to the author of the riddle. 
(Üstünyer, 2009, p. 141) 
  
A host of Georgian scholars, not all of the same ideological bent but all 

enamored of these flavors, have used numerous creative metaphors to describe the 

city’s hybridity and to link those concepts to national culture. Shatirishvili for 

instance has used the filmic metaphor of montage (2006). Using visual arts parlance, 

Tsuladze (2010) has spoken of bricolage to refer to the inventiveness of young 
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people in how they orient themselves in postsocialist space. City planners and 

cultural studies scholars refer to palimpsest (Andronikashvili, 2007; Gunia-

Kuznetsova et al., 2004), while fusion is used to describe musical culture in urban 

Georgia (Tsitsishvili, 2009). These perspectives of the city are complemented by 

another concept and fraternal twin of shemts’q’narebloba. This other tradition is well-

known in many nearby regions. It is hospitality as a set of rules or a guide to proper 

host-guest relations, in Georgian st’umart’mghebloba. The next section orients the 

reader to behaviors in domestic spaces. But these behaviors are also invoked 

symbolically in any feast whether in public and private settings where socializing, 

visiting, eating, and drinking occur between people. Georgians refer to 

st’umart’mghebloba, like tolerance, to maintain that relations with their resident 

minorities have always been cordial. While this concept facilitates good relations and 

strengthens rituals of cohesion, it can be said to be intrinsically harmful to ethnic 

communities. Both tolerance and good host behaviors invoke the idea that Georgians 

guide the terms of engagement; Georgians are the tolerating ones who as good 

hosts extend their hands to others. While tolerance invokes its own problematic and 

privileged nature, the idea of minorities as guests inculcates notions of nationhood 

that are far from civic and clearly ethnonationalistically based.  

Host-Guest Relations: The Complement of Tolerance 

As the companion to shemts’q’narebloba, which asserts the natural and immemorial 

quality of Georgian tolerance toward others, the rules of hospitality or 

st’umart’mghebloba do so in a different way. Tolerance fits into the wider 

international rubrics for gauging a society's treatment of its minorities and people 

with other differences. No one asks in politics, “Do Georgians treat their guests 

well?” Hospitality has no direct bearing on the inculcation of civil society. 

St’umart’mghebloba reflects traditional norms of sociality in the circum-
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Mediterranean and Near Eastern worlds and in Georgia too. Both need dismantling to 

better understand Georgian attempts to democratize their social world and to better 

assess Saakashvili’s current multiculturalist program. 

If Georgians already treat guests and others well, then why do they need 

policies and laws to assure better conduct? Nationalists and apologists do not look 

inwardly but rather to outside agents, usually Russians, as meddlers in their internal 

affairs and thus fomenting ethnic conflict. They imply that had it not been for 

Russian (or Soviet) power, Georgians would be living in harmony. To some extent, 

the meddling accusations have some truth, as demonstrated by the Russian 

government’s subsequent drawing of the Abkhazian and South Ossetian populations 

into their sphere of influence in the aftermath of the conflicts. But also, like Broers 

(2008, 2009), I believe that the tendency to see the past as somehow a time in 

which Georgians live unfettered by problems and schisms inhibits the growth of a 

truly mature and self-reflexive state government. The section on Russian and Soviet 

difference accounting showed that during the colonial period the Georgian position 

vis-à-vis Empire can be problematized. This relationship accorded them a 

hierarchically superior position not only as the titular people, but as self-perceived 

Christian counterparts to Russians. Later, in the subsequent Soviet period, I have 

shown how national entitledness offered ethnic Georgians republic-level privileges. 

While everyone in the Soviet Union was consolidated under the banner of the 

“Brotherhood of Nations,” minorities included, the local national canon was the 

majority's domain. Minorities in not only Georgia but in each former Soviet republic 

became tenuous elements of the various national freedom movement of the 1980s. 

In these ways, the Soviet system inadvertently both sowed the seeds of its own 

dissolution but also various ethnic conflicts in the first years of independence for 

former Soviet countries. But still, Georgians, never merely bystanders but active 

participants throughout both Russian and later Soviet periods, could have 
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delegitimized classificatory systems privileging them over others. They could have 

searched for the right national idiom to include everyone and thus maintain national 

integrity. This search came only with the Rose Revolution.  

St’umart’mghebloba, like tolerance, is deeply connected to perceptions and 

traditions within Georgian everyday life. Being a good host is perhaps the primary 

means by which individuals garner respect within the Georgian community. Visitors 

to Georgia return with countless stories of being well-hosted and feted. 

St’umart’mghebloba also crosses religious and ethnic lines as a norm upheld by all 

people in Georgia. In a region where the movement of peoples is commonplace, 

whether to secure ties between groups, expand markets, or escape volatile 

environments, leaving one’s local environs and thus coming into contact with other 

groups and traditions is fairly commonplace. Hospitality is one measure of 

guaranteeing good treatment in the absence of one’s group. It also forms a part of 

the connective tissue tying Georgians together.  

It is not surprising, therefore, that Georgians see host obligations as a prime 

identifier of Georgianness, evident in the following excerpt of a Georgian describing 

Turks of Laz ancestry who have lost this particular Kartvelian quality under Turkish 

assimilation:19  

You know how much hospitality means to us in Georgia. We have our 
tradition of eating and drinking. When they visit us [Turks of Laz 
ancestry], we know how to treat them, how to receive them well. Even 
if a person has nothing in his home and is in a bad economic situation, 
he will tell his kids: “Sorry, you will have to go to bed early. We don’t 
have food for you; we have guests tonight.” And the children won’t 
even complain because they know how important it is to have guests. 

                                                 
19 Laz are linguistic cousins of Megrelians; both of whom are members of the greater 
Kartvelian ethnic group, in which Georgians are the most numerous. Laz territory, 
however, is no longer located in Georgia but in Turkey, and therefore these speakers 
have been assimilated into Turkish society. Many Turks of Laz ancestry (or even 
those who live among them) carry the Laz moniker proudly, regardless of whether 
they still speak the language. Like the desire to find pristine Georgian villages, many 
Megrelian ethnologists and students of Megrelian like to go to Turkey to find pockets 
of Laz speakers and engage in the language. 
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As we say, “Guests are a gift from God.” … But over there [in Turkey] 
it is not like that. They are a bit like Germans, economically that is – a 
little bit, a little bit of everything (implied is food and alcohol and 
time). Even their psychology is different. Seventy years may be very 
little for history, but it did a lot to them; they are not like we are. 
(Pelkmans, 2006, p. 74; Pelkmans’ comments are in parentheses; my 
own are in brackets) 

Hospitality here functions as an obligation that one takes seriously. It matters 

because it impinges on one’s honor in the local community, but as we can see in this 

case, it also relates to saving face in the national sense. In the example above, the 

speaker makes obvious comparisons between Georgians and their next door 

neighbor based on difference at the level of social relations. At this personal level, 

hospitality is a practical system providing safe harbor for you and your associates 

when away from home; as the logic goes, the more guests you serve, the more 

welcoming homes await you in the future. Yet good Georgians are not conscious of 

the instrumental nature of host–guest relations. Rather, they perceive hospitality as 

a routine that has become not only natural, but divinely redeeming, as in the axiom 

“guests are a gift of God.”   

Hospitality in fact functions similarly to gift giving. It is a gesture of giving (or 

taking if one is the guest) that should be matched at some future date with a return. 

Gift-giving is widely and richly distributed throughout the Caucasus (Grant, 2009). 

For Georgians, the “returns” on these practices — of sharing one’s food and all one’s 

household comforts — are not at all prefigured; there should be no conscious 

expectation of a return invitation. In reality though, feelings are hurt when the 

counter offer never comes, comes late, or is improperly distributed, as the above 

example and others show.  

The recent Georgian film, Jakos Khizbeni (Jako’s Boarders, 2009) is a good 

example of host-guest relations viewed through a national valence and embedded in 

myths. Georgian nationalist Ivane Javakhishvili first wrote this “bitter apples” story 

more than a century ago. Jako, an Ossetian serf, tricks his naïve and trusting 
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Georgian lord to transfer over his property, ultimately winning even the lord’s wife in 

his trickery. This story shows the great insult Georgians experience when hospitality 

fails to work as it is supposed to, when it meets with incorrect returns. For many 

Georgians, the lord’s initial trust of Jako, who actually symbolizes all Ossetians, and 

the upended relationship in which lord becomes boarder and vice versa, foretells the 

future with the South Ossetian conflict.  

The film was actually produced twice, once during Soviet times and again 

recently, obviously motivated by the new tensions of this post-Soviet era. I saw the 

latter version in 2009 with a Georgian friend and felt it was an entirely 

counterproductive piece of work in terms of interethnic relations. But my friend 

countered that the film was not merely to indict Ossetians but to provoke Georgians 

to critique themselves. It is related to a well-known criticism of Georgian noblesse 

oblige (from the 19th century), the complacency of the elite, the misuse of their 

potency as leaders and benefactors, their unproductivity, and failure to break from 

old standards of relationships with the peasantry. As the story goes, with the 

emancipation of the serfs in the mid-1800s, the Georgian elite felt as bereft as a 

weaned child: “The peasants have always fed us” (Suny, 1979). But despite my 

friend’s more studied interpretation of the film, there were plenty of other indications 

that the Georgian media and others painted Ossetians as disloyal newcomers to 

Georgian society. Traditionally the North Caucasian groups were seen as less 

cultivated and thus “wilder” and in need of the structure and guidance of Georgian 

civilization. In short, Georgians rarely analyze the Maussian logic of the host-guest 

tradition, the instrumental and mutual nature of these mechanisms (Mauss, 1967). 

So they pose themselves as selflessly giving and the minorities as needy. Minority 

claims thus strike a particularly dissonant chord because they seem like a betrayal of 

this time-worn system of obligations. When outside agents, Europeans and 

Americans, come to the aid of minorities rather than acknowledging Georgians 
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primary role in their own country, it pours salt on the wound. It is as if outsiders now 

determine Georgians' fate and whether they will even be “[allowed] to live on this 

patch of the land” (Gogksadze, 2008).  

Foreign observers and Georgian human rights protagonists have criticized the 

couching of minority politics within local rubrics of hospitality and myths of tolerance 

(Broers, 2008; interview with Beka Mindiashvili, director of the Tolerance Centre). 

Considering minorities as immigrant communities and not autochthonous residents of 

Georgia, as essentially outsiders, positions these groups as vulnerable to the will of 

the titular people. The first and most obvious misstep in this argument is that many 

minorities, as I have stated, have ancestry going as far back as Georgian claims and 

can hardly be called outsiders. Their history also includes many active protagonists in 

the social, political, and intellectual movements involving the Caucasus as well as in 

the forming the first Georgian Republic (Jones, 2005). Minorities are also intrinsic in 

the unique and oft-mentioned “tapestry of peoples” that many Georgian proudly 

refer to.  

When minorities are considered outsiders, or even latecomers, the social 

relations represented by shemts’q’narebloba and st’umart’mghebloba grant 

Georgians hierarchical superiority and relegate minorities to the dependent positions. 

Thus, Georgians are charged with responsibility for the well-being of minorities, a 

precarious position that is inconsistent with democracy, where every individual 

regardless of ethnic ties, religion, sexual orientation, or other distinguishing features 

are asked to participate in the public sphere and given the same congenial 

conditions. The next section addresses another idiom of political order that 

Saakashvili has adopted to recognize and accommodate differences in Georgia as 

well as to equalize the relative position between minorities and the majority. 
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Georgian Difference Meets the World 

This final section situates social and cultural differences in Georgia within the wider 

rubrics of human diversity. It assesses and critiques the arrival of liberal-style 

programs under the National Concept and Action Plan for Tolerance and Civil 

Integration. Through Georgian tolerance or shemts’q’narebloba, Georgians perceive 

their stance vis-a-vis others to approximate that of civilized societies of the West. 

Combined with traditions of hospitality, Georgians society presents as one with its 

own tradition of civility and codes of interpersonal behavior. Yet these traditions are 

different from liberal democracy. Neither the continuous presence of diversity nor a 

record of managing under these conditions signals liberal multiculturalism per se. 

Liberal multiculturalism is a policy specific to the West’s historical conditions, to the 

traumatic episodes experienced in mid-century Europe. On an international level, the 

United Nations represents these principles in its efforts to prevent international 

conflict. Each instantiation of liberal multiculturalist policies is meant, then, to 

manage and protect individuals on the local level from racism and discrimination.  

Georgia has serious problems in its record with minorities as well as with 

other traditionally disadvantaged groups. Their foremost and most well-known 

problem concerns the Abkhazian and South Ossetian breakaway republics. When 

Georgian independence was announced in the early 1990s, ethnic conflict broke out 

in these two formerly autonomous regions, with both sides using the language of 

recognition to claim their rights (Broers, 2009; International Crisis Group, 2010). 

These two regions and their populations notwithstanding, liberal multiculturalism 

sweeps under its aegis other groups as well, whose rights this emerging democracy 

will be behooved to recognize as well. In Georgia certain groups are as yet invisible 

and unrecognized due to the traditional nature of this society; for example the 

LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, questioning) community, the disabled, 
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formerly imprisoned, or those lacking documentation or proper domiciles (e.g., the 

Roma or dispossessed). Like minorities who contend with unequal opportunities and 

negative stereotypes, members of these groups have similar struggles regarding 

fundamental concerns of personhood and recognition for having equal rights and 

value.   

Internal and external discord originates in an uneven understanding of what 

freedom and democracy mean and therefore a sense that freedom’s gains are not for 

everyone in a mixed society. Before the Soviet Union broke up, the Abkhazian 

Autonomous region had been disgruntled, especially as the Georgian independence 

movement gained momentum. But no one could have predicted the ensuing violent 

civil war, with several thousands dead and wounded, and the expulsion of Georgians 

from Abkhazia. Freedom as the guiding impetus for the Georgian national movement 

precluded many other considerations, even perhaps the rights of others. Georgians’ 

freedom-loving ideas are deeply seeded in the idea of national survival. It is an idea 

invoked early in young people's minds as his passage from a middle-grader’s history 

book shows: “Despite a many-centuries existence and selfless suffering in the 

pursuit of survival, which also brought them face to face with incredibly strong 

empires…, Georgians have survived.” Freedom is intrinsically entangled in the 

Georgian narration of their struggle with tyrannical overlords, and thus freedom’s 

rewards are, like war, considered the booty for the winners to share. 

At the same time, this independence movement is heavily associated with 

Western values. "For the Georgian elite since the 19th century, this center of 

goodness and true self was the West, and the basic Georgian political project was 

understood to be the building of bridges to the West and to become westernized 

itself” (Nodia, 1996, p. 5). Thus, Georgians associate freedom with independence 

and expect to be rewarded with a democracy, or self-run government. But they 

inaccurately envision the details of democracy and the new forms of conduct and 
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attitudes that it requires.20 Meanwhile, Georgians as Western in spirit, interesting 

though this idea might be, runs counter to much of Georgians’ experience embedded 

as they have been in Near Eastern social configurations and politics. Integration into 

European economic structures and defense organizations notwithstanding, trying to 

validate Georgians' European qualities is  basically an elite-driven myth. Achieving 

the full mandate of all Georgians, across ethnic communities, classes, groups, and 

religious orientations, therefore, requires other symbolic representations. Trying to 

locate the Western tendencies in Georgian behavior (or the lack thereof) is missing 

the point. It also wrongly orients our investigation, which should be to isolate which 

Georgian practices are valuable and which are harmful. First and foremost, 

Georgians must avoid skewing the benefits of democracy for the benefit of Georgians 

only (or vice versa with regard to Abkhazians and South Ossetians, who have their 

own territorial and recognition claims). This prevents reconciliation from progressing.  

It is fairly easy to posit that international pressure and the conditional nature 

of aid have been the impetus for Georgian multiculturalist programs. But I contend 

that this delegitimizes the way the programs have come into fruition rather than the 

programs themselves. Saakashvili’s achievements in improving welfare and bringing 

more stability to the country are singular accomplishments. To rescue a sense of 

these programs' utility, Western-driven as they are, I refer again to the perspective 

of literary scholar George Yudice (2003). Yudice states that entering into the fray of 

today’s global political economy, accepting more or less the fully entrenched nature 

of capitalism in the world, does not mean that small and underrepresented 

communities will fail to reap benefits. He explains that in these post-ideological and 

post-capitalist times, community leaders will achieve more by entering politics than 
                                                 
20 This was expressed by the (former) president of Armenia and can be nicely 
compared to the Georgian situation: "Instead of an audacious, romantic nation, we 
must become a cold, realistic, and pragmatic nation whose each step must be 
circumspect (and) based on concrete and faultless calculation” (Fischer & Grigorian, 
1993, p. 81). 
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by pursuing anti-political stances. As one medium of entry, he points to culture and 

its representation as an expeditious route to empowering communities.  

 Georgians as liberal democrats, civilized, lovers and nurturers of all citizens, a 

“Motherland of all its citizens” and thus multiethnic all serve the same purpose. They 

validate the reform movement's goals of fostering national development. In this 

sense, the president uses culture expeditiously, as Yudice claims. But until the 

Georgian parliament formally adopted in 2009 the National Concept and Action Plan 

for Tolerance and Civil Integration (hitherto called the National Concept) it was as 

they say only “words.” The National Concept signals that the country accepts and 

subscribes to international standards of conduct:  

The National Concept [is] based on the Constitution of Georgia and the 
country’s international commitments. ….Its main goal is to support the 
building of [a] democratic and consolidated civil society that is based on 
common values, which considers diversity as a source of its strength and 
provides every citizen with the opportunity to maintain and develop 
his/her identity. (see footnote 5) 

The National Concept and the programs that flow from it are managed by the 

Ministry of Integration, initially headed by Temur Iakobashvili, now the country’s 

foreign minister. It lays out five specific goals, each with an associated set of 

government-supported programs and initiatives. These programs guarantee that 

minorities are granted tolerance and respect, active participation in all spheres of 

Georgian life, and better access to education while freely developing their own 

culture. 

 In its essential qualities, the National Concept upholds the principles of Western 

society: all individuals are equal under the law, accepted and valued, have rights to 

representation and are given the freedom of choice, to determine right from wrong 

(Taylor, 1994). As the National Concept reiterates, all Georgian residents are equal. 

They are equal regardless of  “religion, language, traditions and cultural heritage.” At 

the same time, this document promises to promote these individuals in “every 
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sphere of political, social, economic, and cultural life of Georgia” and to foster their 

own culture's flourishing. 

The National Concept, therefore, represents the principles of liberal 

multiculturalism. It seeks to guarantee parity across all groups, based not on 

traditional values but on Western ideas of justice. It is a tacit acknowledgement that 

shemts’q’narebloba and st’umart’mghebloba are inadequate. What motives drive the 

Georgian president to subscribe to this rhetoric and to push the adoption of the 

National Concept through parliament, where his two predecessors subscribed to very 

different discourse about nonGeorgians or adopted ineffectual policies? Are the 

targeted changes truly meant to move the country away from a Georgian ethnic 

idiom and into a Western-validated political order, or is the president merely 

capitulating to the international public?  

Perhaps we should first look at the ideological underpinnings of this particular 

system for recognizing differences. Taylor (1994) refers to the key ideas 

underpinning liberal multiculturalism in his well-known Politics of Recognition. Taylor 

says that the Western political order is receptive to the rights of minorities because 

of two ideas seeded in philosophies of the individual.  These are human dignity and 

the idea that each individual has an authentic core or inner essence. These ideas 

evolved from Christian traditions but took root only during the Enlightenment. Until 

then, kings, despots, and religious leaders ruled with unquestioned authority. Ideas 

about individuality and freedom were the catalyst that changed world views (p. 28). 

Democracy sprang from the fundamental need to acknowledge human dignity and 

the inner capacity of each individual to determine right from wrong—by tapping his 

authentic and original self. Today, communities and societies world-wide wish to 

emulate that system of rule. In the Western perspective then, democracy is better 

for serving human needs, not the rule of kings and religious leaders. It acknowledges 

human rights and cedes political participatory power to individuals.  
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Are the values of human dignity and authenticity the motivating ideas of the 

Georgian reform movement? If not, what are the motivating forces? In Chapter 3, I 

consider those questions from the vantage of the ethnographic field, using individual 

behavior and sentiments as examples. I use these observations to explore and 

problematize Saakashvili’s moves, which he presents as a natural evolution in the 

Georgian re-embrace of the Western tradition. This ethnographic research shows 

how people perceive these steps, whether they are willing to take on multiculturalism 

as it is envisioned through the National Concept, or whether older paradigms make 

more sense. 

Indeed, the horizons of Saakashvili’s Multiethnic Georgia project are mitigated 

by important factors that are situated in the social and political reality of Georgian 

lives. I have reviewed the role of myths of tolerance and host-guest concepts, and 

have shown that these ideas prevent Georgians from thoroughly critiquing 

themselves and from providing minorities more equality in the wider Georgian social 

space. The eminent multiculturalism scholar Kymlicka (2008) suggests that we must 

also recognize the importance of fear and uncertainty about future conflicts, 

especially in the countries of post-Soviet fluorescence, Georgia included, to explain 

why they resist adopting liberal multiculturalism. He also recognizes that these 

societies consider themselves already “minoritized.” Having experienced national 

struggle in totalitarian states, the majorities in these newly independent societies 

share traumatic memories and perceptions and thus are minoritized in spirit and 

memory. This prevents them from giving others leverage and space within a 

common nation-state. 

The second issue is more complicated and reveals the essentially 

contradictory nature of social justice paradigms that build on differences to 

guarantee universal values. These programs have been critiqued for doing little to 

overturn the structures of inequality that produce differences in the first place 
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(Brown, 2006). They reify culturally different people into token emblems of the 

program’s liberal virtues (Levitt, 2007). Thus, the assumption that Georgia should 

adopt liberal multiculturalism is as much a problem as the program itself. In other 

words, it is important to assess these programs' internal logic as much as investigate 

whether they can be successful and achieve the mandate of the Georgian public, 

including Georgians, non-Georgians, and other disempowered groups.  

Zizek (1997) is one of the frankest critics of liberal multiculturalism. He states 

that governments adopting recognition politics recommit themselves to a new form 

of racism. In this new racism, society superficially seems to accept culturally 

different others, but removes their inner substance, what Zizek calls their 

“jouissance,” the qualities of otherness that most threaten Western principles. So-

called ethnic empowerment selects the threatening characteristics in preference to 

the easily absorbed features of ethnic culture such as cuisine, dress, and even ethnic 

style. This process is a form of “cunning” on the part of the new imperialists of late 

capitalism (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1999). A wolf in sheep’s clothing, the new 

imperialist creates systems that appear progressive and liberal but essentially 

maintain the status quo of social and political relations, both within and between 

nations.  

Ironically, Zizek’s argument renders for late capitalism what also applies to 

the project of Soviet socialism, which attempted to construct nations from 

communities through its nationalities policies (Hirsch, 2005; Martin, 2001; Slezkine, 

1996). In both Soviet socialist and liberal democratic projects, the wider system 

supported the development of ethnic communities by creating venues for cultural 

activities that were supposed to promote self-understanding. Both systems were 

oriented toward justice, parity, and equality: a “secular vision of progress” (Hirsch, 

2005, p. 34). Also, each system posed these offerings against histories of 

exploitation based on ancient hierarchies or class systems. Western democracy saw 
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despotic leaders or religious authorities as the exploiters; socialism saw them as the 

capitalists.  

What matters for this study is how each system supported and advanced 

ethnic differences. Both sought to empower ethnics, or narodnost, by reproducing 

and supporting ethnic groups as an emblem of the system’s benevolence. In the case 

of the Soviet Union, nationalities were given opportunities to study their own dance, 

history, folk customs, and music, but, most critically, only in ways that were 

“socialist in content” (Frolova-Walker, 1998). Folk operas, commissioned pieces, 

histories, and dances evoked the sounds and outward appearance of ethnic groups 

without challenging overarching socialist concepts such as Soviet brotherhood, social 

transformation, and collective action. To be sure, the socialist experience also 

produced a new genus: Homo Sovieticus. I met people in Georgia who fit this 

description. These individuals tended to become more of a Soviet person than an 

exemplar of Georgian culture (or became a balance of both) when they spent time 

studying or working in Soviet cities or with other Soviet people, when they were born 

into mixed families or married outside their group, or when they studied subjects 

that encouraged more abstract thinking, such as physics or philosophy rather than 

culturally inflected subjects. Neither Homo Sovieticus nor the proud national 

spokesperson, however, was produced in a vacuum; each was co-produced within 

the Soviet crucible which is now superseded by another system. What happened to 

all the types, both Soviet and national?  

In Georgia, local manners have always provided a way of dealing with 

differences and it is now layered onto the most recent Soviet experience, perhaps 

masking it in the process. They have a sense of their own efficacy regarding 

tolerance stemming from the legacy of the 12th century, when all communities 

supposedly lived together peacefully in a united Georgia. But they also experience 

difference daily in their own multiethnic neighborhoods of Tbilisi and other bigger 
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cities of Georgia, in their travels across the country, or in hosting guests from 

various regions. The tradition and related practices of host-guest relations, famously 

associated with Georgians, are well-worn means of social engagement. The new 

Multiethnic Georgia project asks ethnic Georgians to accept minorities as individuals 

who have rights, who deserve national recognition and parity with Georgians. Yet 

liberal multiculturaism is rife with its detractors and critics, some from the former 

socialist countries (Ditchev, 2004; Dzenovska, 2010; Zizek, 1997) and others from 

the places that innovated liberal multiculturalism (Brown, 2006; Fraser, 1995; Prato, 

2009).  

Why accept this form of difference reckoning? Are there really alternatives? 

Multiculturalism scholars such as Taylor, Kymlicka, and some anthropologists 

emphasize that certain options are no longer tenable. For instance, cultural 

relativism is a no-holds-barred version of multiculturalism; all cultural practices are 

accepted including, for example, genital mutilation, cannibalism, and honor killings. 

However, most communities object to organizing around such differences (Freeman, 

2002). In a just, free, and democratic society that subscribes to 21st century 

international standards, certain behaviors can simply not be acceptable, regardless 

of liberal affectation or the critique of extreme naysayers left Zizek.  

Georgians for example will have to delegitimize some of their own practices, 

such as bride-napping, where women are kidnapped into forced marriages. They 

might reinvigorate their more useful rituals of sociality, such as supra, the traditional 

feast. Modern open societies are also finding it untenable to maintain linear, 

primordial, and exclusivist understandings of nationhood. In any case, such 

exclusionary ideologies are rarely accurate or even practical considering that daily 

practice requires individuals, professionals, and statesmen to learn the rules of 

diplomacy and cross-cultural discourse. In Georgia’s case, cross-culturalism defines 

rather than excludes them, so they are uniquely primed to assume these challenges. 
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The most tenable programs, then, consider the natural fabric of society and actual 

practices within and between groups, what binds them as well as what causes 

friction, and motivate people to create these programs from the bottom up. Systems 

that merely reproduce differences in the form of immutable groups coexisting in 

space but not actually interrelating or working together fail to foster useful practices.  

Conclusion 

These new multiculturalist programs come in the midst of improved general living 

conditions and economic indicators that show that in material ways Georgians are 

returning from the precipice. City life has resumed a certain “normality.” Gone are 

the open refugee camps in the middle of the city. A social and political infrastructure 

is now visible in the form of policemen actually enforcing the law and utilities being 

supplied to neighborhoods. My biggest surprise when I returned to the country after 

Saakashvili came to power, besides many new stores and regular electricity, was 

that bills were delivered to people’s homes. And that people actually paid them!  

In the current Rose Revolution period as during their initial independence, 

Georgians are organizing freely and actively, creating numerous organizations from 

the bottom up. They are creating, in essence, the beginnings of a civil Georgia and 

the capacity of ordinary people to represent themselves in public space (Hemment, 

2004; Jones, 2000). Under Saakashvili’s government, the newly created the Office of 

the Public Ombudsmen and the ratified National Concept are concrete steps with 

respect to the treatment of minorities and other disenfranchised peoples. Based on 

my research I believe this embrace of multiculturalist ideologies is only a first step. 

Although it does not seem to have everyone’s mandate, the program is still early in 

its stage of implementation. In general, Georgians are greatly cynical. Many see 

organizational life today as a mania related to grant-chasing rather than a genuine 

embrace and understanding of civil society (Muhlfried, 2005). Both the highly 
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educated and lay Georgian observer criticizes those who seem particularly swayed by 

Western ideas or those who rush after jobs in Western organizations. I met some of 

these critics. Sometimes I thought they really wanted was to be as productive as the 

others, but their lack of foreign language skills or expertise in writing grants and 

reports prevented them. Others resent the influence of foreign power in Georgian 

politics, for persuading Georgians to turn against themselves. In essence, they are 

saying that they know firsthand what it is to be the “other” because they lived this 

otherness during the Soviet system, so don’t tell then how, and for whom, their 

countries should serve today (Lanskauskaus, 2010). 

Essentially Saakashvili’s opponents see Western-oriented programs and their 

oversight by international organizations as impositions or the “Sorosization” of the 

public sphere.21 Programs created under these initiatives merely inculcate what one 

Eastern European critic termed “Project Culture.” Whether the programs are about 

their own culture or the culture of others, the authorities of Western hegemony have 

dictated the assistance, and thus it is corrupt (Ditchev, 2004).  

In sum, multiculturalist-oriented programs, now in their embryonic stage in 

Georgia, fail to resonate with much Georgian thought about social relations, and 

might even encourage further resentment. For members of ethnic groups, many 

implemented programs are out of touch with their community’s actual living 

conditions (PMMG, 2007). Ethnic Georgians tend to privilege their own ethnic group 

over other communities. They perceive that their actions are not intolerant, unkind, 

or demeaning; rather, that they are merely proud of their history. Georgians feel 

intensely nationalistic, not unlike the nationalism of other countries. Their feelings 

about themselves constellate around “deeply rooted beliefs and conceptions that 

stem from the memories of Georgia’s past” and which underlie “almost any debate in 

                                                 
21 This refers to the growing influence of George Soros, who funds some of the most 
lucrative grants in Georgia through his Open Society Fund. 
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Georgia” (Batiashvili, 2009). Against this background, then, it is unsurprising that 

Georgians interpret the Enlightenment concept of human dignity not on an 

individual-to-individual basis, but in the macro sense of nations and national dignity, 

with theirs taking priority.  

Perhaps multiculturalism really is a platform in the pursuit of “political 

correctness” only (Goldberg, 1994). Maybe these programs are thus tainted by a 

certain moral bankruptcy. For me, it was poignant to be leaving my fieldwork as 

German PM Andrea Merkel called for European countries to rethink their own 

multiculturalist programs. How cynical, I thought but then again, what is the answer? 

For ordinary Georgians, liberal multiculturalism is in a social and cultural dimension 

out of touch with their daily lives. Despite the Saakashvili administration’s reforms 

and surface improvements, many Georgians still barely meet minimum standards of 

living. Liberalization is a second priority for these Georgians. 

In the next chapter I bring more ethnographic detail to this argument. While 

considering these new programs, we must be cognizant of Georgians’ long history of 

living with others and the great pride they take in their history and their sense of 

continuity under difficult conditions. Although the creation of a new Georgia offers 

much to be cynical about, the new programs have achieved a first step in a new 

direction. As one community advocate said, “… a dynamic can be noticed.” 
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CHAPTER 3 
ON THE ETHNIC MARGINS OF CIVIL AND MULTIETHNIC GEORGIA 

On that side there is barbarism, and on this side here is a civilization. 
Mikheil Saakashvili 

Suum cuique pulchrum est (to each his own is beautiful) 
Latin phrase 

Georgian self-understandings can be thickly demarcated as well as their 

understandings of others. In the previous chapter I showed historical origins for 

some of these processes of identification as Georgians became involved in the 

imperial aims of Russians and later subsumed within the vast Soviet Union. As a 

society and people they have needed to show flexibility and tolerance in the midst of 

these challenging situations while keeping traditional practices that kept them in 

good stead with others, such as the obligations associated with the treatment of 

guests. These particular practices show that they accept others’ differences while 

treating them with dignity. As a result, many also call this territory home, including 

Pontic Greeks, Yezid Kurds, Armenians, Azeris, Russians, and many others. Studying 

Georgia’s past thus reveals their openness in engaging with foreign entities and ideas 

while maintaining a core set of their own values .  

In Chapter 2, I discussed the early 19th century agreement, the Treaty of 

Georgievsk, brokered with the powerful new agent at that time, the Russian Empire. 

In that century and in the subsequent Soviet period, we might describe Georgia as 

having lost its autonomy, but acquiring the means to eventually develop into a 

modern society. Georgians were actively searching, coalescing into, and forming a 

sense of the society they wanted to be. Within the society of their overlords, 

Georgians also reached high, sometime attaining the highest echelons. Stalin (born 

Ioseb Jugashvili in Gori, Georgia) is just one example. This dissertation reports on 

their most recent ambitious engagement, with the West and their liberal institutions 

of difference management and reckoning. 
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In this chapter, I address the public’s role in viewing these political choices 

and the impact of popular myths in building their self-knowledge as a people. I 

address specifically how they are responding to the current regime’s attempt to 

reorient the national concept toward multiethnicity. For example, when the president 

congratulates himself on a cultural revolution unfolding in his midst in which 

“Georgia's new state symbols are equally embraced and equally cherished by all our 

ethnic groups,” do the public, both Georgians and non-Georgians, endorse this? 

Second, I ask, whose culture does the revolution exemplify? These questions relate 

to an idea presented in Grant’s (2009) Captive and the Gift: Cultural Histories of 

Sovereignty in Russia and the Caucasus. Grant emphasizes that the Caucasus was 

already home to a variety of civilizations before the Russian Empire began its 

civilizing venture. In other words, in bringing order to this region, “Who was civilizing 

whom?” (2009, p. 57). More than a century later, the new Georgian president uses 

frank language identifying Russia as an ever-alien colonial force. In August 2011, 

Civil.ge quoted him as saying that Russians are not only not civilized, they are 

“barbarians.” Russians form the third largest minority in Georgia, after Armenians 

and Azeris. As progressive and emancipatory as the new leader’s greater goals are in 

introducing multiculturalist ideas, they include troubling and noninclusive aspects 

such as these.  

Correctly, Grant calls on observers to see the crises and collaborations in the 

Caucasus’s past as nuanced, negotiated, and ambivalent. The Caucasus received the 

“gifts of Empire” for its cooperation and semi-taming. Georgians acquired the 

security they never had and the capital and support to build a nation. Lands to the 

west that had been culturally cut-off from Tbilisi because of control by the Ottoman 

Empire were invited to become part of this project, while in other regions, subgroups 

of Georgians as well as those isolated in their mountain redoubts were brought into 

the central Georgian fold. Many of these processes were done through cultural work. 
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Georgians started organizations to spread literacy; national poets and writers 

flourished, and a modern university system began. But for non-Georgians in this 

region, communities that had always been an integral part of the social fabric 

especially in commercial and urban life found their identification as natives of this 

land to be unsupported. As nontitular residents, they became insecurely tied to 

processes of national consolidation. The legacy of these systems of difference 

management undermined the smooth transition of Georgian independence in 1991 

by causing minorities in South Ossetia and Abkhazia to seek their independence.  

Nevertheless, predating these processes are enduring local forms of sociality 

that Georgians have not forgotten. As I reviewed in Chapter 2, these behaviors are 

shemts’q’narebloba (tolerance) and presenting a genial face toward non-Christian 

others, and st’umart’mghebloba, the norms of hospitality. These grounded means of 

social interaction have given Georgians cultural tools for living with others. In this 

dissertation, I ask whether these histories, tools, and norms are consonant with 

modern liberal democracy, the new political structure that backs the multiethnic 

Georgia project. 

In this chapter I present ethnographic details to gain an understanding of 

liberal multiculturalist policies as they reach the level of lived experience on the 

ground. Are they correcting the absence of Georgia’s minorities in the public sphere, 

their lack of voice in government, and their absence from the national story? The 

policies are fomenting the cause of oppositionists and certain nationalists within the 

Georgian public who see them as capitulation to foreign forces. From the 

oppositionists’ viewpoint, Saakashvili’s regime signals a cultural reversal, an undoing 

of 200 years of national consciousness-raising, which detractors call “Nihilism!” 

(Zurabashvili, 2010). Saakashvili’s grasping at a “return to Europe” as he so often 

says, reflects his belief, along with a certain sector of Georgian society, that 

European secular systems and civic forms of national order are superior. Inculcating 
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European order obviously poses difficulties in the present revivalist context of 

Georgian nationalism, not to mention the fervent re-embrace of Orthodox 

Christianity (Andronikashvili & Maisuradze, 2010; Serrano, 2010). Yet multiethnic 

symbols and histories are salient in the Georgian social fabric, particularly in the 

cities. In Chapter 4, which details Tbilisi’s culture, I show that a modern and 

multiethnic Georgia is a tenable proposition, but it faces challenges from group 

stereotyping and mythologizing within Georgian historiography (ACSN, 2010).  

I obtained most of these data through nine months of fieldwork from 2009 to 

2010. However, I have known Georgia since 1995 and visited it consistently over the 

years. That familiarity provided the hindsight I needed to see the differences and 

challenges from Saakashvili’s program. My goal here is to contrast the new 

nationalist discourse that poses Georgia on the cusp of converting to a modern 

liberal order with average Georgian practices and beliefs. 

One approach I used was to present campaign stratagems as photographic 

prompts in my interviews. Using images collected over the course of my fieldwork, I 

asked respondents to interpret the images or share their opinions about political 

changes over the years (see Appendix A for the text of the interview). It was easy to 

document political discourse in Tbilisi, given Saakashvili’s penchant for speechmaking 

and giving press conferences. But also, he often used poster campaigns as a 

governmental public relations effort. During my fieldwork period, the posters were 

widely visible on street corners, at bus stop kiosks, and at cultural festivals. Also, 

Georgians have access to abundant print and virtual media forums where they can 

hear the disparate voices of the Georgian public, from liberal to conservative. Some 

respondents said that this was their major means of communicating, sharing 

information, finding friends with common interests, and gaining a sense of trends. 

Often when controversial events occurred, I noticed a plethora of calls and responses 

with one group responding to the reactions of the other. Many events involved issues 
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intrinsic to this study: ethnic identity, sexual orientation, and the expression of 

divergent opinions and practices. For instance, around the time of my fieldwork, the 

police raided the offices of the one effective gay-support organization in town. The 

Union for Orthodox Parents also prevented a group of youth from having a Halloween 

party, and the clergy led a group of religious youth to protest a university-hosted 

reception party for a new publication that used liberal gay-centric language. In a 

televised public debacle, a designer was harassed to reveal his Armenian origins. 

Most of these events are reprised on such forums as the magazine Tskheli Shokoladi 

(Hot Chocolate), websites Liberali.ge and Civil.ge, Facebook pages, and online blogs. 

I consulted these outlets as often as possible to get a sense of how these issues 

engaged Georgians and to compare those voices with sentiments I was gathering 

from my study respondents. This was important because interviewees often seemed 

disinclined to present themselves as extremist in any direction. They knew the broad 

parameters of my project and in some cases the respondents, especially the younger 

ones recruited from the ethnology department of the public university, wanted to 

show that they were open-minded enough to participate in my photographic project. 

Critically important here is the role and nature of stereotypes and their power 

over perceptions, especially in the changing social landscape of the CIS countries. 

Dzenovska (2010) studied anti-racist programs in Latvia, a country experiencing a 

similar liberalizing regime. Although Latvian minorities and tensions with the 

majority differ from those in Georgia, her observation of the public’s resistance to 

the programs’ stated purpose — to “teach” Latvians to be better persons — shows 

that we must consider public viewpoints. The Latvian public sees government as 

appropriated by neoliberal forms of governance. This perception should be 

considered in Georgia’s context as well. 

My study follows Dzenovska’s argument, but I suggest considering more 

closely who is resisting this new discourse and their former status vis-à-vis the 
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Soviet past. Dzenovska claims the link between this new anti-racist discourse, or 

pro-multiculturalist in Georgia’s case, is ironic considering that the Western nations 

fomented the biggest racist wars of the 20th century. But at the same time, 

encouraging new post-Soviet publics in Latvia or Georgia to examine their orientation 

toward others does not mean just toward minorities but their own former 

relationships with Russia for instances. The new programs may be neoliberal, but the 

goal of encouraging these new societies, ordinary individuals, scholars, historians, 

and policy makers to be more reflexive can have positive effects. Greater reflexivity 

is one of the prime calls of anti-racism and pro-tolerance projects in the West. 

Granted, missteps can occur when these programs are expropriated to far-off 

locations such as Georgia. Saakashvili’s behavior, for instance, contradicts his own 

zeal for these programs. For example, he has used inflammatory language toward 

his northern neighbor, doing precisely what these programs are supposed to 

discourage. Several times he has called Russia a colonial force that gave Georgians a 

“slave mentality.” Thus he caricatures a complicated social past. Although the right 

combination of forces is not quite present to make these new multiculturalist 

programs work in a Georgian context, the target is productive: to create an 

enlightened citizenry and promote civic kindness. 

Additionally, this dissertation suggests that we might more broadly question 

civil society. This is a call to reprise the debate of who defines culture, civility, and its 

uses. We might ask what notion of civility underpins civil society, which Hann (1996) 

describes as a unique contribution of anthropology: “…the empirical investigation of 

real societies, western and non-western, pervaded by values and moralities that are 

culturally distinct, but all concerned in their own ways with standards of decent social 

behavior, with human dignity” (p. 24). This has utility for Georgians and other 

traditional societies who perceive civility and human dignity differently. We should 

not privilege the West’s liberal conception of difference management in dealing with 
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difference challenges. Rather, another approach could be in Georgia’s history of 

dealing with difference. The present multiculturalist policies being introduced to 

Georgians might not be configured and presented in the best way to the Georgian 

public, but it is useful to critique them, to understand the Georgian public’s 

resistance, and to examine traditions of Georgian culture that have merit with 

respect to dealing with others. This chapter will analyze, for instance, some ways 

that identity is reified in Georgia, which is at the heart of identity politics (Brubaker & 

Cooper, 2000). In Georgia this reification can complicate the establishing of a more 

grounded, publicly mandated, and potentially better civil society, one that includes 

all ethnic groups and subgroups. By considering Georgian conceptions and practices 

of plurality, we gain greater understanding of multiculturalism, perhaps even finding 

a more critical multiculturalism that reframes the “we” and “them” underlying this 

system (Hertzfeld, 2000; Turner, 1993).  

One problem is that Georgians see identity as a property bestowed by birth 

and thus not constructed or managed. Identity and nationhood reflect upon each 

other and each person feels the pressure to responsibly enact national ideas through 

their practices, to perform nationhood in their daily acts. In many encounters with 

respondents, friends, and others, I saw that Georgians endowed immutable 

properties to their identification as Christians, for instance. They believed that 

diverging from these norms would signal betrayal. One respondent resisted the idea 

that one could switch one’s religious affiliation. He recalled a dialogue he had with a 

Muslim business colleague from a neighboring country. My respondent questioned his 

colleague’s easy musings on religion, who had wondered aloud, “What if I were to 

wake up tomorrow as a Buddhist?” My respondent recalled his thoughts at the time: 

God sent you to Earth as a Muslim and you have to fit yourself into the 
world as a Muslim… Now you know I am a Christian, right? If I were to 
change my religion wouldn’t you think I had sold myself out? 
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For my Georgian respondent, origin is first and one’s aspiring to be something 

else is second, nature over nurture. He recalled this encounter to illustrate 

the error of straying too far in the direction of liberal curiosities. He 

associated this former colleague as such a person, perhaps too educated and 

with too many liberal affectations. Many Georgians presented corroborating 

views. They showed a faith in God’s will or just Nature as the ultimate source 

of one’s core identity. For many of my respondents, these determinants 

overrode both personal interest or biological propensity.  

 The ethnographic details that form the balance of this chapter describe 

Georgian perceptions of self and other. I frame these within the prism of 70 years of 

Soviet nationalities policies, a process of political consciousness-raising that 

extended Georgian intellectual movements of the 19th century but in an even more 

ethnically singular way. My argument situates the extremes of Georgian nationalist 

thinking and even primordialism in these particular social and political environments. 

As Saroyan (1997) states: 

… the Soviet Union’s new nationalisms do not simply reflect primordial 
ethnic sentiments that have been “unleashed” by Gorbachev, but they 
follow from the nature of Soviet ethnic political institutions, which 
themselves have fostered a whole series of structural and political 
contradictions between ethnic communities (p. 131). 

Saroyan attributes ethnic conflicts to “contradictions” that resulted from Soviet 

institutions. But pro-tolerance and multiethnicity programs also come from a highly 

specific place and series of philosophical changes in the West. These multiculturalist 

policies, their purpose and neoliberal nature, arose within Enlightenment 

philosophies that were regalvanized during the post-war reconstruction period in 

Western Europe, when a new mix of immigrant and refugee communities came 

together after the wars. In a backlash to neoliberal coercion, societies in the post-

Soviet fluorescence resist by returning to their own social configurations and national 

traditions, perceiving that these programs are just another way to control them, 
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another form of authoritarianism (Dzenovska, 2010; Zizek, 2005). But long-standing 

traditions of heterogeneity exist in Tbilisi and in other cities under neoliberal 

pressure, perhaps representing a challenge to the hegemony of liberal and 

Enlightenment-based visions of togetherness (see also Agelopoulos, 2000, for a 

comparative situation in Salonica). If a cultural revolution is to be experienced, it 

may reveal itself as already extant but in a Georgian Eastern cosmopolitan form, or 

in other settings throughout the Caucasus today and in the past (Grant, 2010). 

These sites help us to redefine pluralism more objectively. 

My fieldwork indicates that the social climate is not ripe for liberal 

multiculturalism per se. Georgians and members of Georgia’s many diverse 

communities are in the midst of a changing social landscape as a result of improved 

government services, economic development, and growing desire and curiosity to re 

normalize their living conditions, as in having electricity, a job, and standards 

comparable to the rest of the civilized, or Western world. Yet, they still resist seeing 

themselves as liberal subjects, except for, of course, the younger and more-

privileged sector of the public. When Saakashvili invokes new Georgian subjects that 

are in the midst of a “cultural revolution,” he is projecting his own ideals rather than 

an individual type that is actually emerging.22 When I conducted my fieldwork, 

several good cultural empowerment programs were already active and a few years 

into their missions. I visited several and noted their progress; for example, the 

media institution Internews brings ethnic youth together from the three South 

Caucasian nations to create insightful and probing media pieces, to encourage them 

to see beyond borders, and make them “peace ambassadors.” But individuals tended 

to view programs such as Internews as tokenized and not broadly effective. They 

even incited protests by more conservative factions. The Halloween Party that I 

                                                 
22 The Wall Street Journal reprinted his speech on their online site on August 19, 
2005. 
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referred to earlier, which was raided by the Union of Orthodox Parents, was in fact 

an Internews-sponsored activity. I do not mean that diversity has no local value in 

Georgia or that there is not attitude of collegiality and openness to others. Rather I 

assert that targeting a form of social difference paradigm conceived, developed, and 

incubated in the European social and political experience rather than through 

Georgia’s own experience is bound to meet with resistance. It fails to instrumentalize 

the accrued sensibilities specific to Georgians.  

I witnessed Georgians orienting themselves and others into national 

categories in ways that seemed clearly to  impede a more secular multiethnic 

Georgia. For Georgians, (1) persons always belong to unambiguous groups (e.g., no 

mixed people or dual identities), and (2) bringing social policy into the social field 

between Georgians and ethnic minorities threatens traditions and is 

counterproductive rather than progressive. These two orientations show that 

Georgians are strongly nationalistic. They see national belonging as everyone’s given 

birthright. They see themselves as fortunate to possess a particularly long national 

history with ancient roots and renown, and they do not begrudge others who see 

pride in their own origins. In the remainder of this chapter, I provide more detail 

from my fieldwork showing how individuals enact these understandings. 

Essentialist Understandings and Difference as Natural 

Essentialist understandings run deep in Georgia. Georgians do not see themselves as 

learning their identity but more as transmitting it over generations as a kind of 

genetic footprint of the past. Many of my interlocutors passed off the hard contours 

of Western liberal ideas about identity as merely the “constructivist” perspective, 

posing it (correctly in fact) as one alternative among others. Many had learned about 

constructivist ideas from working with Western researchers who had come to Georgia 

to do social research or by working in international NGOs. They learned to either 
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muffle their disagreement with this perspective or to find work elsewhere, as these 

organizations subscribed to the idea of identity and nationhood as constructed. 

Subscribing to constructivism threatens Georgian pride; for the generation of 

Georgians born and raised in the late 80s and 90s, it reflects godlessness or the 

more doctrinaire aspects of totalitarianism. This younger generation has been 

schooled in an atmosphere of unilateral blame on the Soviet system for the 

unraveling of Georgian social and material well-being. 

Many upwardly mobile twenty-somethings were learning constructivist talk quite 

well to help them get into foreign masters programs or to write grants from the 

Western ideological point of view. Once I read a report co-written by a research 

assistant whom I later met by chance in a bar. After learning that we shared friends 

with mutual ties, we shared research insights. He refuted the Georgian belief of 

being biologically distinguishable, and added that all this talk of identity as 

constructed was taking things a bit “too far.”  

Similarly at a dinner party, a woman who had returned from a Masters degree 

program in Europe shared her future plans after being away for four years. She was 

interested in continuing her studies but her ideological orientation to socialism and 

constructivist perspectives seemed to be a personal impediment. Clearly, she had 

enjoyed the European lifestyle, which would be difficult to match in Georgia where 

single women generally live more sequestered lives. As her Facebook friend, I was 

privy to her social life and noted that in Europe she had friends of all racial 

categories, ethnicity, and gender. She was opinionated and I was impressed with 

how well she juggled the various frameworks of interpreting society. She wanted to 

know my theoretical perspective on Georgians, but assumed I  would be from the 

“constructivist” school before I even answered her question. Her orientation to these 

concepts gave her concern because she wanted to continue studies, but her adviser 

was a clear leftist. She feared there would be an eventual clash of interests. 
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Yet the young people were not the most trenchant in disavowing constructivism 

or challenging essentialized ideas. In fact, an old guard, members of the former 

Georgian intelligentsia, are among the most avowed supporters of the past from a 

Georgian nationalist perspective. They are generally the strongest objectors to 

Saakashvili’s so-called liberal direction. They are also the most affected when 

Saakashvili defunds long-time institutions that are performing poorly. Higher 

education has been one casualty (Muhlfried, 2005; Shatirishvili, 2003; Tuite, 2010). 

I attended conferences at which the presentations were clearly at cross purposes, 

often the result of “assumptions” about national priority. When speakers used a 

constructivist framework for example it posed an interpretive approach that 

challenged Georgian origins and priority (ACSN, 2010; Kohl & Tsetskhladze, 1996).  

Georgians consider place of origin to be a foremost operant in forming self-

concept. But that exclusive orientation is not meant to entail enmity toward 

outsiders. Rather, it suggests a general celebration of culture where Georgians are 

both hosts and benefactors simultaneously. The Tolerance Centre, described in 

Chapter 2, expresses this point of view in its frontispiece which proudly reiterates the 

Georgian truism of unity in difference. The president reiterates it as well in speeches 

and press releases: “etnik’uri and religiuri mravalperovneba sakartvelos simdidrea” 

(Georgia’s ethnic and religious diversity is its treasury). That point of view is 

consistent with the convivial public face that I described in Chapter 2, how Georgian 

see themselves as benevolent and tolerant hosts, not ethnic haters. Later, with 

respect to surnames, which Georgians carefully preserve and monitor, we see what 

might seem like a contradiction in the Georgian perception of self, or at least adds a 

layer of privilege to their self-perception. As a treasury, heritage is seen as a 

precious material that can be devalued if you misuse it, so people must work to 

protect and monitor heritage. Using this logic, each ethnic community can be 

differently evaluated and compared relative to Georgian heritage. 
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Broers (2008) finds deep contradictions between the Georgian myth of tolerance 

and a reality where stereotypes abound, some quite degrading, such as the golden-

toothed Kurdish street cleaner, the calculating Armenian, and the partying Georgian. 

These contradictions belie the society’s avowed wish to become a full-fledged 

democracy. Most important, the stereotypes circulate among ordinary individuals and 

into official discourse. Various NGOs, from human rights organizations to local 

minority advocates, corroborate these observations (PMMG, 2011; Quinn, 2007) and 

I noted them also when visiting Georgia. Ethnic origin is a topic of great curiosity; 

Georgians like to glean origins via surnames, which have been a means of retaining 

family line as well as regional connections for centuries (Western Georgians versus 

Kakhetians, Svans, and Megrelians, for example). This intrigue becomes public 

gossip in the event of unfavorable disclosures or hidden backgrounds. For instance, 

gossip regarding Saakashvili’s hidden Armenian ancestry has been ongoing since his 

career in Georgian politics began.  

Where names carry so many implications, it is understandable that respondents 

told me these facts in private. Some of the respondents were taxi drivers who 

sometimes shared a good deal of information in the span of a car ride. Some 

explained that they felt behooved to change their name after political crises that put 

their group on the wrong side of Georgians. An Ossetian taxi driver told me that he 

sent his son to live elsewhere to avoid problems. A friend told me that one of my 

respondents, the owner of a women’s beauty salon, was Ossetian, but my 

respondent skirted the issue during our interview. According to my friend, the 

respondent avoids using her paternal Ossetian surname in public. But in her general 

persona and during the interview, she expressed only her pride in Georgian 

traditions and origin. She emphasized her homemaking skills and showed off her 

thriving business. She said that she always prepares the most ornate Georgian 

feasts, no matter how busy she is.  
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If being a member of an ethnic group connected to a major political conflict 

imputes disloyalty, it would seem that sharing a long and common cultural history 

with Georgians, as the Christian Armenians do, would grant privileges. Unfortunately 

this is not the case. In a bitter irony, Armenians seem to bear the brunt of negative 

stereotyping. The Georgian-Armenian relationship is in fact a good example of the 

“narcissism of small differences” where, contrary to expectations, similarity fails to 

encourage camaraderie, but instead draws attention to small differences (hence 

“narcissism”). It encourages jealousy, distrust, and other negative sentiments. 

Perhaps because of the rampant stereotyping they face, Armenians are often 

accused of dissimulating or hiding their identity. At the same time, they are deeply 

connected to the land that has been both a refuge and a homeland. Their role as 

tradesmen in Tbilisi’s flourishing gives them reasons to seek better recognition within 

the Georgian state. Armenians were my most vocal respondents and the few to 

share specific incidents of unjust treatment.  

Public Movement Multinational Georgia (PMMG), an organization that 

advocates and defends the rights of minorities and the historically or culturally 

disadvantaged, closely monitors hate speech in Georgia. In 2011, the organization 

formally complained to the Ministry of Culture over an incident involving Georgian 

playwright Robert Sturua and the issue of the president’s supposed Armenianness. In 

this case, Sturua cited the so-called non-Georgian origins of the president as a 

reason he could not support him as the president. PMMG’s press release summarizes 

Sturua’s comments and their response:  

The PMMG appeals to the Minister of Culture of Georgia with a request 
to respond officially to another statement containing hate speech by 
the Art Director of the Shota Rustaveli State Academic Theatre, Robert 
Sturua. Mr. Sturua said: "If something happens to humanity and we 
do not name the disease, then we would not recover from it. Why are 
we surprised that people cannot stand representatives of other 
nationalities? Nature has put into us something we must fight with. 
Just imagine me telling you I like Negroes. Maybe I not dislike them 
altogether, not because they are Negroes, but because culturally they 
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are a little bit backward in comparison with me?" …  PMMG asks the 
Minister to express his official attitude to the fact of "hate speech" 
coming from one of the leading theatrical figures of the country, the 
head of the National Theatre, which represents Georgian culture 
around the world. 
 
Earlier, the PMMG protested against another statement of Robert 
Sturua, when he came out with a supposition on the ethnic origin of 
the President, and, first of all, citizen of Georgia, Mikheil Saakashvili, 
in a negative context… In the absence of any public response from his 
part, the PMMG urged the public to boycott the performances of the 
theatre directed by Robert Sturua. 
 
However, we still hope that a cultural worker of Robert Sturua’s scale 
would refrain from intolerant statements on ethnic or racial themes in 
future, which would allow us to refrain from the active stage of the 
protest. (PMMG, 2011) 

 
Sturua’s comments refer to Georgian superiority and the backwardness of other 

groups as well, in themselves essentializing and primordial attitudes. But worse, he 

defends himself and uses nature as the causative agent rather than recognizing that 

it is his choice to ascribe hierarchies to human beings: “Nature has put into us 

something we must fight with.”  

PMMG, the Public Defender, and Tolerance Centre were local Tbilisi-based 

institutions empowered by the Rose Revolution climate to move Georgian civil 

society toward conformance with international standards of conduct. The brochure of 

the Tolerance Centre declares that its mission aligns with the pillars of Western 

ideology regarding the rights of others: “The Tolerance Center is guided in its work 

by these principles [UNESCO Declaration of Principles on Tolerance] and assists the 

Public Defender in safeguarding and promoting the atmosphere of tolerance, 

equality, and peace in Georgia.” These organizations work diligently to persuade 

Georgians and non-Georgians that xenophobia is intolerable and that they have the 

rights to complain about it. In a sound gesture to this effect, Sturua was finally 

dismissed. Ghia Nodia (2011), eminent think-tank director, described this as “a new 

standard” in Georgian society. 
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The Presentation of Self in Georgia 

In the previous section I showed that the new government’s multiethnicity project is 

challenged by the intransigent patterns of Georgian thinking that configure ethnicity 

as primordial, controlled by nature or other forces. These perceptions are not merely 

characteristic of the masses but also reflect the ethnicity views of the educated. The 

fall of the eminent playwright Sturua is an example from within the Georgian 

intelligentsia. I have never personally witnessed or heard of outright physical 

mistreatment or harsh public denigration, but the norm seemed to be in the form of 

gossip and subtle discursive renderings of non-Georgians as somehow not fully 

committed to Georgian norms and national ideals. Consequently, they could appear 

not as deserving. For a non-Georgian one had to fight hard to prove one’s loyalty. 

In this section, I show how the presentation of self in Georgia reflects a 

Georgian ideal that leaves other groups disadvantaged if they fail to subscribe to 

these norms. Of course, every community has variety, but Georgians value and are 

valued for behaving in ways that are characteristic of their group. Being Georgian is 

often associated with conspicuous gestures and showy behaviors. In Western 

societies, the majority group is often described as unmarked, precisely because their 

role as the normative group is understood; they set the standards for behavior that 

others emulate. Being Georgian always seems marked. One must present these 

qualities through certain gestures, appearances, or behaviors. Being marked and 

responsible for perpetuating these qualities has much to do, I believe, with an 

ambivalent history that Georgians have with Empire, their compromises with 

powerful entities as dual citizens who were both oppressed but sometimes colluding 

and working with these powers to their benefit. These marks of history make them 

distinct actors, but ambivalent ones. 

Over the years, Georgian friends and acquaintances have remarked that the 

Georgian stereotype follows them even outside Georgia in the company of those 
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familiar with Georgian traditions. They might be asked to do the toasting at social 

events or be expected to enliven a crowd, merely because they are Georgian. Or 

conversely, expectations that Georgians are “full of themselves” precede them, 

sometimes for ill. One friend repeatedly told me about a business trip he took in 

Armenia. Apparently the hotel employee insulted him for failing to show the 

prerequisite humility when requesting a room location. “Georgians always act like 

that,” she said, “as if they own the place.” In the United States, a medical 

serviceperson I met of Ukrainian descent recalled his memories of Georgians. They 

were the ones you always noticed, he said.  

I see ambivalence in this image of the ebullient and self-entitled Georgian. 

The view is an obvious residual markedness of having lived as one the few Christian 

societies among Muslims for centuries. Perhaps continuous political and social 

precariousness engendered a “fight or perform” response. Historical research has 

shown, as I repeat several times in this dissertation, that the ornate toasting rituals 

of the Georgian traditional feast, the supra, were actually innovated late during 

Russian imperialism as a means of soothing relations under imperial constraint. 

These rituals of social cohesion (toasting, telling jokes, acting jovial) obviously serve 

to resolve tensions and to provide a social networking conduit (Chatwin, 2001; Mars 

& Altman, 1987; Muhlfried, 2005; Tuite, 2010). The eminent Georgian ethnographer 

Dragadze (1988) says that Georgian children are taught to never exhibit shishi 

(fear), to be confident in social situations at all cost. Gachechiladze (1995) also 

refers to historical conditions in describing how semiotic indices of Georgianness – 

“boldness, deliberate outbursts of non-rational violence and showy grand gesture” – 

became a kind of “damnosa hereditasa” dogging Georgians in their progress to 

become a new nation (xvi).  

In this section, I pursue aspects of these expectations regarding self-identify 

and their effects on Georgians, non-Georgians, and those outside as easily 
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demarcated categories. As stated, in Georgia, group belonging defines people. 

Although tolerance and respect are genuine and considered an important element of 

Georgian historical legacies, bearing the features of titular Georgianness conveys 

privileges. 

The Tyranny of Names 

In Georgia, the first order of identification besides appearance has to do with 

names, especially surnames. First, surnames indicate whether one is Georgian. 

Surnames may end in -shvili, -dze, -aia, or -iani (meaning “son of” but also 

indicating regional origin). Armenianness is indicated in the -ian ending (without the 

final -i) while Slavic or Slavicized surnames may have the -ov or -ova ending or 

other varieties. People of Muslim origin may have combined Muslim and Slavic 

surnames, such as my son’s schoolbus driver, Alika Mirzoyev (from both “Ali” and 

“Mirza,” a common Muslim name). Other names may simply be indeterminable. As I 

said in Chapter 2, numerous ethnic groups live in Georgia, some whose family and 

group history has endured numerous twists and turns, including name changes and 

conversions. When Georgians learned that my paternal grandfather was of Georgian 

origins, their first questions was always “What was the surname (gvari)?” I told them 

what a distant cousin had already related to me; how our surname went through 

conversions from the Georgian Sarvanidze, to Sarvanoglu (Turkified), and then was 

changed completely in the early 1900s by my grandfather because of his 

involvement in a battle with the British at Sakarya.   

Georgians take names quite seriously. Within the national university, they 

even have a genealogical institute devoted exclusively to researching surnames. 

When individuals are apparently hiding their ethnicity, have changed their name, or 

are feigning Georgianness, the fallout can be harsh, mostly in discussions behind 

their back. I remember often being told that someone was really a — (naming a non-

Georgian origin or another region in Georgia) but they had changed their name. The 
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change was always from a less-privileged surname to a more privileged one. In one 

case, on public television, a talk-show producer had to apologize publicly to the 

Armenian community after a guest on the show, a designer of apparent Armenian 

origin, had been humiliated by being asked to declare his ethnicity and then being 

asked whether “his Armenian identity ever made him ashamed.” Clearly, this was an 

example of the “narcissism of small differences” between Armenians and Georgians. 

It would be interesting to compare the dynamics of this relationship in Armenia.23  

My two respondents of Armenian origin mentioned the deleterious effects of 

the administration of the first president, Zviad Gamsakhurdia, who popularized the 

“Georgians for Georgia” slogan. Unsurprisingly, minorities left the country at a rate 

much higher than Georgians during the first decade of its independence. The 

population shrank by about a million people but the proportion of Georgians actually 

rose by over 10%, making for a much more homogenous state than before. 

Saakashvili’s stance, especially his multiethnicity campaign, obviously seeks to retain 

the remaining portion of Georgia that is non-Georgian (about 16% according to the 

2002 Census, down from 30%).24  In general, minorities in Tbilisi and in the region 

support Saakashvili’s party, the United National Movement. His popularity with them 

was bolstered when he recruited minorities to play key roles in his movement, such 

as the late Zurab Jvania, the first Prime Minister who was of Jewish descent.  

When people with non-Georgian origins achieve accolades in the name of the 

nation, the response shows the public’s ambivalence about ethnic community 

members. It also shows that Georgians are in transition between an ethnic 

nationalist idiom of identification versus a more neutral one. Each harks to a different 

system of ethnic identification, either previous Soviet internationalism when people 

acted as teams even when their group included other nationalities, or the future 
                                                 
23 This event can be seen on Youtube, uploaded by ElCaucasico 
[http://youtu.be/k0e21vEoIFg]. 
24 See Broers (2008), who refers to the 1989 and 2002 censuses. 
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under Saakashvili’s proposed new Georgia, where everyone is a citizen regardless of 

origin. How does a Georgian today embrace the non-native son or daughter who 

represents the nation? During the last 20 years, Georgians have been caught 

between loyalty to the group versus accepting the achievements and progress of 

minorities who live in their country. Qualifiers might ease their acceptance: “our 

citizen of Armenian descent has done well,” or “the resident from — who makes us 

proud,” for example. Ana Khanchalian, from a Georgian family of Armenian descent, 

won a Georgian TV talent show contest. Comments posted under her Youtube clip 

praised her contribution with the usual accolades—magaria (she’s great) and 

ulamazesia (she’s the most beautiful) —but scattered among these were comments 

about her ethnicity and the ambivalence about her talent and representation. 

Commentators bickered over who was better than the other: “somkhebi magrebi 

arian, ra maints” (Armenians are talented after all, heh). Pride in origins is clearly a 

principle that everyone defends, but the repercussions of disclosure, especially when 

it is not of the privileged Georgian ideal, can be harsh.  

In another television talk show, where well-known people are interviewed or 

asked provocative questions, a guest disclosed that he had experienced homosexual 

relations. Unsurprisingly, the audience was quite shocked, especially considering 

Georgia’s anti-gay climate where homosexuality was and is still taboo. Even 

seemingly innocuous deviances from male norms of dress and hairstyle receive 

negative responses. For example, many of my young male respondents, especially 

those with long hair, report that having long hair or piercings can result in verbal 

harassment or even beatings from local young men. An international NGO 

community even recommended that in Georgia “coming out” may be unwise (Quinn, 

2007). 

When members of minority groups attempt to use legislation or the state 

system to correct past injustice or nonrecognition, they face challenges because the 
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system is both in transition dealt mostly with Georgian nationals before. Kurds, for 

instance, who have been interested in recovering their original ethnic surnames, had 

to petition the government and meet numerous arcane rules and procedures before 

regaining their original names. First they must consult with the Institute of 

Ethnography to research and clear their surname and then appeal to the Ministry of 

Justice. Apparently, in the past, Georgians lied about their family backgrounds, 

seeking names of noblemen when they were actually commoners (Bestavashvili, 

2004). So for Kurds who want to correctly represent themselves and resume their 

authentic ethnic surname, the system makes it difficult to do so.  

Nevertheless, many minority groups and sexual minorities have begun to 

demand Western-style social empowerment, rights, and inclusion, even though they 

may be branded as ungrateful or harassed. Indeed, most minorities I met in Georgia 

were inclined to present the Georgian nation in an attractive light, with the exception 

of a few Armenian respondents and furtive comments by taxi drivers or others. Most 

also tended to support traditional values and to speak positively of Georgian cultural 

practices. This is in itself is not a problem, especially if those practices do not 

damage ethnic pride. In Chapter 4 in fact, I speak of the supra (traditional feast) as 

a tradition that is flexible and indicative of positive features of Georgian sociality. For 

now, however, the emphasis on Georgian surnames and strictly observed gender 

behavior does seem to damage those whose origins and sexual orientation make 

them unable to conform. 

Issues of Loyalty, Small versus Big Differences, and Blending In 

Ethnic groups enshrined in the pantheon of “friendly toward Georgians” have 

an unproblematic pattern of representation. Georgian Jews, for instance, are 

famously remembered for their tearful departure from Georgia in the 1970s under 

loosened Soviet emigration rules. Few people questioned their leaving. Their own 
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national country, the state of Israel, was ready to accept them and new Soviet laws 

allowed it, so it would seem self-evident to accept the offer. Most Soviet peoples 

accustomed to thinking ethnically and exclusively would not think it was disloyal. In 

Forest Hills, Queens, NY, I had interacted with Diaspora Jews from Georgia, sharing 

their traditional feasts, and experiencing their unproblematic Georgian self-

representation through table customs, convivial and open interpersonal behavior, 

and nostalgia for their homeland. Reportedly they had their own synagogue too. 

Perhaps this can be attributed to a general Diaspora mentality, where it is easier to 

wax positively after individuals have emigrated, even if in the past they never quite 

belonged. Mills (2010) writes about this in her ethnography of a neighborhood in 

another city famously known for its multiethnicity—Istanbul, Turkey—prior to the 

pogroms and ethnic cleansing that make Turkey even less-prepared than Georgia to 

take on liberal multiculturalism. 

In Tbilisi, my one Georgian Jewish respondent expressed no disloyalty to 

Georgia. As the wife of a prominent member of the dwindling Georgian Jewish 

community, she shared her views over coffee one day as my fieldwork was drawing 

to an end. An attractive and vivacious woman, she recalled that Georgian Jews wore 

their white chokhas (traditional Caucasian male overcoat) to the all-Jewish Congress 

held in Tbilisi in 1918 (Hatefutsoth, 2004). Although she sent her sons to live and 

study in Israel after the demise of the Soviet Union, she and her husband live in both 

countries. She was proud that her children were retaining their Georgian language 

skills, adding to their Hebrew and Russian skills. She believed it is completely 

possible to be Georgian and Jewish.  

Jews in Georgia seem to have largely avoided the label of disloyalty or 

ungratefulness, despite being outsiders or “guests.” Generally, they have no major 

conflicts over property or territorial claims. They present themselves in ways that 

echo Georgian behavior; they drink wine at dinner; the men wear chokhas on special 
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occasions; and they speak impeccable Georgian. Despite their obvious religious 

differences, Georgian Jews are among those who integrate well in Georgia. The 

religious difference perhaps makes it easier to do so. I have heard of no 

discrimination toward Jews in Georgia, except that Jews and Christian Georgians and 

others are discouraged from intermarrying. One ethnic Georgian respondent told of a 

relative who married a Jewish woman, but the marriage ended for reasons that were 

a little unclear. It seemed there had been some mental illness, alienation from her 

family, and eventually a suicide. Her story seems to corroborate the general rules of 

endogamy in Georgia, that it was better to stay within ethnic groups when marrying 

and thus not blur ethnic distinctions. The cultural rules in general seemed to endorse 

outward expressions of national loyalty, endogamy in marriage, and a sharing of 

“safe” kinds of cultural traditions: food, dress, and the rules of being social and 

hospitable to others. 

Georgians of unclear ancestry or alternative religious upbringing show 

palpable feelings of being ostracized or discriminated against. At a few of my 

fieldwork sessions, my respondents showed hesitation or insecurity when they had 

sheereuli (mixed) ethnicity in their background. They seemed careful in disclosing 

such private and sensitive information, as if they were confessing to flaws. When I 

asked one young female respondent to explain her ethnic background, she quietly 

replied, “I don’t know.” It seemed highly out of character for a Georgian to have no 

answer to this question. Even when I asked the question with gentle insistence, she 

revealed only some Armenianness and said that studying the family surname would 

reveal only fabrications. Apparently the surname was no longer linked to any 

verifiable family ancestry. It was remarkable that she admitted anything at all, as 

not having a history is so stigmatizing. For the same reason, Georgians discourage 

adoption because they caution that you never know the child’s history. This 

particular young woman showed that she considers herself and her social network to 
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be a generation poised to question such traditional norms, to be more honest about 

oneself. I interviewed her together with her male friend, also with sheereuli origins. 

He had the double burden of also wearing his long hair long and having piercings, 

which as I stated before, departs from Georgian norms of male comportment and 

grooming.  

Self-disclosure in Georgia seems to have as much to do with issues of 

prestige as with history. In one sense, Georgian Jews in Georgia and of the Diaspora 

have a deep and documented history within Georgia and no record of disloyalty. 

They are thus granted their rights to self-represent as Georgians more easily. Unlike 

Armenians, they have no record of political autonomy in or around Georgia, no 

common claims to fundamental texts or to the Georgian script, no shared or disputed 

houses of worship, and no histories of conversion or intermarriage with Georgian 

lines of aristocracy. The Georgian Jewish community is relatively small, self-

contained, and supported autonomously by Diaspora funds. They try not compete 

state funds. Armenians, on the other hand, have continuously pressed the Georgian 

state government to grant their religion legal status within Georgia. Their efforts and 

those of other communities with religious affiliations other than Georgian Orthodoxy 

were successful in July 2011 with the passage of a legislative amendment allowing 

religious minority groups to register as legal entities. The Jewish community avoided 

this fight by registering their temples as private entities outside. 

Georgian Kurds, like the Georgian Jews, have a distinct Georgian valence to 

their expression as a community. They are distinguishable from other Kurds residing 

in Turkey by being Yazidi, or adhering to religious practices originating in Yazdanism, 

a highly syncretic set of beliefs with Zoroastrian and Sufic elements. (Kurds in 

Turkey are Muslims.) I asked my Yazidi respondent, a young and well-educated 

female who has lived in Germany for several years, how she would answer Germans 

if they asked about her origins. She would answer not Russian or Soviet or even 
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Kurdish, but Georgian (Kurd). She had recently returned to Georgia to get married 

and then took a job with the Georgian National Museum. Her Westernized self-

presentation and verbal facility in multiple languages (Georgian, Kurdish, German, 

and English) made her a good candidate to represent the museum’s fledgling 

operations with a multiculturalist bent. After the Russian-Georgian war in 2008, for 

instance, she was hired to conduct art workshops with youth from various ethnic 

communities (see Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Multiethnic Youth Workshop, 2008 (Courtesy, Georgian National Museum) 
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Ossetians and Abkhazians who remain in Georgia proper are considerably less 

able to publicly claim a place within the country, and thus their self-representation is 

constrained. This is because of the political situation of the past two decades, with 

two breakaway territories in their community’s name. Although they are protected 

under the constitution, they feel pressured to remain compliant and relatively quiet 

in their demands, if they express them at all. I gathered this impression from 

meeting with the Ossetian Youth Committee leader who explained that they are 

allowed to develop their culture in the superficial sense of performing their dance or 

learning Ossetian, but they are far from achieving parity in political space. Ironically, 

an Ossetian restaurant located in the heart of the old district was the most popular 

restaurant for expatriates. (Restaurants offering local ethnic food are quite rare, 

although there are Chinese, Thai, Indian, Turkish, or Japanese restaurants run by 

foreigners.) Achieving political parity seems a daunting challenge for either of these 

communities, considering that their communities’ greater territorial disputes are still 

fresh in the minds of Georgians. In a few exceptional cases, Abkhazian or Ossetian 

notables use their notoriety to bolster peace and reconciliation. My Ossetian 

respondent conceded that their best recourse is to “know the laws and legal statutes 

governing our rights.” They may ask for funds for language classes or other 

community-building cultural activities, but complete integration, in the sense of 

feeling that they belong to the Georgian state on par with any other Georgian citizen, 

seems far off.  

My Cultural Rights are not Your Cultural Rights 

Part of the problem of minority integration in Georgia has to do with an uneven 

understanding of cultural rights. “Culture as a right” has become something of a 

fixture in our global world and so too it has entered the fray of Georgian 

understandings. But in this section I describe its contradictory and unsettled 
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reception in Georgia. “Culture speak” has permeated business, heritage, the arts, 

and is a study of its own in the sense of cultural studies (Yudice, 2003). With respect 

to the former Soviet and East Bloc countries, cultural rights have always been 

acknowledged as the cause driving freedom movements. But as a phenomenon in 

the post-Soviet social landscape it has arrived in the form of multicultural 

programming and campaigns against racism (Ditchev, 2004; Dzenovska, 2010; 

Lanskauskas, 2010). 

Despite the liberal affectations of the current government, which Georgians 

ostensibly support by reelecting Saakashvili in 2008, the cultural climate is still out of 

sync with his espoused liberal bent. Nationalism does not coexist seamlessly with the 

nation’s new multiculturalist orientation. Minorities have always had rights according 

to Georgia’s constitution, written just after independence, and presently they are 

being supported in their endeavors to maintain their group identity. Yet a strict 

reading of human rights is not consonant with Georgian predispositions on the 

ground. They regard their present national independence as the reward of a 

committed national movement that was mostly led by (ethnic) Georgians. Group-

based privileging seems to take these rewards away. It also harks to the systems 

they worked so hard to overturn. As an official from one of the Georgian cultural 

ministries stated in 2002, these policies resemble Soviet-era quota systems and not 

democracy:  

Under the Georgian Constitution each person has the right to profess 
any religion; all ethnic groups are equal in Georgia. All people are 
living in equally difficult economic conditions. The authorities should 
not be blamed for an absence of Kurds from the state structures. The 
deputies are not elected because of their ethnic affiliation—they are 
expected to have their voters and to know the Georgian language. It 
was only in the U.S.S.R. that they compiled lists and quotas for the 
deputies: one milkmaid, two tea growers, three Armenians, etc. In a 
democratic state that would spell violation of the laws and Constitution 
(as cited in Chikhladze & Chikhladze, 2003). 
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The statement additionally notes that each citizen of Georgia must follow the rules 

and learn the national language. The implication here, from a state official, is that 

integration trumps identity rights in a Georgian democracy. One has rights insofar as 

they do not destabilize the state. Indeed as the name implies, the Ministry of 

Integration oversees the implementation of the National Concept and helps 

minorities integrate into Georgia: to speak, read, and write Georgian and participate 

in Georgian political processes. But my purpose in this chapter is not merely to 

remark on how the government provides rights. Rather, my aim is to discover how 

ordinary Georgians perceive these rights. 

Ethnic Georgians see hazards in a system in which everyone receives a “slice 

of the pie” regardless of their contributions and based on group-oriented privileges. 

Some respondents referred to merits as the basis of advancement in a fair society. 

They were not responsible, for instance, if certain minorities, such as the Kurds, 

failed to prosper in education. This is their choice and perhaps the extent of their 

ability, they said. The new definition of culture from a human rights perspective 

includes not only minorities but various subgroups. Some categories may reside in 

Georgia (or be historically residents), but ordinary Georgians see them as having 

questionable territorial or legal rights. They have either experienced active 

discrimination or are even ignored as groups per se because they are isolated or 

categorically ambiguous. These groups are Meskhetians of Turkish or mixed Turkish-

Georgian descent; Georgians converted to other religions or avowedly atheist; 

Georgians of other sexual orientations; Georgians in prison; Georgians with 

alternative lifestyles; Georgians who have serious communicable diseases. For these 

groups, a new liberal Georgia should not care whether they are Georgian but simply 

whether they are accorded their rights as citizens or permanent residents. In other 

words, recognition under a civil rights discourse defines citizens as having rights 

regardless of their ethnic affiliation. It subscribes in principle to new determinants 
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and takes into account that historical disadvantages are commonly the cause of 

certain groups being persecuted, deported, or experiencing other forms of suffering 

in certain regimes of the past or present. 

The plight of the Meskhetians is one such tragic story. Although I never spoke 

to a Meskhetian in Georgia, I had helped them integrate into the Maryland region in 

2006 as asylees from Russia. An integral population of Georgia at one time, the 

Meskhetians were deported as an entire community to Central Asia by Stalin in the 

mid-20th century. They were considered a security risk to central authorities because 

they did not fit neatly into national categories, being both Georgian and Turkish-

speaking Muslim Georgians. When the Meskhetians applied to return to Georgia once 

the Soviet Union had dissolved, their request was considered a risk to internal 

security. Or their return was made complicated by conditions that they re-

Georgianize their surnames (Beridze & Kobaidze, 2010). 

One Turkish Meskhetian writer laments the situation in an article in Bizim 

Ahiska (Our Samtskhe) in 2010.25 Like other Meskhetians, he traced his origins to 

the Samtskhe-Javakheti region of present-day Georgia. As a Muslim, he strained to 

see himself as Georgian, especially in the current ethnocentric and Christian-centric 

climate of the country. As he states, “Call me what you like, my face is towards 

Islam” (Zeyrek, 2010).  In other words, in civil rights discourse, it should not matter 

whether the Meskhetians were originally Georgians or Turks but whether they are 

accepted as rights-bearing former citizens of Georgia, regardless of their self-

identification over the years, while in exile or in the Ottoman period. Georgian 

mravalperovneba, or true multicoloredness, is tested in the Meskhetian case. It is 

further tested considering the many other kinds of Georgians, both in the Georgian 

Diaspora (also in Iran) and within Georgia proper, who are silenced because of their 

ambiguous or culturally nontraditional statuses. The Georgian majority is indignant 
                                                 
25 http://www.ahiska.org.tr 
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when forced to accommodate others, especially when they believe there are other 

places for them to go, as this respondent states:  

You came to me; I accommodated you, provided good living conditions 
for you; you are richer than me; so be it; but what shall I do? You 
have your own motherland, but you abandoned it and came to me. 

 Additionally, the popularity of conservative movements creates a nonconducive 

atmosphere for accepting certain groups into the Georgian fold. In the aftermath of 

the Soviet Union, Georgian-centric institutions have prospered and divert public 

opinion from liberal programs. The Georgian Church, for instance, enjoys priority 

status within the state and is enthusiastically supported by Georgians. Georgians 

consider the Church their cultural right because it was denied to them throughout 

the 70 years of state-sponsored atheism of the U.S.S.R. Indeed for many 

respondents, Georgianness collapses into Christianness, and both are 

indistinguishable from the wider national movement. When I asked one respondent 

whether Georgia is a Western or Eastern country, he stated, “It’s an East-West 

country. And I am a true Christian. I will never be an atheist!”  

 Next to the state, the Georgian patriarchate represents one of the highest 

institutions of Georgian-centric power and is often associated with counter-liberal 

and xenophobic activities. While fairly clear to the average Westerner, many 

Georgians do not see the contradiction between democracy and the growing 

presence of the Church (Serrano, 2010). In his publication The Cross-Carrying 

Georgian Nation, God Bless You, Ilia II, the patriarch of the Georgian Orthodox 

Church, cautions against adopting foreign ideas, describing them not as rights but as 

“pseudo-democracy.”26 These views represent a contradiction between Church-based 

ideologies and a free and tolerant society:  

If a person, people, and state don’t follow the right religious and 
national ideology, liberalism will inevitably work in favor of their 
enemies and destroy the country completely. It will set the society on 

                                                 
26 The publication is downloadable at the patriarch’s website, patriarchate.ge. 
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pseudodemocracy and false freedom, devaluation of national values; it 
will break up the essence and structure of the country’s statehood. 

Despite the patriarch’s increasing presence, many respondents viewed 

Georgian religiosity as simply an affectation or a fashion. Some even 

suggested it as a way to lose weight, as many young women were avid about 

following the Christian fast. They believe new religiosity is merely a quick 

route that many take to achieve moral authority. These respondents viewed 

the popular rituals and gesturing signaling one’s Christian affiliation such as 

crossing the chest when in sight of a church, observing Lent (markva), 

wearing crosses, keeping home shrines, and lighting candles, as a way to 

signal to others: “I am a believer” rather than evidence of true spiritual 

consciousness.  

 I tried to understand this religious aspect of the Georgian cultural 

revival beyond the compunction to follow certain rituals, but I received mixed 

results. Georgians have a general knowledge of King David the Builder’s 

Christian tolerance during the 12th century, but I seldom met Georgians who 

could identify Christian characteristics, sayings, or wider good works that 

were linked to tolerance such as acceptance of others, empathy, and mutual 

respect. A Georgian friend who is also an animal-rights activist lamented that 

she had searched for a way to link Christian faith to animal welfare. She 

thought Georgians would be more empathetic if they saw it as a Christian 

characteristic to avoid abandoning domesticated pets to the street, as was 

happening often. From my observations and talks with many Georgians, both 

faithful and with mixed feelings about the Church, I surmised that the new 

faithfulness in Georgia was focused on learning obedience, avoiding sin, and 

developing an inner core of strength in the face of loss and other trials. These 

qualities seem to be the ones that Georgians were most in need of during the 
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first decade of post-Soviet independence and the Church helped them locate 

these personal strengths. Indeed, many priests were rising to their new 

positions from the ranks of former drug addicts and criminals. Their position 

is compromised (according to Western observers who are concerned with 

human rights) when they are associated with acts of outright xenophobia, 

assaults on non-Orthodox Christians for instance that are committed by rogue 

priests.  

 But still, the claim that Georgians are hungry for a new moral order has 

great credibility, and I wanted to understand it better. I became better 

apprised of these matters after a talk I gave at the offices of an international 

NGO. I went to speak in more depth to a man who had been particularly vocal 

during my talk because he expressed strong resistance to seeing Georgia in 

multiethnic terms. As the founder of one of the most popular cultural arts 

organizations in Georgia, ArtGene, he is an influential member of the 

Georgian arts and culture scene, is well-educated, has lived abroad for 

several years, has friends from many ethnic communities and a foreign wife. 

He is strongly against Saakashvili’s current government. His opinions 

impacted my orientation to Georgians regarding their self-identification. 

Because of Georgia’s great regional diversity, he felt more time should be 

spent exploring the nation’s regional differences (such as the dialects, music, 

and dance, throughout the regions) rather than accepting the cultural soup 

that is typical of Western multiculturalism.  

His experiences abroad informed his views. He had seen friends suffering 

from mental illness and unstable lifestyles, particularly in the arts where he was very 

active. I greatly respected the ideals that he tried to implement when he returned to 

Georgia in the flush of its independence. He favored building a sense of community 

from the ground up. His first step was to start a local NGO that inspired people to 
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clean courtyards and install playgrounds so that children, his own included, could 

play safely. That organization eventually grew into Artgene. He seemed to be neither 

conservative nor short-sighted. Rather he was confident that family, roots, and 

spirituality are the secret to preserving quality of life. These ideals are present in the 

name of his organization, Art-geni, suggesting art that springs from the genes or 

from heritage. Although his group and its activities were far from exclusivist, their 

organizational name inscribed a kind of primordial aspect to the specific cultural 

expressions of groups. I believe it contradicts basic understandings about the 

equality of man. Although he and I disagree on this particular nuance, clearly there 

was no exclusivity with his organizational practice, beyond that they specialized in 

Georgian culture. Artgene clearly accepted others, as their lineup every year expands 

to include many kinds of groups in the region and bordering on Georgia. It was 

multifaceted, employed different kinds of people, and used practical business know-

how to succeed. It appealed to the public’s interests but also remained cognizant of 

greater social needs and issues of business professionalism.  

His opinion about the need to spread understanding and love for the roots of 

Georgian culture coincided with practices I observed across Georgian social space 

and cultural industries. Georgian cultural activities were the most available forms of 

creative and spiritual expression. Orthodoxy, Georgian culture, and the company of 

family and other Georgians are the sources that people could turn to in the 

aftermath of socialism. As minorities were actively leaving the country or were 

shushed by the “Georgia for Georgians” social culture, Soviet or Russian arts 

traditions quickly dropped out of favor. Georgians had little to coalesce around 

beside their culture, religion, and Georgia-centric activities. Even among non-

Georgians or those with mixed feelings about the government and the direction of 

social and political life, redeeming aspects of Georgian culture could always be used 

to survive the privations of the early years. Indeed most of my respondents, young 
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and old, ethnic and Georgian, cite the positive and redeeming aspects of 

st’umart’mghebloba, the love of guests, for instance. I discuss this essential aspect 

of culture in the next chapter. 

Understanding group characteristics as immutable is related to the effects of 

cultural learning in specific social environments. This learning is related also to the 

formation of a habitus (Bourdieu, 1984 [1979]). Each society has a habitus or a set 

of dispositions that lies not exactly at the level of conscious awareness but just below 

it. Perhaps the steadfastness of this return to Georgian culture and religion is from 

the effects of very entrenched Georgia-centric predispositions located in this habitus. 

Habitus both emerges out of the structured environment, but also serves to structure 

new generations and their dispositions. This is why I found the youngest generation 

in my respondent sample to be the most unproblematically attached to their culture. 

In the strong nationalist context of post-Soviet Georgia, the environment is 

resplendent with these “structuring structures” encouraging people to embrace their 

identity as Georgians, or in other nationalist contexts, as Azeris, Armenians, 

etcetera. 

In Chapter 2, I reviewed structures at the macro level that helped to build the 

modern Georgian nation, such as more defended Georgian boundaries, the creation 

of a national university system, and the beginning of literacy and arts movements. In 

this section I consider the realm of domestic spaces, how practices like pausing in 

front of a church to show reverence build identity daily. People construct their 

identities in these spaces as members of specific ethnic communities; they acquire a 

habitus, although consciousness of this varies among individuals. Respondents who 

saw Orthodox religiosity as contrived were conscious of its structuring features. 

Habitus provides each new generation with “native knowledge” that then helps them 

to “presuppose connections and comparisons.” In other words, children become in 

sync with their environment and everyone in it. Such processes make them a 
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member of a group and helps them to define others who do not belong to the group 

as well. 

The project to recreate Georgia as a civic nation in which all ethnicities live 

together peacefully and fully incorporated is discordant with the effects of the strong 

Georgian nationalist movement as I observed. The naturalizing that makes Georgian 

features primordial and defines them as indigenous places them at the top of a social 

hierarchy and others at various outsider positions, in this case as “guests.” But I am 

not naturalizing this naturalizing. I am not stating that Georgian bias is inborn. 

Rather, I suggest that habitus is at work here in predisposing people to believe and 

behave in certain ways. Habitus is also in dialogue with social, economic, and 

political conditions. These conditions have structured relations between people in this 

region for decades, perhaps centuries, sometimes under duress if those entities 

became official administrators. At other times Georgians were able to establish a 

mutually brokered peace where they could benefit as the majority. These structures, 

at both the macrolevel and microlevel, incrementally build one’s identification with a 

certain place and its defined cultural traditions. In these conditions, ethnocentrism or 

the centrality we place on our own culture comes as much from learning we do at 

home as it does from public learning, reciting poems at school, reading histories, or 

modeling the behavior that one sees in a community’s leaders. 

One of my respondents revealed an intimate detail about the cultural learning 

habits of his family, which reveals a strong facet of Georgian socialization. His 

information supported what I already intuitively knew about the difference between 

Georgian “surfaces” and private sentiments. My respondent, a first-year student of 

physics at the state university, said that his mother presents a very cultured outward 

impression. But at home her talk is strongly and persistently racist. The respondent 

knows his nephew’s primary source of socialization is from his grandmother and as a 

result, the child’s predispositions toward others, such as minorities, will probably 
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model the grandmother’s daily slights and negative sentiments directed toward 

minorities.27 My respondent’s network of friends on the other hand was very unique. 

In their late teens or early twenties, this group felt that they were able to break from 

typical Georgian stereotypes and challenge fixed ideas of identity and gender. There 

were a privileged group, who had parents with professional degrees and relatively 

comfortable lifestyles. Surprisingly and against the norm, my respondent and his 

best friend practice strict sobriety regarding alcohol, drugs, and cigarettes, which 

they associate with the unproductive lives of other Georgians. Many of his friends, 

like him, are ready to leave the country if they find the right opportunity because 

they want to take advantage of their potential. They are conscious that the times are 

transitional and confident that they can choose a different destiny. 

But I also found a sizable resistance to change or rather those who do not 

question or challenge the truisms of Georgian life and nationhood. People with these 

kinds of conservative views opposed many of Saakashvili’s actions or his proposals 

simply because they came from his administration. These critics saw the 

administration as coopted by Western values and forces. For instance when the 

president acted to remove nationality (ethnicity) from the passport as a step toward 

an ethnically neutral form of Georgian citizenship, many feared cultural liquidation 

rather than enlightened state practice.28  

In the following section I report on some self-doubts I had about the project 

because of the ubiquity of Georgia-centric perspectives. Eventually I learned to 

better accept perceptions of multiculturalism as they exist. The Georgia-centrism 

that one sees today in Georgia draws from 70 years of Soviet-sponsored particularist 

                                                 
27 See Garrett and Baquedano-Lopez (2002) for an overview of socialization 
processes through the prism of language.  
28 Reisner’s (2010) excellent chapter reviews the passport controversy from the late 
1990s when it was first introduced. Eventually ethnicity (nationality) was removed 
from passports.  
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politics not from a natural disinclination to sponsor the betterment of non-Georgian 

lives. Ultimately, multiethnicity is an undeniable part of Georgian heritage, but it 

must be perceived through the prism of Georgian perspectives. 

Where are the Multiethnics? 

My investigation of multiculturalism in Georgia met with frustration as well as 

small victories. When I found individuals willing to help, either through discussing 

their own experience or sending me to other community members and organizations, 

I felt my project was redeemed. Occasionally I landed through persistence or chance 

in a true pocket of ethnic life and activity. My experiences at Caucasian House, the 

sulphur baths, the lamb sacrifice in the courtyard of the Mosque, and at the teahouse 

on Grishashvili Street were all positive experiences with much food for thought to 

digest about how non-Georgians lead their lives within Tbilisi. I could see both the 

niche and sequestered quality of their lives and the way their lives came together 

with ethnic Georgians. But generally an impromptu walk through town, an ordinary 

encounter, or a simple interview was not enough to give me great depth of 

understanding on everyday lives.  

Tbilisi is rich with multiethnic and cosmopolitan history, but it was a challenge 

to understand the effects of this rich history in people’s perceptions. In cosmopolitan 

Tbilisi, the past lives on in representatives of many nationalities, in streetscapes, and 

in the slowly receding reminders of ancient cultural practices. Over time, and in 

talking with other researchers, I learned that certain minorities, Azeris especially, 

kept a low profile perhaps to avoid causing political problems (Noonan, 2010). This 

was consistent with my observations. For instance, I had gone to the Tbilisi mosque 

several times over the years, but when I approached this time as an utskhoeli 

metsnieri (foreign researcher), the caretaker’s demeanor changed. Our relations had 

been always cordial and still were, but discussing the details of the mosque’s delicate 
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role in the community and the relationship between the Muslim community more 

widely and Georgian central authorities was something the caretaker was not going 

to easily do. But I understood these were delicate issues by simple observation, 

watching the subtle dynamics and great care on the part of mosque employees when 

important visitors came from Baku, observing the caretaker’s frustration when on 

Eid-al-Fitr too many locals, both Muslim and non-Muslim, came to ask for donated 

meat, and knowing over the years that this mosque had the difficult task of being 

the only mosque in a city where both Shiite and Sunni practitioners lived.  

Tbilisian multiethnic coexistence is a precious commodity, a simdidre 

(treasury), which can easily be lost through last capitalist commercial translation. 

Suny reports on how Soviet socialism’s role in the homogenization of Tbilisi (Tiflis in 

ancient times) and the subsequent post-Soviet reduction of ethnic presence as well 

(Suny, 2009). What few ethnic teahouses that remain show no signs so you cannot 

easily visit to see how ethnic communities congregate. Actually, a lack of signage is 

an overall residue of Soviet times. Even fewer signs existed in 1995 when I first went 

to Georgia, making it difficult to find places to even buy simple products. But ethnic 

minorities, as secondary citizen “guests,” are only now being recognized as fully 

incorporated citizens of Georgian society, and so they are unaccustomed to 

advertising their presence. Although nine months of study seems long, it was a 

limited time in which to understand the non-Georgian imprints in this reemerging 

state. Thus my fieldwork came to resemble detective work. I walked through the 

Baths District several times before I found the teahouse I read about in an article 

lauding Tbilisian diversity as the most harmonious in the South Caucasus (Krikorian, 

2012). I finally found it although it had no signs and apparently did not cater to 

foreign outsiders, nor to women, as I was always the only one there. However, 

finding it was a victory in that I was suddenly thrown into the interactions famously 

written about Tbilisi and its multiethnic coexistence and lore. Men of all ethnic origins 
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and religions congregated there, drank, played chess, and chatted using multiple 

languages with ease. It was the golden nugget, so to say, or an ethnographic prize 

every researcher looks for.  

Once accepted by the café owner, who was Azeri but married to an Armenian, 

I realized that the café was a new innovation, a product of hard times but still 

layered with this couple’s time-worn habits of hospitality and openness. The owners 

made the café out of their home, pushing their domestic items to the literal back of 

the apartment, putting up a curtain, and serving soup and thick black coffee at the 

front. The owner distinguished his humble operation from the slowly emerging 

attractions of Abanotubani, like the Persian Café next door. Although three times as 

expensive, it was supposed to mimic its neighbor in traditional service and Near 

Eastern charm. I asked the café owner about the neighboring café. “Oh, that’s not 

for locals,” he said. 

Some problems I faced in entering into the multicultural milieu of Tbilisi came 

from Soviet-conditioned habits of suspicion. Once when I was interviewing a valued 

and elderly member of the Yezid community, our conversation became strained when 

I sensed that my respondent felt we were being monitored by the security guard at 

the English bookstore where we were sitting. Whether the monitoring was because of 

my respondent’s identity or whether the guard was just doing his job, our meeting 

became tense, although security guards at this particular café are often cautious 

monitors. These observations of Georgian behavior, ethnic Georgians and minorities 

alike, further limited the intimacy that I could achieve in the short course of my 

study.  

Thankfully, my project involved both an investigation of experiential 

understandings of multiculturalism as well as state representations of it. To that 

effect, I could explore other places that were easily permeable and meant to be 

patronized, for example the Georgian National Museum. Museums are well-
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documented sites of cultural production for witnessing the “performance of 

nationhood” through cultural displays showing historical transitions from one epoch 

to another and the various artifacts and material culture exemplary of a particular 

society. Displays can have as much agency as humans. They may reiterate highly 

imposed notions imposed, as museums were forced to do during the Soviet period 

(see Hirsch, 2005), or new ideologies and perspectives on nationhood (Kirshenblatt-

Gimblett, 1998; Stocking, 1985).  

During my proposal-writing stage, my research showed that the national 

museum, like other Georgian institutions, had been subject to various surveys, 

consultations, and trainings by international agents to align its standards with the 

West. Further aid from international organizations depended on it. The European 

Council, for instance, had identified Tbilisi as a cosmopolitan gem, relative to the 

region, and that the museum could contribute to building cultural tourism in this 

region (Landry, 2003). However, like other museums in the region, the Georgian 

museum needed to enhance its service to the wider population and to reflect change 

rather than stasis (Mason, 2004). These reports showed that the museums were 

accustomed to catering to school gropus, and indeed when I was there, these were 

the most frequent visitors I saw. Yet, nations claiming to be democratic should 

endorse democratic practices in their museums as well. Thus the Georgian National 

Museum was being gently pushed to become friendly to the idea that all members of 

the Georgian population were their audience, including minorities and the disabled, 

and the displays should inclusively engage their interests, such as by teaching about 

minority contributions to the Georgian nation.  

My several visits to the Georgian National Museum from 1995 to 2005 showed 

how unchanged it was from the Soviet-era. Social development was presented in a 

very linear fashion; displays and guides’ interpretations were thickly laden with 

stereotyping rather than neutral commentary and they were Georgia-centric. On this 
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trip, I saw some evidence of change, but mostly continued stagnation. One sign of 

progress was the workshop I described earlier that my Kurdish respondent led with a 

group of young people of various ethnic origins (see Figure 2). The primary problem 

is the museum’s modus operandi and its history within imperial discovery and Soviet 

developmentalism. The Georgian museum at its outset was linked to joint Caucasian-

Russian investigations of the Caucasus and later during the Soviet period with 

articulating the meaning of Georgian society through a heavily demarcated Georgia-

centric point of view constrained by Soviet ideologies. The Open Air Ethnography 

Museum, for example, was a literal embodiment of the Georgian map. Situated in 

the foothills of Tbilisi, it displayed the various regional forms of domestic 

architecture, all regional Georgian kinds, reproduced in situ. Dotting the hill, these 

wooden cabins are in a pattern resembling the spread of Georgia’s regions.  

At times I found that tour guides went off-script to tell jokes or relate 

hackneyed ideas about Georgians and Georgian types rather than integrating the 

viewer into a deeper connection with the Georgian experience. In 2005, one tour 

guide showing me the national treasury said somewhat in jest that “Georgians have 

never been very good at economics; look at this backward writing,” gesturing to an 

ancient gold coin in the treasury. At the Open Air Museum, one kindly old caretaker 

shared a round of jokes with me and a group of foreign visitors, first about Svans 

(considered the “dopey” Georgians) and then about the lusty habits of another 

regional representative. Later he told me about his current hobby, carving and 

inlaying delicate crosses. He seemed completely dedicated to his cross carving, and 

never really got to his actual job, presenting the interior of Sachlere House. 

After weeks of examining the Open Air Museum, wandering its lovely paths, 

and meeting various interesting staff persons who worked there, I experienced an 
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important turning point in my fieldwork.29 The experience trained me to see 

multiethnicity through Georgian eyes, their entrenchment in traditions and 

professional practices that are oriented thickly in a Georgian direction, which Soviet 

multinationalities policies  encouraged. Until only recently, conditions were not 

conducive for Georgian social scientists to become especially dedicated to learning 

more about other ethnic groups. The experience I had to reorient my position on 

these conditions came a  few months into my fieldwork. I was walking through the 

Open Air Museum on an autumn day, a cultural worker who kept the ironsmith hut 

approached me with good news that the museum’s restoration of the Abkhazian 

House was complete and that they would be reopening with a reception party, which 

I was invited to. My experience was eye-opening and humbling because I truly 

expected something different. It taught me, however, a better way to engage 

respondents for the remainder of the fieldwork. 

Abkhazian House was Abkhazian to the extent that is displayed this particular 

region’s material culture and various artifacts as collected from ethnographers and 

literary personages who had spent time there in the distant past. I realized that the 

Open Museum was presenting Georgian regional difference, not ethnic difference. 

Abkhazian House refers to the regional difference of this territory as it existed under 

the authority of Georgian nobleman for centuries. Still, I expected that the reopening 

might show evidence of the museum’s emerging commitment to Saakashvili’s liberal 

multiculturalism. This is what the  assistant director led me to believe when I spoke 

to him about studying at the museum the previous summer. At the actual event, 

more than 100 people milled about, eating and drinking with the kind of typical cheer 

at any Georgian opening. I watched a dance group perform Akbhazian dances and 

heard speeches by notables and officials, likely the former Georgian officials from 

                                                 
29 Another experience was my interview with the director of Inclusive, the only gay 
support organization in Georgia, described elsewhere. 
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Abkhazia. Although it was difficult to know if many in the crowd were actually ethnic 

Abkhazians, after I asked a few questions I surmised that the event was never 

meant for them. The Abkhazian House was not an expression of their Abkhazianness 

and this event was meant for Georgians to celebrate a territory that was still in their 

national memory. I felt mildly betrayed, but then rapidly put together all the pieces 

and understood the meaningful aspects of the day. For instance, I understood why 

there was also a Megrelian festival at the entrance to the museum that morning. As 

the main group of Georgians who had lived in Abkhazia, they were now internally 

displaced persons (IDPs). They too saw the day as an opportunity to gather.  

Eventually I saw the assistant director in the crowd of visitors and went to 

speak to him. My disappointment was tempered by an awareness of protocol, so did 

not broach the subject directly. We shared small talk instead, about other issues, but 

I was  still thinking “So, where are all the Abkhazians?”  

Of course, these discoveries are not surprising, considering the long history of 

ethnic particularism framing the building of a modern Georgia (Hirsch, 2005; 

Reisner, 2010; Slezkine, 1996). To know about Armenian, Azeri, Kurdish, or any 

other nontitular communities was not the domain of the Georgian specialist, as one 

social scientist informed me. Considering how Soviet education had trained them, 

they were not accountable for representing others or including others’ treasures in 

their own national treasury. Doing so might have even represented a form of 

dissidence. The national treasury is after all “national” and thus has a very specific 

ethnic valence, a meaning introduced first through Russian classification processes 

and carried into Soviet multinationalities policies. This experience taught me to tread 

more lightly in approaching cultural producers and when surveying new heritage 

sights. I needed to respect the existing boundaries and realize that a changing 

orientation to what Georgian culture meant, as the Multiethnic Georgia project 

implied, was neither easy nor automatically achieved.  
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Place of Harbor and Grassroots Organization: Caucasian House  

Although I have described a Georgian post-Soviet fluorescence that seems 

nonconductive to the development of minority causes, it should not be assumed that 

there are no mutualities, common interests, and cultural resonances between 

Georgians and others. Indeed, Georgia’s history is rich with inclusive movements and 

exchange among artists, academics, and political thinkers (Chikhradze, 2008; Jones, 

2005; Manning & Cherchi, 2002). As Manning (2009b, 2012) states, two dialogues 

have always been in motion among Georgia’s intellectuals, one of Georgianness and 

one of Caucasianness. The Georgian intelligentsia of the 19th century were diverse, 

including the influential linguist of the 19th century, Nikolaj Marr. Those intellectuals 

sometimes supported a Caucasianist vision of Georgianness that was hybrid, mixed, 

and syncretic, and at other times they supported the pure and essentialist version. 

Today, clearly these two orientations, hybrid or national, continue to engage the 

Georgian imagination, especially as evidenced in this new campaign that embeds the 

national in multiethnic terms. What is unclear and motivates this study is which 

version better engages the ordinary public.  

The Caucasianist orientation has one special Georgian supporter, an 

institutional outlier called Kafkasieli Sakhli (Caucasian House). Started originally in 

the 1970s as the Central Editorial Board for Translation of Fiction and Literary 

Relations, Caucasian House broke from traditional Soviet cultural particularism by 

pushing the boundaries of its original mandate to engage further and more widely 

with foreign writers and encouraging dialogue between Georgian intellectuals. 

According to its website, “The Caucasian House is a micro-model of the peaceful, 

democratic, and humane Caucasus.”30 This institution shows that Georgian interests 

can expand beyond its culture, albeit from within the sphere of intellectuals. After 

                                                 
30 See the history page under “about us” at http://www.caucasianhouse.ge. 
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Georgia claimed its independence, board member Naira Gelashvili was able to 

reorganize into present-day Caucasian House. Besides still fostering scholarship 

devoted to researching, compiling, translating, and publishing works of authors from 

many regions but mainly in the Caucasus, it also conducts ethnographic research and 

supports cultural development and various other activities. Caucasian House is not 

an outlier in the broad spectrum of NGOs that now work in Georgia, which includes 

dozens of international and local groups who research and produce reports on behalf 

of Georgia’s minorities. But it is notably homegrown and seems to have strong 

support from various local and Caucasus-based intellectuals. Because of its particular 

fruition in a Georgian climate of intellectual openness and its rebirth in subsequent 

years, I believe Caucasian House is not a part of the neoliberal machine. It does not 

respond to international pressure nor does it depend on pleasing its patrons. 

Instead, I think it defines a genuine Georgian openness. 

But it is difficult to learn about Caucasian House, especially for a foreigner, 

precisely because it is a very grassroots organization deeply connected to local 

energies and native interests (albeit very intellectual at times). For ordinary ethnic 

Georgians too, the institution is fairly obscure. To be sure, the organization actively 

sponsors events, including literary soirees, openings for newly published books, 

weekend classes for minority children, and other events, but they are less publicized 

and thus less widely known in the mainstream. From the two events I attended at 

the main center in Tbilisi, Georgian, Russian, or specific minority or Caucasian 

languages were spoken, not English, which made it seem more local than open to 

the international public. Other Georgian NGOs with a mission to help minorities 

follow changes in political and legal policy and focus on facilitating minority 

integration. From my observations, Caucasian House functions more as a cultural 

oasis in which multiethnic locals and their Georgian friends converge in a state of 

mutual respect and love for the arts, literature, and expression. Like its self-moniker 
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it seems a true hearth of Caucasian-specific understandings where above all human 

dignity is sheltered. Foreigners who come to Georgia to understand its culture and 

conduct research generally do not go to Caucasian House; rather they use 

mainstream organizations that help them contact the main actors of the Georgian 

transition. This is too bad because Caucasian House is not only self-managed, 

independent, and unique, but it is a Georgian entity truly dedicated to wider causes. 

It is therefore a good exemplar of Georgians who are devoted to universal values 

that everyone can understand. 

I discovered Caucasian House by accident, having wandered by it on a walk 

through the old section of the city. Its plaque, fastened to the outside of a well-

restored mansion, was intriguing: “Centre for Cultural Relations–Caucasian House,” 

which was certainly pertinent to my study, I thought. A few days later, I gathered 

the courage to enter without an official contact or invitation. The local feel of the 

organization was apparent from the lack of English-speaking staff, but I was able to 

explain my project in Georgian and promptly invited to join their yearly cultural 

festival in Nukriani, a village about an hour and a half from Tbilisi. My son and I rode 

in a minivan with a group of traditional Georgian sword fighters. There I saw that 

Caucasian House supports more than literature and translation; it also supports 

crafts revitalization and other small projects specific to the Kakhetian region. This 

event felt very different from the Abkhazian House reopening. Vendors from various 

local and other grassroots projects displayed posters about their work, sold their 

wares, or gave out samples. I enjoyed a dish of chickpea stew prepared from newly 

revitalized chickpeas grown by Elkana, an organic farming initiative. The Nukriani 

Festival did not cater to minorities, but its overall atmosphere seemed to be 

genuinely democratic inflected with Georgian good vibes.   

Notably Caucasian House began as an entity devoted to translation, language, 

and literacy. Although they expanded their repertoire to crafts and culture 
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revitalization, their primary mission has always been to encourage dialogue. They 

offer a safe harbor where all enter with the faith that mutual creative endeavor 

serves as a “hearth for free and democratic thinking.” Other organizations in Tbilisi 

more directly address the political integration of minorities, but the first step in 

understanding others’ experience is quite literally embodied in communication.  

This makes us ponder the implications of Tbilisi’s rich multilingual nature, how 

it adds to the Georgian disposition, as I witnessed in that unmarked teahouse in 

Abanotubani. We know that the city bred specific street personages such as the kinto 

and ashughi poets who spoke many languages, served, and entertained diverse city 

constituents. But neither multiethnicity nor multilingualism is a transparent property. 

In other words, it is difficult to gauge how Georgians consider the role of ethnic 

multiplicity and multilingualism from the vantage of Georgianness and in the 

construction of their nation. The previous sections have shown how up until now 

Georgian nationmaking processes have sought homogeny and sameness rather than 

difference. For instance, the famous Georgian ashugh Ietim Gurji, of Turkish 

ancestry, is best known for his love poem for the city, Gamarjobat Chemo Kargo 

Tbiliso! (Hello my good Tbilisi). Ethnically his difference is related through his name, 

which means “Orphan Georgian” in Turkish, but everyone understands him as 

spiritually adopted by the city and a devotee of Georgian culture.  

Recently the local municipal authorities have made moves to question 

Caucasian House’s office spaces, as not justifiably theirs. They moved into their 

present locale, a former city mansion, under a grant from a German organization and 

it is in a prime real estate area. Caucasian House, predating not only the Saakashvili 

regime but emerging in the difficult Soviet period, is dedicated to examining and 

sharing the writings of others in this region, which is an obvious need in order to 

better understand the Caucasus and Georgia’s role in it. This recent news is 
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troubling, especially since its mission in Caucasianness is so pertinent to 

Saakashvili’s project.  

Multiculturalism is from “Out There” 

The general feeling among many Georgians that outside agents or nonlovers of the 

Georgian state are foisting multiculturalism and liberalism onto them is evident on a 

few levels, first, in a form of denial. For example, one day I asked my taxidriver who 

was from Racha, a region of Georgia, what role difference had played in his life 

during the Soviet period. He replied, “There was none of that ‘You are Armenian, I’m 

a Georgian’ stuff.” Of course, during the Soviet period, people may have felt 

uncomfortable bringing attention to differences. Under totalitarian regimes, everyone 

is repressed; so it was probably better to emphasize the social networks that one 

does have rather than isolate oneself from others. Georgians were in fact famous for 

the patronage networks (Mars & Altman, 1983). Also, a certain reluctance derives 

from traditions of cordiality between people in the Caucasus (e.g., host-guest rules 

and table manners) and the general Georgian emphasis on unity. Specialists who 

administer trainings for Georgian practitioners and residents in ethnically mixed 

communities report on the resistance to these programs, in the provinces especially:  

We believe that the country’s population (both the titular nation and 
ethnic minorities) consider the topic of interethnic relations threatening 
and often experience fear and suspicion in relation to it [14]. The 
silence and passivity of professionals and the relevant bodies 
aggravates the situation even more (Javakhhisvili, 2007: 8, or see 
Sarjveladze, 2009). 

For both these reasons, traditions of unity and a reluctance to cause unnecessary 

friction between ethnic communities, these kinds of programs garner resistance; 

they are perceived as mandates imposed from outside actors, possibly encouraging 

even further negative attitudes between groups.  

I also found that multiculturalism brings curious perceptions of who the 

multiethnics are. For instance, many denied that these programs were targeting their 
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own minorities, but rather other newcomers. For instance, when I discussed my 

research with a photocopy shop owner whose services I often used, he thought I was 

referring to the resident Chinese, Africans, or Europeans. He shared an example to 

this effect. A Georgian customer of his tried to return a purchase of a bag and got 

into a dispute with the Chinese shopkeeper. The police were called. To the 

customers’ ire, the Chinese shopkeeper won the dispute over her, the native 

Georgian. The photocopy shop owner felt that if this was the direction of 

Saakashvili’s reforms, of new Georgia and its multiculturalism, it did not bode well 

for Georgians.  

This business owner also related several other incidents involving foreigners 

and Georgians. Hearing these stories, I sensed that he was somewhere between two 

social realities, one Georgian and one Western, and was not necessarily connecting 

to the fundamental ideas underwriting multiculturalism — the idea of the universal 

equality of man — but that he still believed in a lawful and ordered society. In his 

rendition of events, either he or the average Georgian citizen would receive the short 

end of the stick and that foreigners were the ones who often failed to conform to 

rules. For instance, he once chided a French resident for tying his dog to the window 

grills of his shop. Later, the Frenchman threw an empty beer bottle at the shop. He 

saw this as an example of the Westerner acting with a sense of entitlement in his 

own country and he did not like it. 

The business owner’s disgruntlement seemed to be connected to his in-

between status. He was in a state of readjustment after returning from several years 

in the United States. Georgian vitriol motivated his beliefs much less than the idea of 

the ‘bounded personal self’ that he had learned in the United States. In traditional 

societies, social networks and obligations are often the most powerful motivators, 

but in Western industrialized societies we give the famous example of the ‘atomized 

individual,’ the person who lives alone in his apartment for years and does not know 
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his neighbor’s name until a calamity strikes. Georgians on the other hand, especially 

in Soviet times, are known for their skilled networking and ability to cajole others to 

get what they need. This business owner was frustrated with Georgians as well as 

with new rules. For example he did not like it when they could go around the counter 

to look over his shoulder as he worked. His shop was highly peculiar in that he had 

constructed an obvious gate between his desk and his customers. But still, people 

ignored the barrier, myself included, in the spirit of “We are one.” For Georgians, 

transgressing the gate was an appeal to the shopkeeper to see them as fellow clan 

members rather than closed-off customers, and thus elicit better service from him. 

Atypical as the photocopy shop owner was, his example provides a window on how 

these new policies regarding minorities present new boundaries and limits that are 

not seen as useful, even for minorities. He himself opposed them, but he also did not 

like the old traditions of patronage. All Georgians, both ethnic and minority, were 

used to the old systems of patronage and networking. Ethnic Georgians, meanwhile, 

can relate to the concept of rights that underpin these laws, but cannot justify that 

their own freedoms might be curtailed in the process. 

Members of Georgian society most resistant to viewing Saakashvili’s 

liberalism as friendly to the Georgian cause are those who lived in relative prosperity 

under the Soviet system. In this final section, I address those who grew up 

exclusively in post-Soviet times and have never known a non-Georgian authority, 

Georgians under 25 years old. For the youngest people in my sample, globalism, 

technology, and a new consumerism definitely oriented them differently to the world 

than their parents and grandparents. It gave them an ever greater layer of openness 

or flexibility. But electronic devices and access to information do not by themselves 

provide the tools needed to critically interpret the social climate nor do they make 

people automatically disinclined to join the nationalist fold. Many young people in 

Georgia are indeed quite vitriolic. They have had fewer opportunities to make friends 
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among minority groups than their older relatives who often worked and studied with 

other Soviet peoples. As a result, many young people are not encouraged nor do 

they have much reason to speak Russian, while Russian schools have lost their 

prestige. In the past, young people of various nationalities attended these schools, 

which was a primary way they came in contact with Georgians of other nationalities 

(if they lived outside the highly mixed ethnic neighborhoods like Abanotubani, for 

instance). Thus, the young in Georgia have had markedly different life experiences. 

Contradictorily, they are more global but do not have a lot of authentic contact with 

different people.  

Yet, for young post-Soviet Georgians, the future is compatible with Georgian 

values. From their vantage, Western values mean jeans, Coca-Cola, and fast food. 

From my interviews, I could see that the younger generation is split between those 

who want to let go of certain traditional values such as the code of virginity that 

precludes women from having premarital sex, and those who seek a more gradual 

transition. It seems that the ubiquity of Georgian culture and Georgian practices has 

quelled the need for more critical dissent. As one Georgian ethnographer stated, 

rebelling was liberating for their parents’ generation in both a personal and 

nationalist sense while under totalitarianism, but the new generation no longer has 

those equally strong reasons to rebel (Tsuladze, 2010). 

My young respondents commented on photographs that we took together in a 

group effort to document Tbilisoba, the city festival. Their observations of change in 

Georgia are notable in that they identify no serious problems or challenges. One 

writer states that the dangers are minimal:  

In Georgian reality, globalization or westernization takes this face, the 
conversation between two men, one in a chokha (Caucasian overcoat) 
and another with the American flag draped around him. In this way, 
Georgian culture has just started the conversation … And at this 
moment, the dangers of globalization are minimal and quite 
compatible with Georgian traditions. (See Figure 3) 
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In a second commentary, another young photographer muses on the thoughts of a 

Georgian man dressed in regional costume. She wonders what he is thinking during 

the minority dances now organized and held in Abanotubani. 

 

 
Figure 3. “Georgia Meets the United States,” Snapshot from Tbilisoba 2009. (Photo 
courtesy of Qvara Guledani) 

 

This increased presence of minorities seems to be on this second collaborator’s mind, 

and perhaps on others too. But she also considers the greater idea of culture and 

tradition in general, whether these should be reprised only at these kinds of 

festivals:  

There you could meet an old man in Tush (Georgian ethnic type) suit, 
looking at a concert thoughtfully, youth, children and everything that 
generally takes place at Tbilisoba. Looking at this sight, probably the 
old man was thinking how the community and its relationship towards 
the national culture were changed, thinking how much was the 
difference between his generation and the young. Does he like these 
changes? Is it good when youth and Georgian people are reminded of 
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the chokha (Georgian national suit) and traditional clothes in general 
only on these occasions?  

For these young people, Georgian culture appears in a natural continuum. The Soviet 

period was an aberration that came between the first attempt at independence of the 

Georgian Mensheviks and the cultural freedom they are now enjoying. The young in 

Georgia have little reason to problematize this history, because in Georgia both the 

opposition and pro-Saakashvili supporters do not upend the primary features of 

Georgian continuity. Saakashvili has done more than his predecessors to adjust the 

concept of Georgian nationhood. Yet he too maintains certain prejudices, like the 

country’s essential European orientations and perpetuating an anti-Russian stance.  

In titling this last section, Multiculturalism is from ‘Out There,’ I considered 

the still-developing nature of the Georgian state and the evidence of this in-between 

status. I point out the contradictions between Georgia-centrism and a liberal and 

civic social order where all groups deserve cultural rights. Georgians begrudge the 

West’s ideals of valuing the rights of others, and resist its version of political 

correctness, especially if their group will lose priority. These examples show a 

Georgian society in transition, adjusting to a market economy while learning to 

understand democracy from the inside out. They face a democracy that is not simply 

an automatic reward of freedom but a system of changed practices. 

Perhaps some resistance to changing practices has to do with Saakashvili’s 

methods. He has been criticized for avoiding the politically arduous aspects of 

democratic governance, including consensus-building and negotiation. As Bruckner 

(2009) states, “heroic action” and quickly implemented reforms gives him prestige 

among some of his constituents. In this context, Saakashvili’s newly implemented 

liberal multiculturalist program appears made in the haste of reform and thus it is 

inadequately configured to this population. For many Georgians, it just seemed 

unfair. For minorities, it was a better direction taken than that of predecessors, but 
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they too still tread lightly in criticizing the Georgian nation. As I learned from this 

fieldwork, we must accept Georgian perspectives for where they exist now; 

Georgians are still deeply steeped in a Georgia-centric perspective. For people who 

are just easing out of a precarious sociopolitical situation, becoming liberal is not the 

first order of affairs. Welfare, personal security, and national security trump the finer 

nuances of democratic practice. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I presented ethnic identity and national belonging in Georgia from the 

vantage and perceptions of the ordinary citizen. Georgians and multiethnic residents 

are accustomed to seeing ethnicity as a set of expectations and norms set in a 

hierarchy where the titular citizens, ethnic Georgians, are at the top. This hierarchy 

derives partly from the multinationalist legacies of the Soviet Union. But liberal 

policies provide rights regardless of one’s place in society or nationality. All citizens 

deserve these rights. This state of affairs makes for a contradictory situation where 

both Georgians and minorities question their place in the new Georgia. For some 

vocal minorities, like the Armenians, requesting these newfound rights are 

considered a necessary step to prevent further hate talk, to reembrace their own 

religious and cultural practices as their fellow ethnic Georgians are doing, and to live 

in an environment where discrimination is forbidden. But both Georgians and 

minorities can appreciate the fight for freedom and unity that first allowed Georgia to 

become an independent nation.  

In my visits to Georgian heritage sites such as the Georgian Museum, for 

instance, I found ethnic categories to be thick, impregnable, and guarded by 

stereotypes. I offer these examples not to show that Georgia is so entrenched in 

traditional values and self-privileging that a civic nationality will never be possible. 

Nor would I characterize the situation as consisting of daily incidents of bigotry and 
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extremism. As the physics student explained, Georgians want to appear 

nondiscriminatory; they have a tradition of presenting themselves as tolerant and 

civilized and this is certainly a good first step. Nor do I mean to isolate deficits in 

Georgian thinking, as if their intellectual capacities are finite and making room for a 

new pattern of thinking would required excising another. Rather, Georgians already 

have a long tradition of successfully managing as a multiethnic society and using 

their traditions to do so (Mars & Altman, 1987). But the old habitus, as I saw it, does 

not yet yield to these newer philosophies of social equality and order in a seamless 

way. Consider the metaphorical significance of the photocopy shop owner’s barrier: 

everyone transgresses it because they assume it is okay to be closer to the owner 

and to oversee his work. This barrier represents top-down imposed new forms of 

social order that do not make sense in the short term. Bohr, Law, Wilson et al.’s 

(1998) boundary-making tendencies are still alive here and at odds with the social 

order seemingly aspired to by Georgia’s new leaders:  

They [Georgians] essentialize Georgian identity with a set of certain 
naturalized characteristics, they historicize the basis of the nation referring 
back to a Golden Period, and they totalize the difference between they and 
others making hybrid and ambiguous loyalties difficult if not impossible (p. 
15).  

Georgia’s academics are providing an emerging body of new scholarship that 

is deconstructing and questioning these truisms. Some of my respondents did this as 

well. They envisioned culture as changing and changeable and understood the role of 

discourse in scripting behavior and realities. They can foresee a different Georgia 

that is not defined by ethnicity. Minorities seem to have little alternative but to 

support and explore these possibilities, as present conditions considerably limit their 

livelihoods. But as it stands, Saakashvili’s program fails to arise from a configuration 

of interests that most ethnic Georgians can relate to.  

 In the next chapter I look more closely at social life as it is experienced in the 

capital city of Tbilisi and posit this city as the means to a more enlightened 
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understanding of Georgian multiethnic futures. Tbilisi resists the traditional notion of 

culture and invites other strategies of description. I surmise how Georgians and non-

Georgians have shared this city for centuries. They have lived here and interacted 

with each other using local systems of order and accommodation, a system of 

adjustments that have always existed here in a dialectical relationship with the 

changing regimes of power. In other words, each king, vizier, or emperor presented 

a new set of conditions and rules that the different communities had to contend with, 

accommodate, and conform to. Today those conditions are not so much imposed by 

Saakashvili, but by his overlords, the neoliberal configuration of power that 

emanates from international institutions, like the World Bank, UNESCO, and the 

United States government. These entities are as much invested in Georgia’s 

conversion to a liberal social order as Saakashvili and his neophytes are. It behooves 

us to look closely at Tbilisi, at what it has to offer before it is erased in the rush to 

‘revitalize’ and reform under any kinds of means. 

 Tbilisi has been the convivial host of an Eastern cosmopolitanism for many 

centuries. Its natural interest and authentic and enduring pockets of multiethnic 

coexistence may not be the oldest Europe as the Rose Revolution generation likes to 

put forth, but it is a good place nonetheless to address how people create order in 

complicated places. 
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CHAPTER 4 
TBILISIANS: CHANGE IN AN EASTERN COSMOPOLITAN CITY 

Tbilisi represents a paradoxical element in the Georgian national story, 

because in some aspects it does represent Georgianness and in other aspects it does 

not. As an ancient and historic capital city, Tbilisi reflects a certain cosmopolitanism 

specific to its locality and accrued over several centuries. Many of my respondents in 

fact saw the provinces as the hearth of Georgian traditions more than Tbilisi. Trying 

to pigeonhole Georgian culture overall is problematic. When I asked Georgians if 

their culture was European or Asian, I noticed that respondents would find a way to 

avoid answering the question. “I thought ‘we’ were the original Europeans,” quipped 

one Georgian Greek respondent. Or they would search for another qualifier, as one 

museum administrator did—“We are an East-West culture!” he replied. Zaza 

Shatirishvili, the Georgian cultural theorist offers his own simple but erudite answer 

to the question of Tbilisi in relation to Georgian culture: “Tbilisi culture is not 

Georgian culture…. It is based on montage and [it] is cinematographic.” (2006: p. 

48).  

In this chapter, Tbilisi will be presented as a foil with which to measure both 

nationalist understandings and new elite imaginaries. I have noted the imaginary 

proposed by current president Mikheil Saakashvili—the Multiethnic Georgia project—

but also the inertia that is a result of long-standing nationalist trends put in place 

and held over from previous eras. Still, the notion of Georgia and “Georgianness” can 

be harnessed uniquely by this city. One can tap into an idea of national community 

that is built on long-term hybridities and coexistence that are extant here. I seek a 

more grounded understanding of this city and how it relates to Georgian self-

perceptions in order to better engage with the new project Saakashvili is trying to 

build, even though it is problematically borrowed from Western society’s values and 

coerced by international institutions whose main goal is conformity. Using three 
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themes, I observe Georgian self-perceptions and associated practices in social 

space—interdependence within unity, flexibility and openness to others, and civility—

and connect these observations to the greater Western liberal values underpinning 

the system of difference management otherwise known as liberal multiculturalism. 

This chapter provides a way, then, to see the city as a possible bridge between 

Eastern Georgian and Western traditions. 

As described in Chapter 2, we know from historical accounts that Georgians 

were typically a minority of their own capital city, yet the city is still theirs; or, 

perhaps more accurately, it has been theirs exclusively since 1991. Their numbers in 

the city began to increase after the stabilizing effects of Russian annexation in the 

early 1800s, and a push was made to encourage the city’s flourishing as a center of 

intellectual life. Prior to this period, many accounts, such as Suny’s (1994a, 2009), 

describe the city as Persian, ostensibly in reference to inhabitants’ outward 

appearance and the tenor of daily life.31  But Suny’s descriptions, as well as that of 

others, also acknowledge the “Roman” orientation of the city’s spiritual and political 

axis, especially when Georgian kings were the rulers (Abakelia & Turabelidze, 2010). 

In fact, Tbilisi exemplifies both Georgian social life and that of other communities 

present in the city, such as the Azeri and Armenian ones. Tbilisi was an ancient 

Eastern meeting place that inspired the intellectual movements that served these 

group’s national interests without disturbing the autonomy of the city itself (Jones, 

2005; Slavs & Tatars, 2011). Yet, Georgian values and statehood is indelibly linked 

to the city, reflected both in its name, T’bili-si (“warm place” in Georgian), and in its 

founding myths.32 

                                                 
31 Evliya Efendi, the Turkish traveler from the 16th century for instance refers to 
Tbilisi (Tiflis then) as a “Persian City” in his Seyahatname (Narrative of Travels). Also 
I have found references in Arab source that still refer to the city as the “Islamic 
Caliphate of Tiflis”; also see Suny’s (1994a) description of Tbilisi (p. 19). 
32 According to the myth, Georgian King Vakhtang Gorgasali was hunting in the area 
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Non-Georgians have important ancestral ties to Tbilisi. Besides having served 

as a nucleus of social and cultural expression in the Caucasus, Georgia was a place 

of safe harbor. Waves of Assyrian, Kurdish, and Armenian refugees entered Georgia 

during the decline of the Ottoman Empire, adding to already-present Armenians and 

others. Jewish diasporic claims extend far back in Georgia, where in one biblical 

legend, Georgians were descended from a Jew. For my respondents, Jewish loyalty 

to Georgia is evident in their confident self-presentation and embrace of Georgian 

practices as well as in their dress, cuisine, and social rituals. My Jewish respondent 

mentioned with pride, for example, how Georgian Jewish men wore the traditional 

white chokha (Georgian male national costume) to the All-Jewish Congress that was 

held in Tbilisi in 1918. There is also a similar understanding of the cross-fertilization 

of Armenian and Georgian interests in ancient times. Apparently, centuries ago 

Armenians were distinguishable from Georgians only on the basis of their religious 

affiliation—those ascribing to Monophysitic Christianity were Armenians and those 

belonging to the Orthodox Church were Georgian (Gordadze, 2007). While Persians 

do not live in Georgia anymore, the strong early ties between Iran and Georgia have 

been documented as well as the strong Persian influences in Georgia’s epic poem The 

Knight in the Panther’s Skin (Rapp, 2009).  

This study’s intent was not to observe the linguistic dimensions of these 

cultural meetings, but I could not help but observe curious borrowings as my 

command of the Georgian language increased. Sometimes these were simple cases 

of a word in a foreign language being used to represent the same thing in Georgian, 

as in dj’ibi (“pocket” in Georgian) from djeb (“pocket” in Turkish). At other times, 

however, the Georgian version grafted unique cultural connotations onto the original 

meaning, such as the tamami person who is self-confident and bold, as opposed to 

                                                                                                                                                 
and shot a pheasant. He found it boiled in hot water that was springing from the 
ground, and he decided this was a fortuitous place to establish the capital of Georgia.  
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just tamam in Persian meaning “enough,” “full,” or “finished.” Another curiosity is 

the combining of two Turkish words “Allah Verdi” (God gave) into the single Georgian 

word alaverdi, which is both the name of one of their most important Churches and 

the person at the traditional supra feast who interprets and passes on the theme of 

each toast. These discoveries made me think of the strange but interesting turns 

word take when transferred from Muslim contexts into Georgian social space. These 

borrowings seem to reflect both Georgian difference but also their great flexibility in 

the first place. 

Considering this backdrop of centuries of mixing and borrowing, how do we 

make sense of the society inhabiting an historical city with shifting patterns of 

patronage? To what nation’s cultural history do we attribute present-day practices, 

or do we even have to? Can we simply accept that Georgia is a society specific to its 

unique circumstance and is not necessarily European, Asian, Soviet, or Russian? If 

so, why the many references to European culture made by present-day reformer 

Mikheil Saakashvili?  

Others have grappled with these issues in studying other culturally hybrid 

cities of the world (Agelopoulos, 2000; Erickson, 2011; Karahasan, 1994). These 

writers make it clear that simply ascribing multiculturalism to a place just because 

many people coexist in it does not adequately take up the particular and unique 

cultural configurations that can exist in different places. Nor does it offer the field of 

multicultural studies a meaningful contribution. For example, Giorgios Agelopoulos 

(2000) states that for Salonica, in Greece, any classification according to a “single 

cultural criterion, as in the case of modern multicultural societies, is an arbitrary 

one” (p. 142). This is because gauging the lived nature of this city’s ancient pluralism 

would be akin to, according to Agelopoulos, something like guesswork. As a result, 

he sees this tendency to adopt multiculturalist themes as “dangerous,” 

“essentializing,” and even encouraging the interpretations reflecting the values of 
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certain groups. In the case of Salonica, he found that city planners and intellectuals 

chose certain concepts of cultural plurality and not others when they were given the 

task to represent the city in the 1997 Cultural Capital of Europe (CCE) competition. 

They used ideas that harkened back to Greece’s classical past rather than to the 

present-day state of the city, with its new minorities and sometimes messy cultural 

mixes.  

I have previously referred to the descriptors Georgians use to make sense of 

this city. The more scholarly use terms such as palimpsest, fusion, or bricolage. 

Often they defer to the city’s own agency, seeing it as an organic entity that absorbs 

and redefines its own cultural forms. Others give varying amounts of credit to 

Georgian ingenuity or other essential properties in their reflections of the city. Those 

who are born and raised in Georgia and attend Georgian language schools have 

heard these stories. They provide indelible images of the sacrifice Georgians made to 

their community and their faith. In  other communities, they are passed down 

repeatedly in oral and written forms (Jhala, 2009). In the story of the Turkic 

Khwarazmian invasion of Tbilisi of 1227, the enemy’s cruelty was said to have made 

the Mtkvari River run red with the blood of 100,000 martyred Georgians, their 

decapitated bodies toppling into the river after they refused to desecrate their 

Christian icons on order by the invader. To commemorate this sacrifice, the Patriarch 

of the Georgian Orthodox community, Ilia II, gathers the devout and brings them to 

the central loci of this story. There, in the shadow of the city’s founder in statue 

form, Vakhtang Gorgasali, and the famous Metekhi Church, the religious leader and 

his followers drop flowers from the present-day bridge as a symbolic gesture to the 

fallen. 

At other times, Georgians channel the writings of early travelers, who saw 

curious immutable traits in Georgians. For them, this is a sign of some certainty that 

these traits can be considered truth, as they are not their own perceptions but that 
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of others. Abakelia and Turabelidze (2010), for instance, synopsize the writings of W. 

E. D. Allen in their conference paper:  

… the survival of the Georgians, not only as a people but as an 
individual cultural and political whole … is remarkable. … The 
Georgians, like the Spaniards and the Irish, have come under many 
forms of alien political and cultural coercion. They accept this 
domination, but they do not take it seriously, and when the 
domination passes the people that have suffered it remain in character 
much the same as formerly. According to W. E. Allen, it is this 
“aesthetic irresponsibility” which has secured the integrity of the 
Georgians through the vicissitudes of their history. Many political 
systems and many creeds have lain heavy on the country. They have 
passed away, and the Georgian has remained, laughing, easy, 
unchanged and untroubled." (Abakelia & Turabelidze, 2010: p. 5).  
 
It is very difficult to verify the exact vicissitudes of the past, and trying to do 

so is perhaps as unsound as generalizing the makeup of an entire society. How can 

we really understand the configuration of forces that came together to make 

Georgians who they are? A better understanding of the past looks at how people 

learn and recirculate myths and stereotypes about themselves and others. These 

images thus provide a discourse that scripts the way people behave. It “makes 

them,” so to speak (Hacking, 1986). The image of Georgians as survivors scripts 

behavior by providing a template of how to act that may inspire each new generation 

to repeat the behavior (or may not, if a new generation intentionally resists a 

stereotype, for example, the Irish person who refuses to drink in excess to 

counteract the negative image of the drunken Irish person). Homi Bhabha (1984) 

writes that because stereotypes can never really be proven—“[stereotypes] must 

always be in excess of what can be empirically proved or logically construed” (p. 

18)—people are condemned to repeat them over and over again.  

These mechanics of the stereotype are a kind of visualization of the ways that 

ideas create self-understandings, which in turn affect how people behave. As I 

proceed, these mechanics help explain how Georgian cultural ideas impact people’s 

day-to-day choices, even today. I take some liberties here, using practical 
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observations of the present to explain the past. In other words, I try to answer what 

“might have worked” in the past. Of course, survival is not just mythos—in the case 

of Georgians, it is an actual outcome. Where many other communities did not 

survive as a nation, the Georgians did. Some of those communities that never made 

it to the modern era find themselves in Georgia today as minority communities, like 

the Kurds and the Assyrians. Georgians secured their own national status through a 

deft mix of compromise and vigilance. This was not mere conciliation. For example, 

throughout the Soviet period, the Georgian people campaigned to retain their 

language as the national language and succeeded. Politics and politicking then 

answers some of the questions of survival. By signing the Treaty of Georgievsk with 

the Russians, Georgians brokered a release from centuries of Persian and Ottoman 

onslaught.  

I am also interested in the adjustments made at the ground level in the lives 

of ordinary individuals. In Tbilisi especially, individuals contend with a social space 

inhabited by a variety of people, each with varying interests, cultural assumptions, 

and degrees of perceived authority vis-à-vis Georgian political space. In one person’s 

life, the central authority could switch more than once between several societies and 

back again to Georgian leadership. This required a deft and flexible approach, as well 

as an inner reliance on core beliefs. 

In the next three sections, I ponder the interpersonal spaces of Georgian 

social life by looking at domestic structures, a reinvigorated city festival that 

attempts to reinvent the city in new but still ancient ways, people’s behavior in this 

changing space and their grappling with the present climate under Saakashvili, and 

their views of the tradeoffs they make when switching from traditional codes of 

civility to new ones offered under the present political order. 
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Georgian Interdependence and Unity 

This section discusses ideas of interdependence running through renditions of 

the Georgian ethos which predispose Georgians to see themselves as hospitable and 

dedicated to both other Georgians and to ethnic others. It also describes the changes 

to this ethos as the city adapts to the times and to the new ideologies encompassed 

in Saakashvili’s rescripting of Georgianness as multiethnic.  

Pondering the social evolutionary conditions of the past, the relationship 

between social and ecological conditions in this multicultural city and how they relate 

to a “Georgian habitus” encompasses both history and an understanding of human 

needs. Most certainly, communication, performance, and rituals of cohesion aided 

Georgian unity and their continuity as a society. One can see, for instance, how the 

norms of hospitality I explored in earlier chapters were useful in this travel corridor 

between the upper and lower Caucasus ranges and connecting the Far East with the 

West. Tbilisi was a city of meetings where a talent in communication was probably 

useful in a city inhabited by both many people and run by different authorities. 

Mastering an attitude of tolerance and goodwill undoubtedly worked to the benefit of 

Tbilisians, for the city achieved a reputation as a felicitous place where trade, rest, 

and diversion was available. Apparently, even during times in which there was no 

clear leadership, as Asatrian and Magarian relate (2004), the city’s “elders” stepped 

in to run the city (p. 33).  

Could this city have been a kind of free-trade zone of an earlier era, a flexible 

community in the midst of tense intercivilizational strife? From the historical record 

and by observing the topography of today’s old district, which is known to be 

homologous with the ancient city before it was burned down in 1789, one distills a 

sense of ancient Tbilisi biopolitics. I surmise these qualities by guessing what must 

have been the exigencies of the past, how the needs of the greater community 

probably molded behavior in order to make everyone’s lives better and for business 
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to thrive. These qualities were 1) a need for eased attitudes toward social interaction 

because of the dense multiethnic neighborhoods; 2) an overarching set of rules 

instead of highly specific ones to maintain basic codes of civility and intercommunity 

respect; and 3) ethnic differentiation in terms of occupation and role in the urban 

milieu, or kind of “a place for everything and everything in its place” attitude with 

regards to people’s avocations and roles. Pictures from the vast reserves of Dimitri 

Ermakov’s portfolio give us a sense of this interdependence, Azeris minding the 

baths, Armenians in charge of business dealings, Jews selling gems or medicinal 

products, and Georgians stepping in from time to time in the capacity of city officials, 

soldiers, or peasants with wares from the province. 

Georgianness reflects this past in the form of sociability and a certain 

openness toward others, which is evident in domestic architecture as well. Most of all 

it is evident in the famous Tbilisian courtyards, or the inner open spaces that 

multistoried homes faced, as well as their tiered balconies. This allowed families of 

all kinds to see, hear, and even smell their neighbors’ lives. Manning (2009a) cites 

here the interpretations of a Georgian writer and his thoughts on the relationship 

between houses and Georgian character:  

“The Georgian, and to that extent, Tbilisian historically constituted 
home also speaks volumes…. The Georgian house (if it was not a fort 
designed for fortification) neither in the city, nor in the village was 
built with the principle ‘My home is my fortress’... The Tbilisian 
balconied house, often with one face looking from the courtyard to the 
street, indicates openness, open relationships; on the other hand, the 
facades and the principals [sic] of internal planning and organization of 
space also attests that the openness is not absolute. The Georgian 
character has always been distinguished by its balance of individual 
diversity and universal interdependence and this in our psychic and 
material activity, in our culture of everyday life and communication is 
portrayed, and correspondingly in our residences.”  (Qipiani as quoted 
in Manning, 2009a: p. 97) 

Interdependence, as well as the need to remain unique and still protected, therefore 

is the essence of this Georgian writer’s thoughts on the Georgian ethos, this “balance 

between individual difference and interdependence.”   
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 The interdependence between the provinces and the city was celebrated 

in 1979 through the initiation of an annual city festival called Tbilisoba. It was 

started by Edouard Shevardnadze, then the First Secretary of the Communist 

Party of the Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic. The Saakashvili generation is 

changing Tbilisoba to make it fit the direction of a more liberal and 

multiethnic Georgia. 

 I documented Tbilisoba  to seek evidence of the minorities who played such a 

valuable role in Tbilisi in the past, who were indeed the majority here until Georgia 

began its Russian period as an annexed part of this empire. I expected Tbilisoba to 

be a clear forum in which to see the continuities or changes ushered in by the 

Saakashvili administration vis-à-vis the representation of otherness within Georgian 

space.  

 In the representation of minorities, Tbilisoba attempts to do for Georgia’s 

minorities what the liberal democracy offers in the form of multiculturalism: It 

provides venues and opportunities for ethnic communities to express themselves 

through song and dance. It also provides venues for communities to eat, drink, and 

play together in an atmosphere of tolerance. While originally Tbilisoba was a 

celebration of the harvest, occurring always in the fall and adopting an idiom of 

mutual dependence between the peasant and the city person, the new post-Soviet 

Tbilisoba elicits the norms of a more modern liberal democracy where people live in 

harmony. Tbilisoba’s revitalization began before Saakashvili came to power, but the 

particular effects that I focused on in 2009 were evidence of a set of ethics 

representative of the Rose Revolution generation. The new Tbilisoba was a showcase 

for the growing business sector (across the South Caucasus) and it placed an 

emphasis on Old Tbilisi and the lore of multiethnic harmony that existed there. 
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 At Tbilisoba 2009, I visited the opening of the Sayat Nova Ethnocultural 

Development Center. This new facility comprised the top floor of an elementary 

school on the left bank, the Armenian neighborhood of Avlabari. At the event, young 

people from several minority groups performed songs and dances, including an 

Ossetian girl who sang the popular song “Tbiliso,” an homage to the city. This was 

symbolic as a gesture of peace, as it was just one year since the country had fought 

an ill-fated short war with Russia over control of the young girl’s namesake region, 

South Ossetia. I heard someone whisper behind me: “Is she the Ossetian?” “Yes, she 

is,” responded another. The school’s principal, as well as other city officials, honored 

the leaders of ethnic communities with speeches and the presentation of Sayat Nova 

badges (the traditional poet-bard, who used all three major languages of the South 

Caucasus—Azeri, Armenian, and Georgian—to compose love poems).  While certainly 

these presentations were devised for their “effect” (i.e., they were staged and 

conscientious gestures of respect), they were still a new phenomena in the context 

of the last 20 years of Georgian independence. The events staged at the Sayat Nova 

Ethnocultural Development Center were a conscientious manifestation of National 

Concept aims (the new multiethnic policies) that were concerned with the guarantee 

of equality across all citizen groups of Georgia.  

 An interview with the festival planners showed just how new these events were 

and how they were initiated not by the people but by city officials responding to new 

liberal ideologies inculcated by the president. Planners told me that they themselves 

contacted leaders of ethnic communities in order to elicit their contributions to the 

festival, rather than vice versa. In 2009, these new opportunities provided ethnic 

community members and leaders a chance to participate but and were a still 

unfolding phenomenon, whose degree of impact or relationship to greater issues not 

exactly known. As I learned from talking to advocates of these communities, they 

were still in the process of educating communities about their rights, how to seek out 
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representation, and the actual mechanics of participation in Georgian social and 

political space. Participation in democratic processes were new for everyone, 

Georgians included, but for the typically low-profile ethnic communities, reaching out 

to officials, asking to be included rather than being waiting for invitation, and 

demanding their rights were new concepts. However, nongovernmental organizations 

(NGOs) such as the ones I visited were working to reverse this situation (for 

example, Public Movement Multinational Georgia [PMMG]). 

 A great part of Tbilisoba derives from its socialist past. By bringing rural 

people, their produce, and pastimes to the city, and likewise offering up the city’s 

streets to them, the country’s leader, in conjunction with Moscow, recreated a 

socialism-friendly vision of the synergy between province and center. In interviews, 

residents remembered Tbilisobas of the Soviet era as involving crowds of peasants, 

smoke from meat being grilled, and the typical unmanaged chaos of Georgian 

partying. The focal point was the Rike, the riverside section of Tbilisi directly across 

from the old district and in the shadow of the important Metekhi church. Here, 

temporary quarters are assembled for grilling, feasting, horseback riding, sales of 

trinkets, rides, and grape crushing (for wine). These kinds of events, which middle-

aged respondents remembered from their childhoods, was still visible on the fringes 

of today’s Tbilisoba. It seemed to fit what I presumed one writer of a European 

Council report described as the “subculture” prevailing in Georgian public activities. 

They are not organized in the same manner as Western events, but spring 

organically from local traditions. It seemed that Tbilisians, particularly those who 

identified as city folk and whom I could ascertain had a certain level of education and 

professional credibility, identified this aspect of Tbilisoba as particularly provincial, 

and they were not enamored of it as a result.  

 However, in 2009, the team of young collaborators that I had arranged to help 

me document the event agreed there were signs of change at Tbilisoba. The event 
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provided an excellent opportunity for public relations for the new government, for 

instance. Giant posters reading “Me Miq’vars Tbilisi” (I Love Tbilisi) adorned the way 

to the hot baths and included all the languages of Georgia’s largest minorities. In the 

posters, ethnic representatives’ visages were depicted half in their traditional ethnic 

clothes and half in modern Western clothes. This visual representation embodied 

Saakashvili’s new multiethnic Georgia message perfectly: that all citizens were a part 

of the motherland, both in their partially ethnic understandings and in their Western 

sensibilities. Combined, these sentiments equated to loving the city of Tbilisi, the 

capital of the Georgian nation (see Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4. “Me Miq’vars Tbilisi” (I love Tbilisi) Poster Campaign (Courtesy of author). 

The posters also conveyed, but in another fashion, the axiom I mentioned earlier in 

this dissertation, the Dzala Ertobashia poster (power is in unity). Those posters were 
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the administration’s first use of multicultural signage, in 2005, to show that they 

were serious in ushering in a new era of multicultural unity.  

 In overall tenor, organization, quality, and quantity, Tbilisoba’s previous 

provincial nuances are receding and in their place a more cosmopolitan and market-

ready vision of the city is being presented. In interviews with festival planners, I 

guessed these changes were related to what one planner referred to as an 

ak’ademiuri approach. She was referring not to “academics” but to more strategic 

and organized planning. They would create a new set of venues and activities geared 

not just to the gastronomic “appetites” of visitors but to their minds and pockets. At 

the new Tbilisoba, people would still be able to consume the foods of the proverbial 

Georgian outdoor feast, grilled mts’vadi (shish kebab), fresh fruits, cakes, and other 

foods, but would promote a variety of other pastimes, including art and high culture. 

Indeed, at both 2009 Tbilisoba and 2010 Tbilisoba (the latter I learned from my 

informants) there were gallery exhibits, classical music concerts, vendors providing 

information on internationally funded projects such as a new Caucasian tea ventures, 

a fashion show, as well as mimes and alternative arts performers. The focal point of 

many of these newer events is Sharden, the Soviet-era recreation of a 19th-century 

Tbliisian business sector. Today, Sharden is described as one of the “most 

fashionable points of Tbilisi.”33 It eclipses both its ancient and socialist iterations and 

encompasses the new vision of the city’s planners: Sharden is a market-driven 

endeavor, orderly, attractive, professional, and very expensive.  

 Sharden’s offerings mark a transition from socialist to capitalist logics of 

consumption in Georgia and also point to increasing stratification in its society, as 

few Georgian families or individuals can afford to shop or eat in Sharden. People 

consume food and drink here alfresco at round café tables rather than at home or in 

the traditional huts that Georgians call paska. At Sharden, customers are seated 
                                                 
33 This description was taken from the Tbilisi.gov.ge website. 
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European style around usually a round and small table, rarely eclipsing more than 

five people; whereas in Georgian feasts, traditionally prepared by a team of women 

within the family, the guest list regularly swells to more than a dozen, or dozens in 

the case of weddings or large affairs. One could describe today’s Sharden as a living 

workshop of modern dining practices. Meanwhile, feasts, or the traditional Georgian 

supra, remain a very important symbol of Georgian social practice and rituals of 

sociality to which I will return in the last section of this chapter. In Sharden, the 

established clichés of Georgian conviviality are renewed but in a way that is 

somehow evidence of changing norms. This new form of conviviality is not accessible 

to all strata of Georgian society.  

Also at Tbilisoba and within earshot of Sharden are the environs of Georgia’s 

signature neighborhood, where the “warm” part of the name Tbilisi comes from, the 

neighborhood Abanotubani (Baths District). This is where the multicultural posters I 

described earlier were displayed. Festival planners also arranged for Georgians from 

all communities to come here to perform national dances in which all ethnic groups 

of Georgia, including ethnic Georgians, can perform. It is clear, however, which 

groups were privileged during the Soviet period with funds and support for 

cultivating their dance into a professional modality. Georgians, under the 

Sukhishvhili dance group, for instance, are renowned for their dance. Nonetheless, a 

variety of performances ensued, performed on wooden stages set up around the 

domed brick baths, and they were attended by a large audience of Georgians also 

representing every ethnic group. At this event, it was clearly acceptable to be a 

minority and represent one’s ethnicity with flags and different forms of dress, an 

entirely different situation than what I usually observed during the general course of 

my fieldwork (see the section “Where are the Multiethnics?” in Chapter 3).  

Tbilisoba is as much a cultural spectacle as a genuine opportunity to gather 

and enjoy oneself (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, 1998). However, rather than the spectacle 
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of the interdependence between the Georgian provinces that was originally 

envisioned by Shevardnadze—with its fruits, products, and culture brought to the 

city to be enjoyed by urban folk—the new Tbilisoba showcases a liberalized vision of 

ethnic harmony attended by both moderns and traditional people, minorities and 

ethnic Georgians. Beginning in 2008, it was clear that new events with modern and 

eclectic twists were added to Tbilisoba; for example, a modern fashion show was 

presented along with the ethnic dances at Abanotubani. Tbilisobas of the past few 

years now combine both traditional Georgian and Tbilisian tropes, strolling kinto,34 

men and boys in chokha (traditional Caucasian overcoat), multiethnic performances, 

and newer and expanded themes, such as stilt-walkers, alternative Western music, 

and Georgians dressed in 19th-century European garb. They add to the eclecticism 

and openness that is especially representative of Tbilisi, but also part of the general 

Georgian stereotype, which is now being cultivated more studiously and in the 

“ak’ademiuri” way under the Saakashvili administration.  

The L’entrée Incident: Ethnic Understanding and Flexibility 

In this section I posit that the Georgian environment, and Tbilisian contexts in 

particular, encourage more flexibility and openness in interpersonal encounters 

compared to other places in this region. This is the not the same as saying cultures 

fused into one or that different ethnic communities lost the acuity of their self-

identification as Armenians, Russians, Azeris, Kurds, and so on. Rather, in the 

context of Georgian social and political space, intersubjective relations were 

conducive to ethnic coexistence rather than active interethnic dissension. People 

adapted to their close proximity by becoming more flexible. I will support this 

proposition through observations culled from fieldwork, as well as the positions of 

                                                 
34 I described the kinto in Chapter 2 as strolling musicians and tradesmen who were 
innovators of specific Tbilisian cultural traditions.   
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others observing Georgia. These positions often depict this country and its people in 

a positive frame, which I do as well. It is important to note how this “potential” is 

also seen as receptive to Western-style development and cultural tourism. 

In their treatise on the sociology of knowledge, sociologists Peter Berger and 

Thomas Luckmann (1966) describe humans as unique among living creatures. We 

are different on the basis of our “world-openness” and flexible instincts, giving us the 

opportunity to engage in different activities (pp. 50–51). In the same passage, these 

sociologists describe man as not only being a body but having one: “Man is a body at 

the same time has a body.” In other words, humans are not only objects in social 

space acted upon by others, but active agents who engage with others and use their 

body to interact and send message about themselves. This particular stance on 

cultural life is the basis of intersubjectivity perspectives that engage the sociological 

and anthropological imagination. It is also one to which I subscribe (Jackson, 1996).   

 In the “Presentation of Self” section of Chapter 3, I referred to a kind of 

Georgian performativity born in the context of fragile or complex social and political 

conditions. These could be repressive conditions, especially under various colonial or 

imperial power or they could be the neutral context of trade and its associated forms 

of social contact. In Tbilisi the latter would have included the sale of a plethora of 

local products, the negotiation of physical accommodations for travelers, securing 

and providing food and board for travelers, placing one’s animals in the many 

caravansaries that were well-represented in Tbilisi, exchanging currency, being 

entertained, seeking or making special crafts like rugs and leather goods, forging the 

iron needed for tools and vehicles, and other trades. Rather than erasing a highly 

demarcated ethnic hierarchy that made all these functions possible, personal 

encounters depended on reliable relationships and a flexible code of behavior that 

everyone probably subscribed to. I witnessed one such encounter in a Tbilisi cafe 

after a Christmas procession. It was a 21st-century version of Georgian 
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intersubjectivity, but it was also uniquely representative of the kinds of choices one 

is faced when challenged by cross-cultural misunderstandings or frictions.  

The setting is L’entrée, a European-style pastry shop chain that recently 

opened on Tbilisi’s prestigious Rustaveli Avenue. Earlier that January morning, I 

joined what appeared to be over a thousand or more Georgians in the annual alilua 

procession, or Three King’s Day March, to mark the traditional end of Christmas. On 

that day, it is said the priests understood that the child of God, or Jesus Christ, had 

been born through the appearance of the Star of Bethlehem. One of the pleasant 

experiences of living in a post-Soviet environment like Georgia is observing religious 

holidays without the attendant commercialism and hype associated with Western-

market capitalism. Of course, if progress continues at the pace initiated by the 

present regime, the country’s rapid entry into the world market will probably change 

things. But for now, with the exception of excessively bright holiday lights, which 

from time to time used so much wattage that my own apartment’s electricity would 

flicker or shut down, I found Tbilisi’s Christmas festivities charmingly simple. The 

procession itself was a touching and simple show of faith, with large groups of people 

assembled with their local priest or in independent groups, following each other and 

the many appointed guides. There were a few floats and renditions of the magi, the 

camels, and ancient caravans in the desert from this particular biblical story. One out 

of every 10 persons carried a simple reproduction of the Bethlehem star, while a 

simple Christmas hymn played repeatedly on a loudspeaker. After walking with the 

crowd for an hour or so from the center of town to Sameba Church, the mega 

Orthodox church built on the left bank of the Mtkvari River, I slipped away and 

returned to my part of town by walking through a thick and narrow set of streets 

where Armenian was spoken. Scattered remains of the day littered the streets, such 

as leaflets and empty water bottles.  
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I sat in L’entrée and wrote my notes. There was the usual mix of café 

patrons: local Tbilisians from the neighborhood who could afford it (prices are at 

least three times higher at L’entrée than a typical Georgian café); foreign expats who 

work in international NGOs or who, like me, are doing research; and tourists. A 

Georgian grandmother was treating her grandchildren to dessert. I myself go to 

L’entrée occasionally for anonymity and to get wi-fi access. I watched a group of 

male tourists enter the cafe, possibly from Israel (one of Georgia’s expanding 

markets for tourists). One of them is trying to choose between French pastries or a 

sandwich, and I think he is touching the food in a particularly inappropriate way. 

L’entrée is far from a typical Georgian setting. Many foreigners go there and it is 

expensive, even figuring for Western budgets. In the span of a minute or two, I 

watched a lesson on self-identity unfold between the grandmother and her 

grandchildren. She showed her grandchildren how to respond like Georgians when 

they are tested by the indiscretions of others, that Georgianness is a privilege and an 

inner certainty that one should always remain cognizant of and show to others.  

“Don’t fret,” she said to her young grandson. The foreign male who was 

touching the sandwiches carelessly had just grabbed the little boy’s alilua crown, in 

jest it seems. Little children wear crowns on that day to symbolize the magi or the 

three kings. I believe the tourist thinks he is playing; perhaps it is meant to be 

friendly. At this point I realized that his country of origin was actually Turkey and I 

am slightly horrified. “What must he be thinking?” I wonder. “This is awfully 

inconsiderate of him. Would he do this in Turkey?” If I had not already noticed his 

somewhat careless social manner in the cafe, I would of thought his actions were 

innocent, but this is not the case. The boy has become disconsolate and starts 

crying; his grandmother is annoyed as well. Georgian grandmothers are notably 

protective of their grandchildren, more so than even their mothers and fathers. 

However, there will be no altercation that day, no ugly display, and all will be well.  
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 The man has given back the crown, and by this time the grandmother has 

begun her diversion. “Sing, children,” she says, and the little boy and girl begin a 

lovely polyphonic chant, on a theme pertaining to this particular day of the Orthodox 

calendar. She continues the lesson, “Don’t worry, children. They are Turks; they 

don’t understand our holiday.” Her identification of the outsider demonstrates what it 

is to be a Georgian via what it is not; she delineates the differences between their 

countries of origin. Also, her grace and wisdom in the situation models self-restraint 

and provides the kind of seamless cultural modeling that we all experience as we 

grow up. She has demonstrated how not to lose one’s dignity or upset the delicate 

balance that must always be maintained with the outsiders that one may encounter, 

especially in Tbilisi.  

 The significance of this event is its demonstration of how processes of self-

identification unfold in the midst of real-life circumstances. This was a classic case of 

ethnic boundary-making as anthropologist Fredrik Barth wrote in his well-known 

edited volume, Ethnic Groups and Boundaries (1969). In his book, Barth describes 

how ethnicity is not so much a stable and fixed substance as it is constructed 

through making distinctions between oneself and others—you are what your 

neighbor is not. The L’entrée incident also demonstrates the residual and sometimes 

fragile understandings between Georgians and those on their boundaries who were 

almost unanimously not of their faith. While the outsider who wandered into this café 

on that day in no way expected to be representing several centuries of Ottoman rule, 

his behavior implicated him in this history nevertheless. Neither did the Georgian 

grandmother and her children substitute for an entire nation. But how this 

grandmother perceived the foreigner’s actions and explained them to her wards 

showed a particular interpretation of ethnic difference, this time between Turks and 

Georgians. Rather than ascribing ill intent to the man’s behavior, she explained that 

“he doesn’t understand our holiday.” By encouraging the children to turn to classic 
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polyphonic singing, she not only effectively dealt with a tense situation, but sent a 

message of cultural affirmation to her grandchildren and everyone in the café that 

day, myself included. This message was, “This is who we are: Christians with great 

respect for ourselves.”  

 It might be a stretch when I make this comparison, but I contend that the 

grandmother’s actions represent the utility of cultural performance in the same way 

that literary scholar George Yudice (2003) suggests culture is an expedient in today’s 

world, especially for ethnic communities. In today’s complicated late-capitalist times, 

he says identity has become a deployable commodity that provides a means of self-

representation in the world. I presented Yudice’s idea in the introduction of this 

dissertation as a way to contextualize the Multiethnic Georgia project as a 

geopolitical stratagem, especially for small nations like Georgia who cannot rely on 

rich natural resources or geopolitical might to proffer their entrance into the world. 

The grandmother chose to tolerate the man’s indiscretions and instead turned to 

cultural performance as a means of saving face. Perhaps this provides clues for what 

has worked for Georgians for centuries, the neutral arena of oratory, toasts, and 

singing as an alternative to more violent responses. Perhaps Georgians achieved 

their golden means of survival through this turn toward oratory, conviviality, and 

public expressiveness. In this fragile geopolitical environment, at the nexus of the 

Near East, Russia, and Europe, Georgians have needed to interpret danger wisely, 

flee from the worst scenarios, and ameliorate or massage relations with others. In 

the process, an effective habitus encouraging flexible, open, and tolerant encounters 

was evolved. These were face-saving encounters that still unified people around 

central cultural themes. My observation of the new faithful of Georgia fits with this 

interpretation of the Georgian habitus as well: the new faithful prioritize the spiritual 

unity of Georgians over other stances, especially rebellious or destructive ones. 
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 This particular observation of Georgian openness and flexibility resonates with 

the descriptions of many foreign observers, both from the West and the East. As one 

Council of Europe official writes, 

Tbilisi is potentially a very beautiful place, the drama of its setting and 
the presence of historic fabric are substantial assets to work with as is 
the distinctiveness of Georgian culture. Georgians seem to be different 
in a positive way. (Landry, 2003: p. 9) 

Or, according to an Azeri blog contributor, she interprets Tbilisi within the context of 

the greater Caucasus in this way: “This is the melting pot that is Tbilisi, and this is 

my little Caucasus without borders and passports. This is an Azeri tea house visited 

as much by ethnic Armenians as it is by ethnic Azeris” (Krikorian, 2012).  

There are many situations whose outcome could have been quite different 

than what I observed at L’entrée that day. Among these scenarios, the 

grandmother’s choice was just one outcome. But gauging from my general 

observations in the field and from the continual positioning of Georgians as an outlier 

community who are different because of their expressive and convivial habits, I posit 

this particular event as an example of the Georgian habitus more widely writ.  

Today, the president of Georgia uses an interesting stratagem to propel his 

nation forward, one that also uses culture but in a multicultural context and responds 

to the current conditions in which he sees his country. Georgians are not all 

performing, expressive, and flexible people, but conditions oftentimes create the 

person. What matters is the dialectical interplay between conditions and their 

outcomes. For example I have mentioned before that Georgians are often asked to 

play host, to lead toasts, and engage groups in socializing simply because they are 

associated with this part of the world (see Chapter 3, “Presentation of Self” section). 

“But you do it so well,” a fellow business partner will argue. I suggest that these 

expectations reflect a certain kind of history, often involving asymmetric 

relationships with people in positions of much greater power than they. The Georgian 
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habitus to turn to conviviality, oratory, and flexible performance arose in those 

unequal conditions.  

I am uncertain how these kinds of predispositions bode for Georgia today. For 

example, some commentators and critics see the current Georgian regime as too 

open and flexible, literally inviting foreign investors and international institutions to 

mold Georgia according to their interests, and they are loathe to see Saakashvili’s 

government as anything less than culturally destructive (Zurabishvili, 2010). My 

efforts here do not replace the work of the astute economist or political scientist. 

What I want to do is identify the instrumental aspects of Georgian social practices.  

The next section will close the chapter by looking at one more set of cultural 

traditions and propensities. I will show how practices of civility disclose intimate 

ideas of how to be a member of the Georgian community. It also shows the divide 

between Georgian concepts of civility and the types of civilized behavior belonging to 

the secular liberal person, or what might be comprised in the civil society that 

Saakashvili is proposing. 

Between Civilities 

In the previous sections I have posited a causal link between national survival 

and cultural predispositions toward interdependence yet flexibility, surmising that 

challenging social and political conditions nurtured this kind of habitus. These 

conditions encouraged the Georgian expression of cultural unity, faith, and, at the 

same time, flexibility toward others. The grandmother’s actions are actually quite 

nationalistic in content as well. In fact, she uses cultural practice in a highly 

exclusionary manner, distinguishing herself and her grandchildren from the man who 

comes from a neighboring Muslim country. Her actions, therefore, highly demarcate 

national belonging. But at the same time, she is conciliatory with regards to the 

conditions at hand. The outsider is, after all, a guest in her country. They are to 

tolerate him. 
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In this section, I would like to provide one more important ethnographic 

example, the supra, or Georgian feast table, and its social practices, in order to show 

how Georgians have another means of achieving cohesion and unity, both among 

Georgian strangers or in mixed ethnic company. At the same time, I point out the 

contradictions between these traditional sensibilities and the new attitudes and 

sensibilities that come under the liberal multiculturalism now being proposed. 

The supra is an important cultural practice for Georgians. While there was talk 

of its receding from public practice—after all, supras had expanded to hours-long, 

even days-long, affairs that were entirely unproductive and expensive in the 

aftermath of the Soviet Union—Georgians still cling to this practice. It is a way to 

achieve all the things mentioned above: it enhances dependence on each other, it 

encourages sociality and thus openness to others, and it involves a code of ethics 

that is symbolized in the form of a cycle of toasts that are given in a certain order 

and pay respect to all categories of person, living and dead, and those who are 

present at the table. Through the supra, Georgians attain one of their primary 

identifiers as an extremely sociable and unified people, as Ernest Gellner writes: 

“The Georgians must be the most Durkheimian people in the world: They virtually 

never eat or drink, unless it be to establish, enhance, affirm, and sacralize a human 

relationship” (Gellner, 1990: p. 283).   

I identify the supra as another way of reorienting our understanding of 

Georgia. Instead of starting from the position that their practices contradict modern 

attitudes and practices characteristic of democratic social orders, I suggest we study 

them more. This is an attitude, as I previously asserted, that provides Georgians 

credit from the beginning, for having achieved unity in a politically complex and 

ethnically diverse region of the world. In assessing their current strategies, we can 

see how new leaders take up or re-represent Georgian culture in ways that are trying 

to show the rest of the world what they already know.  
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In the section of this dissertation called “Georgian Difference Meets the 

World,” I described new forms of social and political order under the banner of 

democracy, namely the strengthening of civil society and the provision of 

opportunities for all citizens of Georgia to “maintain and develop his/her identity” 

(see footnote 5). I also described how Georgians to some extent have a longtime 

understanding of themselves as democratic people, which they see as somehow 

lodged in their spirit (Nodia, 1995). Many Georgians, in fact, state that they have 

always been tolerant and point to episodes in history (from the 12th century under 

King David) where their leaders did not maim and kill their culturally different others 

when a unified Georgian state finally came under their authority. Instead, they 

allowed culturally different others to stay in the country and practice their religion 

and culture freely. To some extent, the sentiments among minorities do not vastly 

deviate; they seem relatively content that they live in Georgia today under 

Saakashvili. There have been however episodes of discrimination toward non-

Georgians, episodes of violence for instance against Jehovah Witnesses as well as 

active hate talk toward Armenians and homosexuals. But in general, the respondents 

I spoke to seemed to enjoy a self-understanding of themselves as being a 

representative of a particular ethnic group—Ossetian, Jewish, Armenian, Azeri, or 

Kurdish, or a member of the LGBTQ community—and Georgian.  

In my conversation with one young Georgian, although he was disconsolate 

about his career prospects in Georgia (he was an artist) and was actively exploring 

options to go to the United States, when I brought up cultural practices he showed 

unabashed support of core Georgian values. One of these was the respectful 

treatment of others. In our conversation, the topic of skinheads had come up in the 

context of a culturally disorienting incident he had experienced while visiting a friend 

in Lithuania. I asked him if skinheads could ever exist in his country.  He replied, 

“No, Georgians are aristocratic people.”  I guessed he was using this descriptor not 
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in reference to 19th century privileged social status, but rather to practices of civility 

in general. “Because we know very well when guests come to us, my home is his 

home. Here, still everyone is each other’s psychologist,” he said. My respondent 

called up the rules concerning guests as a way to show how they were like a glue 

holding people together, helping to solve their daily and spiritual needs, and assuring 

that Georgians will always have resources in the form of friends and family. Like 

many Georgians, these traditional principles were a natural part of his everyday life 

and his family household was evidence of it. He lived in a multigenerational 

household where his father’s friend from Abkhazia, a refugee and homeless now for 

over a decade, was also a permanent member. Even his parents, now divorced, lived 

in the same building, and he went regularly between households with no problem. 

His father was remarried to a Japanese woman and there was a new half-brother in 

the household. At the same, my respondent voiced active frustration with the 

changing social milieu especially under the present administration of Georgia. He was 

young and ambitious and wanted a career, not just a family life. 

Part of my young respondent’s frustration has to do with the ways that 

Georgians use social capital. In a report on Georgian civil society, Leslie Hough 

(2011) uses a survey conducted by CRRC to ascertain that Georgians have “bonding 

capital” but not “bridging capital.” Civil society was originally considered to be the 

idealized space in which citizens of the former Soviet world and Eastern bloc were to 

build free societies in the aftermath of totalitarianism (Hemment, 2004). Or as Chris 

Hann (1996) states, it is the “connective tissue of an active democratic political 

culture” (p. 1). Hough concludes that Georgians do not have the “right” kind of social 

capital; i.e., when they need help, they access resources within close family 

networks (bonding type of social capital) rather than turn to corporate or 

independent entrepreneurs (bridging type of social capital), whom apparently they 

do not trust as much (Hough, 2011). Her conclusions seem to corroborate my 
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observations of cynicism regarding new ideologies of liberal multiculturalism and the 

principle of culture as a right (among ethnic Georgians, not minorities). Georgians 

believed they have a right to cultural expression in their own country but that 

disbursing this right to everyone would lead to an overall loss in national unity. There 

seemed to be a distrust of institutions from abroad, of the many NGOs for instance 

that many saw as not comprehensively profitable for everyone. I will turn to the 

supra now to investigate this traditional venue as a space in which many residents of 

this country, both minorities and ethnic Georgians, see as a traditional way to hold 

onto their values.  

The Georgian feast, the supra, is a window through which one can view 

Georgian values and how they are enacted in space through hospitality and 

commensality (eating practices). Put simply, Georgian rituals of feasting recapitulate 

the high value placed on the treatment of others and how commensality offers a way 

to bridge and smooth social differences.35 In Georgia, feasting indexes many types of 

differences—male/female, outsider/insider, young/old, and deceased/alive—and how 

these different members are integrated into a whole. The Georgian table is 

diplomacy and integration framed within a culinary and drinking paradigm (Chatwin, 

2001). More than any other feature, st’umart’mghebloba (or hospitality) was 

mentioned by my respondents as a prime feature of Georgian culture, an “equal 

opportunity tradition” that both Georgians and non-Georgians could participate in. 

Toasting habits show whom Georgians honor and why. It is considered a 

responsibility of all adults who are homeowners to be good hosts, but it also brings 

an atmosphere of conviviality, warmth, and originality to the fleet of qualities known 

as Georgianness. 

                                                 
35 Until recently, the supra was considered an immemorial aspect of Georgian 
practices, and indeed it is. But it was discovered that the highly ritualized toasting in 
supras in fact evolved in the Russian imperial context, probably within elite contexts, 
to absorb and placate Georgians’ new overlords (see Muhfried, 2005). 
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One Ossetian beauty salon owner told me how it took more than a day to 

prepare for a supra and how she never shirked from this responsibility. While 

exclusionary aspects of the Georgia’s supra have been noted—the fact that alcohol is 

consumed in great quantities, thus excluding adherent Muslims and nondrinkers 

(Pelkmans, 2006)—my observations from the field revealed that the supra could 

easily stretch to encompass all kinds of people. For instance, I witnessed groups of 

men drinking and socializing together in mixed company (Georgians, Russians, 

Armenians, and Azeris). As a rule, supras do not exclude nondrinkers nor do all 

Muslims abstain from drinking. During my fieldwork, many Georgian Christians were 

following the rules of markva (the Lenten fast of Orthodox Christianity) and were not 

allowed to drink or eat animal products, so at supras they were selective in what 

they ate and did not toast. Nondrinkers who attend these functions announce their 

restrictions and do not have to pardon themselves from the table. In general 

st’umart’mghebloba defines how to be a good host and kind toward others at any 

time of the week, whether at a formal dinner or in daily practice. In other words, a 

family’s alcohol consumption (or lack thereof) does not release wives and husbands 

from wider rules of hospitality and generosity in general, so overcooking and serving 

a variety of food dishes, mustering all that one can from the family’s coffers to feed a 

guest, is a daily obligation that Georgians meet with pleasure. The responsibility to 

make guests feel at home is experienced by all residents in a Georgian home—the 

elderly, children, and other friends who are already visiting. They will all sit together 

with the newcomer and engage in conversation with them to make them feel 

welcome. It would be dishonorable for anyone to neglect this responsibility. Nadia 

Serematakis (1994) describes commensal exchange as the prime foci around which 

members of a group express their mutual ties to the nation. If this is true, Georgia 

feasting is like an unofficial form of national pride, integration, and an equal 

opportunity for everyone to feel part of this national tradition. 
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Besides the specifics of the toasting cycle, the feast table is a forum where 

one can witness another quality of Georgians. This quality was best articulated by 

that great lover of Georgian culture, Boris Pasternak (1967): “The sensitiveness and 

vivacity of the Georgian character, an inclination to give free reign to the 

imagination, or oratorical vein, an ability to be carried away” can easily be seen (p. 

18). I have witnessed the releasing of inhibitions at the table (see Figure 5) and 

cannot help thinking that these repeated séances of joyful eating and drinking aid in 

creating a trope of Georgians as light in spirit; what earlier was described through 

the work of W. E. D. Allen as the “aesthetic irresponsibility” of Georgians (Abakelia & 

Turabelidze, 2010).  

 

Figure 5. Conviviality at the supra table. (Photo courtesy of author) 
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Indeed, these settings are forums of identity performance and establish the tenor in 

which relations are supposed to unfold between host and guest. It is a context in 

which the guest is literally absorbed or “englobed” within the social fold.36 

Bruce Grant’s 2009 volume makes sense of processes of contact, exchange, 

and interculturalism in the Caucasus in other ways. He uses the term “emplacement” 

to explain Russia’s need to place itself in the Caucasus in the form of captive 

memoirs, stories where a Russian was captured (which often happened, in both 

directions). Through emplacement, the Russians could place themselves into 

Caucasian social life, in a violent or negotiated way, a risk they took to dare to know 

this part of the world and to bring to it the “gifts” of social advancement. Likewise, at 

the table, Georgians “place” the guests, Georgian or other, within his social network, 

so that he has a relationship that he can control, at least during the term of the 

meal. There is not a better example of a forum where social action determines social 

futures and which is so highly structured and locally determined (Muhlfried, 2005; 

Tuite, 2010).  

Georgian norms of conduct have an exclusive veneer unique to them and the 

kind of Eastern cosmopolitanism specific to Tbilisi, although Baku also could be called 

a center of cosmopolitanism in this region (Grant, 2010). The Georgian norms of 

shemts’q’narebloba (tolerance) and st’umart’mghebloba in principle prevent 

Georgians from maligning or mistreating their national minorities, which is especially 

true in the culturally interpenetrated hybrid zone of the capital city. In Tbilisi, where 

multicultural histories are particularly compressed and interbred, this is antithetical 

to city life. Even in surveys of attitudes toward friendship, Georgians express more 

friendly attitudes toward ethnic neighbors and resident others than Azerbaijanis and 

                                                 
36  I use here Chatwin’s reference from an early travel novel: englobing as “the 
process or condition of dominance whereby 'one structure blocks the power of 
actualization of the other' (Odette Keun; as per Chatwin, 2001). 
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Armenians do for their neighbors (CRRC 2010). Putting aside the high-profile issue of 

ethnic separatism in the regions of South Ossetia and Abkhazia, in Tbilisi notions of 

national belonging are underwritten by interpersonal good will, conviviality, and 

support of each other, as I quoted earlier from Qipiani’s work—a “balance of 

individual diversity and universal interdependence” (Manning, 2010). In order to 

survive, they needed to be good mediators and placaters. Differences needed to be 

minimized and new norms adapted that facilitated this function. 

A body of thinking has begun to emerge that describes Georgia, and 

especially Tbilisi, as unique in its environs and able to rise above the ethnic conflicts 

that mire nearby regions (Krikorian, 2012). This section has attempted to provide 

some details and propositions that support this thesis. Buoyed by a growing 

economy, the president himself wishes to show that a small country like Georgia can 

make courageous moves and put new laws and policies into place that fulfill his 

promise to make Georgia the “motherland of all its citizens.”  

Does a truly secular-minded democratic citizenry exist here yet, an exponent 

of liberal humanism? When Saakashvili refers to Georgians as Europeans and asserts 

that they are currently in the midst of a mental or cultural revolution, what would 

this look like in terms of behavior? Charles Hirschkind (2010) refers to a “human 

sensorium,” or sensibilities, affects, and embodied dispositions that are specific to 

secular subjects. Perhaps this would be the same set of affects that Saakashvili 

means when he says Georgia is the oldest Europe, or when Georgians say they are 

already tolerant people and thus do not need the rules of liberal multiculturalism. But 

with respect to Western secularism, Hirschkind refers to the desensualization of 

human knowledge. In the West, it was important to remove passion from everyday 

behavior and put rational conduct in its place. These bodily changes followed state-

level changes in governance and the removal of the church from the political sphere. 

In 2002, Georgia did the opposite. It brought the Georgian Orthodox Church back 
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into the political sphere in the aftermath of 70 years of official atheism by signing a 

concordat and thus giving it an official role within the state. Secularism, therefore, in 

this strict sense of the separation of church and state, does not exactly describe 

Georgia’s political condition today. As for the sensorium of the Georgian person and 

whether it fits Hirschkind’s description of a dispassionate and desensualized secular 

citizen, this question too is hardly answered in the affirmative.  

Although I believe it is difficult to describe Georgians as exponents of secular 

liberal persons in the Western sense, it is not the same as saying they are not 

civilized. To some extent, that has been the purpose of this chapter. Dispassionate 

bodily conduct that prioritizes rationality over other principles does not describe 

Georgians, but, on the other hand, they have many practices that cultivate a civilitas 

specific to their region. In this regard, I agree with Chris Hann (1996), who, in 

studying civil society, advised that we widen the definition. There are many values 

and moralities in the world that are oriented toward “standards of decent social 

behavior, with human dignity, with what some people in Italy still refer to as 

civilitas” (p. 24). Georgian practices offer another way to look at civility. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation, I have presented my investigation of an initiative to introduce 

multicultural policies in Georgia. These policies represent the practical arm of a 

greater project, which I call Multiethnic Georgia, or simply a new Georgia. In the 

aftermath of the Rose Revolution in 2003, President Mikheil Saakashvili introduced 

Multiethnic Georgia along with various economic and political reforms. It represents 

the current regime’s goals to inculcate a civic rather than an ethnonationalist idea of 

the Georgian nation, a very ambitious project.  

My research, however, has led me to conclude that these specific policies will 

fail to accomplish their goals. Liberal multiculturalist policies are meant to provide a 

“conceptual framework of challenging the cultural hegemony of the dominant ethnic 

group… by calling for equal recognition of the cultural expressions of nonhegemonic 

groups within the educational system” (Turner, 1993: 412). The National Concept 

and Action Plan for Tolerance and Civil Integration, the specific piece of legislation 

adopted by the Georgian Parliament in 2009 to implement this project, does not 

explicitly state the former part of this definition as its goals. It is merely implied that 

the project will correct these asymmetries of Georgian society by providing ethnic 

communities opportunities to participate equally in social and political spheres and 

supporting them in maintaining their cultures.  

The policies will fail because first, they do not correspond to the kind of social 

pluralism lived in this ancient society and to how Georgians organize themselves 

according to these differences. This is especially true with regards to the more 

privileged ethnic Georgians, who consider themselves the caretakers of the Georgian 

nation. Second, the policies were established to put into practice an elitist vision of a 

certain sector of Georgia’s intelligentsia, who in turn answer to international 

institutional partners and forces. The policies are therefore evidence of the forces of 
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neoliberalism that have spread to postsocialist political space. This distances the 

program further from the needs and conditions that are specific to the Georgian 

experience. Essentially Georgians did not call for these changes; the world called for 

them to adopt them. Third, the program tries to instantiate in Georgia an already 

problematic and critiqued system. Liberal multiculturalism responds to problems of 

inequality by further reifying the differences between people. It fails to address the 

fundamental structural problems in society that cause differences in opportunity and 

inequality in the first place. The latter is perhaps the most intransigent problem.  

Although I see problems in the current system’s configuration, how it plans to 

reconfigure the balance of different ethnic communities within Georgia, I bring a set 

of caveats to my conclusion. First, I believe we should not ignore the practical and 

very important justifications of the program, which are to bring Georgia back into the 

world community and to dissuade the further breakdown between ethnic 

communities. The rescripting of the Georgian nation as a civic entity is a move that 

acknowledges current late capitalist conditions of the world and sees the politics of 

representation as a stratagem for securing support and recognition from key 

institutional partners. I believe Georgia’s political elite are cognizant of this. To 

situate these moves in a paradigm that does not automatically debunk them for their 

instrumental nature, I refer to the insights of scholars such as Yudice (2003) and 

Bennett (1998, 2004). These cultural policy analysts believe that communities and 

their advocates can work together with state entities to help guarantee broader and 

more comprehensive cultural and human rights. Although I understand that the 

president’s use of discourse such as Georgia as the “motherland of all its citizens” is 

primarily symbolic and thus an instrumental move, it may still keep the remaining 

16% of minorities from emigrating. Symbolic gestures are important. They also 

impress Western institutional observers that Georgia is willingly altering its course of 

social and political development. 
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Rather than dismiss the project outright, we can better assess these recent 

political moves by contextualizing them in the complex and challenging social and 

political conditions of Georgian history. In fact, we can better understand Georgian 

ethnic conflicts by observing them in these conditions as well. The ethnic conflicts 

that occurred in Georgia in the immediate aftermath of the dissolution of the Soviet 

Union have less to do with ethnic hatred than with the stratagems of competing sides 

as they engaged with meddling outside powers, specifically with Russia. As 

Derluguian (1998) states, it was the instrumentalization of ethnicity rather than its 

primordial features that drove conflict in Abkhazia, the breakaway region that, 

together with South Ossetia, represents Georgia’s Achilles heel. Meanwhile, the 

Adjara region, which had equal reasons for conflict, avoided it because it was more 

free from Russian meddling and ethnicity was not instrumentalized there in the same 

way. 

I argue that Georgian elites have always spearheaded ways to keep the 

country solvent in the face of great destructive forces. Like Derluguian, I reject the 

idea that Georgia’s ethnic conflicts and the relatively greater emigration of minorities 

from Georgia compared to ethnic Georgians is related to primordial sentiments, 

propensities, or ill intent. Rather, I seek to view historically how relationships were 

built here and how certain groups attained advantage and others did not. Much of 

this history involves the sly collusion of Georgian elites with stronger actors (Bhabha, 

1984), both their maneuvering yet spearheading of national and cultural ideas to 

retain a sense of community.   

On a local level, elites transmitted important national themes that 

emboldened them and enhanced their determination to retain a unique Georgian 

signature: the Georgian language and script, Christian identity, and particular 

cultural features. But on a daily level, in the dense and multiethnic Georgian cities, 

especially Tbilisi, conditions taught individuals daily how to survive, not only tolerably 
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but in mutual harmony by accessing practices of sociality and flexibility associated 

with their community.  

So while I have critiqued liberal multiculturalist policies but also recouped 

them slightly by stating that they have an instrumental use, which is to expedite 

crucial problems dogging the Georgian nation, I also present a second caveat. Liberal 

multiculturalist policies, as those Saakashvili is introducing through the National 

Concept, arose first within Western historical contexts, as a way to guarantee more 

participatory rights and protections from tyrannical forces or potential fascism. 

Georgia’s project should be recognized also for its own historical contexts. Georgians 

perceive themselves as lovers of freedom and democracy. So when Saakashvili 

speaks of tolerance, ‘diversity as a national treasury’, and ‘strength in unity’, he 

speaks of concepts that are quite familiar to Georgians because they have lived 

these ideas throughout the course of their own difficult history amongst a great 

variety of peoples and organizing powers. Thus the project still has merit. Georgians’ 

social practices and pluralist histories are another way of conceiving and integrating 

differences. By examining and comparing the current multiculturalist project against 

Georgian experience, we can better assess the general viability of such liberal 

ideology-based programs. 

I next provide a short background of the system that Saakashvili inherited 

and then present a synopsis of the major components of my argument. In 

conclusion, I reiterate that by looking closely at Georgian practices and underlying 

values, we can recoup the essence of diversity paradigms without privileging 

Western systems over others.  

Saakashvili’s leadership followed a heady twelve years of “hit-or-miss” state-

building processes in the aftermath of Soviet socialism. He inherited a social climate 

that can be described as rife with pro-Georgian sentiments, lacking allegiance to or 

respect for law, and profound political and economic stagnation. Although many 
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ethnic Georgians emigrated during this time because of economic conditions, 

minorities left in greater numbers. From 1989, when the last census of the Soviet 

period was taken, to 2002, minorities shrank from 30% of the population to 16%. 

Georgians meanwhile embraced the new idiom of nationalism, which they saw as 

their deserved outcome in the aftermath of totalitarianism and their continual fight 

for freedom.  

As a result, the ideological climate in Georgia challenges this project to 

replace an ethnicity-based Georgian idea of national belonging with one grounded in 

civic ideas. It runs counter to almost 200 years of active cultivation of Georgian 

nationhood under two distinct political administrations, first the Russian colonial 

period and later the Soviet socialist period. Within the public imagination, the idea of 

a Georgian national community goes even further back to founding events several 

centuries ago, the conversion to Christianity in the 5th century, the discovery of 

warm (tbili) waters near a congenial bend in a river, the subsequent building of the 

country’s capital on that spot, and through numerous episodes of destruction and 

subsequent rebuilding in an unbroken line until the present. Batiashvii (2009) 

reduces the Georgian mythos to a simple formula: Georgians believe they are 

“irreconcilable to external domination” and thus will always find the means to 

regroup and rebuild their national community.  

Chapter 2 describes the beginning of the modern period of Georgian self-

understandings with the Russian Empire’s annexation of Georgia in the early 1800s. 

Although they lacked autonomy, they built national structures and developed society 

as a whole. Later, through the Soviet period, nationalities policies fostered a more 

entrenched sense of group identity but within Soviet socialism’s constraints. During 

those 70 years, administration and cultural production was Soviet-driven but with a 

Georgian flavor—“national in form, socialist in content.” These two periods 

established a system of privileging Georgianness over minority cultures. But in the 
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dense, highly diverse, and interwoven contexts of some parts of Georgia, especially 

Tiblisi, Georgia retained the residual features of their Eastern cosmopolitanism.  

To better interrogate Saakashvili’s project, I sought to glean how diversity 

still lives in the community and if the administration’s stratagems to change national 

identity conceptions is working. I combined a strategy of interviews and fieldwork in 

cultural industry fields at museums, festivals, and cultural revitalization sites. 

Museums and other sites of cultural production are important locations for 

conducting research on nationhood because they reveal how cultural agents use 

national policies to inculcate ideas of identity. The museum display itself can actively 

create a sense of national identity (Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, 1998). Research 

conducted prior to entering the field confirmed that Georgian museums and sites of 

cultural production were under Western organizational scrutiny (similar to the 

scrutiny of the country’s laws and policies regarding minority rights) to become more 

inclusive and acknowledge broader characteristics of Georgian society (Landry, 

2003).  

I observed emerging changes reflecting the new government’s initiatives with 

respect to the place of minorities and minority culture. For instance, public 

government funded a new television show that specialized in minority issues. 

Museum activities and festival performances revealed a slightly more noticeable 

minority component. These museum changes represent a small but emergent 

inclusivity. Patrons at Georgian museums or festivals today might glimpse the 

Kurdish, Azeri, or Armenian presence in Georgia. But I also note, like others, the still 

limited and superficial nature of these attempts (PMMG, 2007, 2010).  

Through my interviews I gauged sentiments regarding the changing climate 

under Saakashvili’s regime, as I broadly report in Chapter 3. The average Georgian 

sentiment cannot be described as a “liberal attitude” regarding differences. Rather, 

Georgians often refer to historical notions of tolerance and views of autochthony 
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(indigenousness) to position non-Georgians as perpetual guests on their territory. 

Also the lingering fallout from the two ethnic conflicts and a general sense that 

outside powers are trying to meddle in Georgia problematizes such programs. 

Georgians perceive that they have emerged from totalitarianism where they 

struggled against dictators, fascists, and atheists. This greater ideological drama left 

them with an “existential fear of survival” where only vigilance and care can avoid a 

reprisal (Kymlicka, 2007). In this context, they are unwilling to extend the national 

concept to others who might have motives outside the best interests of the Georgian 

nation. 

In these postsocialist settings, the status of groups outside the national 

community, or the “titled” ethnicity, is still problematic, uncertain, and at times 

openly contested. In the emergent Multiethnic Georgia program, minorities are being 

provided new forms of representation, but my research shows that they are being 

slotted into carefully managed niches set up by the new reformers. I also note 

contradictions in popular opinions of who deserves cultural rights. Georgians 

welcome and value democracy, perceiving it as a reward for their struggles to retake 

freedom not just in the aftermath of the most recent socialist regime but after 

centuries of control by various empires. Every Georgian child and adult can recite the 

details of their ancestors’ struggles for freedom. But they do not know or hardly 

know for instance that Zoroastrians once lived in Tbilisi and that they left an 

ateshgah (fire-worshiping temple) as evidence. Furthermore, they might be unaware 

that their Yezid Kurdish neighbors are connected historically and culturally to these 

ancient Zoroastrians. They are ignorant of that history because cultural policies and 

school teachings fail to adequately include non-Georgian sites of cultural heritage. 

Only recently, for example, has Tbilisi’s ateshgah been subject to some restoration, 

and only then, by  outside funds and not the Georgian state recognizing its important 

status as one of the few fire-worshiping temples in the region. 
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Skewed policies favoring one group over another have led to repercussions. 

Current generations are unaware that all residents have contributed in the past, 

which continues the entrenchment of Georgian nationalist histories and myths. 

Georgian children know too little about their neighbors, and non-Georgian children 

lose the benefits of understanding their own cultural history. Georgian authorities 

could give better attention, for example, to the cultural heritage and continuity of 

Yezid Kurds, who have no other national setting to guarantee their cultural rights 

(Chikladze & Chikladze, 2003). My Yezid respondents cite their adaptation to the 

times and how they often combine their ancient practices with new Christian 

practices. They also told me how they do not have a place of worship specifically for 

their community. The Georgian system has been slow in according equal status to 

churches, mosques, or synagogues belonging to ethnic communities,. This was 

especially true for Armenians, despite their long-standing presence in Georgia and in 

Tbilisi.  

At the same time, my fieldwork shows that Georgians understand their capital 

city to be unique in its representation of Georgianness; they see it nonetheless as a 

facet of their national story because in Tbilisi Georgian traditions of tolerance, 

openness, and cosmopolitanism are most evident. Chapter 4 addresses Georgian 

traditions of hospitality and sociality that I observed during my research. I find that 

these dense multiethnic contexts foster unity, interdependence, flexibility, and 

civility. The syncretic nature of many of Georgia’s cultural features, fusions in music, 

food, poetry, and expression, are found throughout Georgia but especially in Tbilisi. 

This syncretism draws on continual and sustained ties with other civilizations, from 

Eastern Mediterranean and Near Eastern origins to the Russians in the 19th century 

and their successors, the Soviets. Over the Soviet period, the multiethnic aspects of 

Georgian cultural heritage were segmented into carefully preserved exotic niches in 

order to privilege Georgian traditions. I note in this chapter the beginnings of some 
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acknowledgement, for example in the Tbilisoba city festival. Although the signs are 

limited, the fact that an attempt is being made offers hope. It is also hopeful that 

other entities, new media peace projects, and cross-cultural arts projects see 

Georgia and Tbilisi especially as a fertile and relatively welcoming place to start these 

kinds of projects (Krikorian, 2012; Slavs & Tatars, 2010).  

In assessing this program, I see that some problems can be solved more 

easily than others. For instance, how do we respond to the larger issues at the level 

of international institutions, the aid they distribute, their power, and effects of 

capitalism in general? Although the president’s program is ambitious, the public must 

have an opportunity to criticize and respond to it. If the government were more 

permeable to critique, multiculturalist programming could better suit its Georgian 

terrain, but that seems unlikely considering that Saakashvili’s government tends 

toward authoritarianism (Bruckner, 2009).  

But an even trickier issue involves Georgia’s dependence on aid and the 

ideological bases upon which these aid-giving international institutions are built. Here 

world economics and identity politics overlap. Postmodernity expert Harvey (2005) 

states, the “conceptual apparatus” underpinning neoliberalism is an emphasis on 

“human dignity and individual freedom.” In other words, new liberalism turns on the 

symbolic pivot of identity and its connection to human freedom. In fact, freedom is 

naturally built into modern economic principles through the ‘free’ market. To reverse 

these connections seems unlikely. Therefore, criticizing Georgian state-leader 

approaches in trying to tie the country into an international system of aid is an 

awkward and impractical way to confront the issues. Both multiculturalism and 

Georgian nationalism are tied to the concept of freedom. I believe Georgia’s leaders 

and international lenders are cognizant of these nuances and implications but in the 

interest of strong leadership deny critics the room to address these complications.  
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The demise of socialism and its emancipatory political schema as well as the 

problems outlined above concerning today’s neoliberal quandaries, we may be at an 

impasse to find answers to situations such as Georgia’s. Nonetheless, some thinkers 

have outlined a form of analysis than can provide at least a language to describe 

change and agency within these situations (Farnell, 1999, 2000; Fraser, 1995; 

Hacking, 2004; Ortner, 2005). These perspectives employ practice theory for 

recognizing individual human action within greater political and economic contexts. 

In this last section, I conclude by posing evidence that Georgian traditions and 

normed behaviors are not static but instead evolving and flexible practices; they 

respond to the times. 

“Georgian wine is good to drink and the supra good to think,” as Manning 

(2007b), a prolific observer of Georgian society, writes regarding the highly 

organized Georgian feast where men conduct elaborate toasts and women dole out 

ornately prepared dishes in a constant cycle. The supra is said to represent Georgian 

social values; it comprises authentic and primordial aspects of Georgian culture, at 

least according to public opinion. But the supra is not static and unchanging; it 

responds to historical pressures. Interestingly, over the past decade, historians and 

anthropologists have discovered that the lavish toasting of the supra actually began 

fairly recently in Georgian history (Muhlfried 2005; Tuite, 2010). The complicated 

and long-winded toasting actually began under Russian imperialism, as a way for 

Georgians to relate, smooth, and incorporate these new colonial figures into their 

world. 

In recognizing cultural practices, we see that people change and adjust to 

new forms of relations or even new ways of being. Kwanzaa is a good example of an 

invented tradition that binds people together as a community (Hobsbawn & Ranger, 

1983). Anthropology helps us to see that cultural practices are invented, changing, 

and changeable. I have stated my findings about the current liberal reinvention of 
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Georgia; although it is an original first step with merit, its shortcomings and the 

state of people’s attitudes make the program less locally pertinent and more of an 

imposition. A better model of multiculturalism would be drawn from the creative 

wellsprings of Georgian culture.  

I believe Georgia is primed to accept the challenges of multiculturalism. As I 

have shown, Georgia is considered a model for other nations of the region. Critics of 

multiculturalism say that a ‘festival of cultural difference’ would represent only a 

concession to the needs of minorities, and not true change To answer the call for a 

better use of culture, one that would be expedient and help the nation more broadly, 

Georgia is uniquely positioned to take up multiculturalism inter-culturally. If we look 

at the fabric of various Georgian practices, such as the supra tradition, as ways to 

incorporate and engage newcomers, outsiders, or non-Georgian others, we see 

greater potential in the natural fabric of Georgian culture. We do not have to import 

foreign practices of cultural inclusion wholesale.   

In the introduction I explained that my title to this dissertation is a metaphor 

for Georgian national imagining that is trying to employ more than a singular ethnic 

idea. I envision Saakashvili’s Multiethnic Georgia project as ideally a Georgian 

polyphonic imaginary. Polyphony is an a capella choral genre that interweaves 

multiple voices. As such, it represents an important part of Georgian national 

heritage handed from generation to generation, a form of national patrimony that is 

illustrative of the Georgian ethos and its creativity. During the course of my study, I 

observed many public polyphonic performances. Each time the aura of polyphony 

evoked a sense of enduring and binding aspects of Georgian culture, of a certain 

primordialism. Unsurprisingly, polyphony has garnered international attention, such 

as recognition from UNESCO as a world exemplar of intangible heritage. On the other 

hand, polyphony can also figuratively index multiplicity, a way to symbolically 

engage, represent, and integrate many voices. Some of my respondents actually 
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referred to polyphony as evidence of their interdependence and tolerance of others. 

These two senses of the music, its practice as well as its metaphoric meaning as a 

force that integrates and harmonizes different voices, symbolize the tension in 

Saakashvili’s project. The country is between two imaginaries: a nationalist 

imaginary where polyphony is presented literally as the product of a homogenous 

culture versus a hybrid and inclusive imaginary where polyphony figuratively indexes 

multiplicity and hybridity. The transition from the former to the latter is a 

multilayered challenge that includes many issues, but I believe the endeavor is valid 

and important.  

Sometimes government changes society through acts of law, and sometimes 

individuals bring about changes through incremental behavioral changes. To some 

extent, when Saakashvili replaced the entire Georgian police force in 2005, he meant 

to reorient public understanding of law and order vis-à-vis the conduct of a new 

security force that would be trained to avoid bribes and uphold the law. He was 

setting the basis for a new, law-abiding habitus. In creating new multiculturalist 

programs and referring to Georgia as multiethnic, the president similarly wants to 

inculcate a different understanding of belonging, one that to some extent 

authenticates hybridity that is already present in Georgia but which has been 

challenged by decades of nationalist sentiment. Although the program falls short of 

the revolutionary change the president lauds, I have attempted in this dissertation to 

show some of its promising aspects and also to show how Georgian practices reveal 

in their nuances the intersociality that is an index of living in a geopolitically and 

ethnically complicated region.  

Georgians’ first step at independence might have led to a missed early 

opportunity to create a multiethnic Georgia, but Saakashvili is now trying to rectify 

that. At least in the case of Adjara he avoided another disaster. If one visualizes 

Georgia’s ethnic differences against the differences of former Yugoslavia, which had 
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not nearly but quite a few ethnic varieties like the Caucasus, Georgia’s handling of 

problems gives hope. Like Soviet Georgia, Tito’s Yugoslavia had many regional 

varieties of people but today the map of former Yugoslavia has become a 

complicated array of divisions, demarcations, and narrow causeways. It makes 

Georgia’s loss of Abkhazia and South Ossetia seem difficult but not a national 

tragedy.  

In Adjara, Georgia had conditions very similar to those in Bosnia and Serbia 

and could have suffered similar outcomes. Like Bosnians and Serbians, Adjarans are 

Muslim while Eastern Georgians are Christian Orthodox and each group also spoke 

the same language and were the same essential ethnic group, Serbo-Croation on the 

one hand and Georgian on the other. Yet, the differences were resolved in 

dramatically different ways. The Muslim–Christian difference in Yugoslavia led to one 

of the worst ethnic conflicts of this century and just south of the heart of Europe. As 

Derluguian (1998) writes of Adjara from the earlier period, the instrumentalization of 

ethnicity could have led to violent outcomes as it did in Abkhazia. Just five years 

after this article, Adjara called for another state of emergency in response to 

Saakashvili’s reelection and wanted to secede. Saakashvili’s campaign promise was 

to create unity, and he did so by tamping down the disunity between Adjara and 

central Georgia but he did not resort to instrumentalizing ethnic division, as leaders 

in Yugoslavia did. Rather, he used his administrative powers deftly, did not  alienate 

the bulk of this constituents, and demanded the unruly separatist leader leave. And 

he did leave.  

The job of investing multiethnicity into the Georgian national ethos spawns 

positive outcomes on many levels and for all citizens. It not only encourages a 

resolution to past and simmering ethnic conflicts, but it offers Georgia further 

credibility, assurance to the world that they understand the business of running a 

modern state. The government of Georgia has taken an ambitious step by adopting 
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this new direction, but it has not allowed the people to speak through these 

programs nor has it truly tapped the pluralist potential of this society. 
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APPENDIX A 

GEORGIAN CULTURE IMAGE INTERVIEW 

Hulya H. Sakarya, Temple University 

1. Kartul xasiati da yopa sad ufro kargad aris Warmodgenili sofelSi tu kalakSi? 
[Where is the Georgian personality and being most represented in the country 
or city?] 
[Slide 1] 
Continued 
[Slide 2] 
Continued 
[Slide 3] 

2. Es ori simRera tkvenSe kartul grZnobebs aRZravs?  
[Do these two songs reflect Georgian sentiments?] 
[Slide 4] 

3. 2003’shi, Mixeil saakashvilma tkva rom “sakartvelo aris yvelas samshoblo.” 
Tkven etanxmeba am sityvas? 
[In 2003, Mikheil Saakashvili said in a speech that “Georgia is the Motherland  
of all its citizens.” Do you agree with this statement?] 
[Slide 5] 

4. es praza kartvelebisTvis dResac aktualuria? 
[Does this saying still speak the truth to you today as it did when first written 
by Chavchavadze?] 
[Slide 6] 

5. Abanotubani tbilisis originaluri saxea. Etanxmebi? 
[Abanotubani is said to be the original ground upon which Tbilisi was built. Do 
you agree or not?] 
[Slide 7] 
Continued  
[Slide 8] 

6. Vis asaxierebs es adamiani da ra rols tamashobda es personali kartul 
Kulturashi?  
[What role does this man play in Georgian culture?] 
[Slide 9] 

7. Es skolis mosWavlis naxatia. Tqveni azrit risi tkma unda mas am suratia?  
[This is a student’s picture. In your opinion what does she want to say here?] 
[Slide 10] 

8. Saqartveloshi gansakutrebit tbilisSi bevri etnikuri da religiuri umciresoba cs 
erTmaneTTan da kartvelibTan? dRes rogor aris misi ketidReboa vidre 
qartvelebis ketildReobaze?  
[Slide 11] 
Continued 
Continued 
Continued 
Continued 

9. Zogierti roli hqondat qartvel eri pormierabaSi umciresobis? 
[What role did minorities have in the formation of the Georgian nation?] 
[Slide 16] 

10. Tqveni azrit, ra mizans emsacureba es plaketi? 
[In your opinion, what does his poster aim to do?] 
[Slide 17] 
continued  
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[Slide 18] 
Continued 
[Slide 19] 

11. Ra mizans emsaxureba kalakis meris sarestavrastsio proeki abanotubanSi? 
[What do you think is the purpose of the mayor’s restoration project?] 
[Slide 20] 

12. Gachniat tu ara rom politikur da sajaro diskusieSi tavisupalia monacileboa? 
Ileparake amaze. 
[Do you think that people are free do participate in political discussions? Can 
you talk more about that?] 
[Slide 21] 

13. Am xalxs gansxvavebuli ekonomikuri Sesazleblobebi akvt. Rogor pikrobt 
tanabar pirobebSi syenebs adamianebs? 
[Whose responsibility is it to ensure that all members of Georgian society are 
given an equal opportunity?] 
[Slide 22] 
Continued  
[Slide 23] 

14. Es cHveulebrivi suratia kartul realobaSi da ramdenad cartulni arian invalidebi? 
[This is an average picture of daily Georgian life. How integrated are 
minorities in daily Georgian life?] 
[Slide 24] 

15. Tqvni azrit karTveli xalxis keTildReoba ramdenad aris damokidebulia ucxo 
organizatcia? 
[In your opinion, how dependent is Georgian welfare on foreign 
organizations?] 
[Slide 25] 

16. Kartul adat tsesebi rogor aris warmodgenili supraze? Mogtsons es tradicia? 
[Georgian customs and traditions are well-known, the supra, the costumes, 
the dancing culture is represented through these traditions or that there is a 
universal understanding. Do you participate in these traditions with 
enthusiasm or feel outside them? For example. Can all people participate in 
the supra? Or is it for certain people or only for men?] 
[Slide 26] 

17. Es potoebi ori populariuli saxe simboloa Tradiciul kartul kulturaSi. Eseni tipiuri 
kartvel csxovreba kargad asaxavs? Es suratebi dResac Rirebulia kartul 
kulturaSi? 
[In these two photos are two popular symbols of traditional Georgian culture. 
How do these reflect Georgian life? Today, how valuable are these in today’s 
Georgian culture? 
[Slide 27] 

18. Es suratebli asaxavs cvilebas kartul yofaSi gansaKurtrebit axalgazrdul 
csovrebaSi. Rogor pikrobt am temaze? 
[This picture shows changes in Georgian life especially in younger people’s 
lives. What do you think about these changes?] 
[Slide 28] 

19. Martlmadidebeli eklesia ramdenad gavleniania saqartveloSi? 
[Are you comfortable with the role of the church today in Georgian daily life?] 
[Slide 29] 
Continued  
[Slide 20] 
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20. Chamotvalet ert ojaxsi ramdena uaryopiti mxarebi? Tqveni azrit ra roli akvs 
an rols tamaSobs ojaxi [bavSvis) aRzrdaShi migachiniat tu ara rom aris am 
mxriv cvilebebi? dRes, vin axden met gavlenas axalgazrdaSi? 
[Georgian families are said to be multi-generational. Do you think it’s good? 
Does it have a good effect on the upbringing of children? Who has more 
influence on the young, their peers or the older generation?] 
[Slide 31] 
Continued 
[Slide 32] 
Continued  
[Slide 33] 

21. Ra azris xart, korWinebi insTiTuTze dRes sakartvelosSi? Aris Tendencia, rom 
Seicvalos? 
[What do you think about the ‘virgin institute’ in Georgia today? Is there any 
chance that it will change? How about the choice in one’s spouse. Are 
Georgians free to choose their own spouse?] 
[Slide 34] 

22. Vin aris bali bichi? Ratom Tbilsobashia? 
[Who is Bali boy? Why is he at the Tbilisoba festival?] 
[Slide 35] 

23. Rogor restorani are es? Tipiuri kartveli …. 
[What kind of restaurant is this? Would the average Tbilisi resident enjoy this 
kind of restaurant?] 
[Slide 36] 

24. Ak gamoxaxulia kartvelta yoveldRieum tsxovrebis amsaxveli tsesebi ojaxis 
garet. Ramdenad axloa tkventvis? 
[In these pictures describe the everyday life of Georgians outside of their 
families. How do you relate to this?’ 
[Slide 37] 
Continued  
[Slide 38] 
Continued 
[Slide 39] 
Continued  
[Slide 40] 

25. Shenma yveyanam bevri periodi da administracia gamoiara. am qveyanas an 
kartul kulturas miekutvnebi? Ratom an ratom ara? Vin aris gamosaxul 
suratze, risi simboloa da ra damsaxureba akvs mas sakartveloSi? 
[Which country or culture do you most associate yourself? Who are depicted 
in these pictures, what do they symbolize and what was their role in the 
forming of the Georgian nation?  
[Slide 41] 
Continued  
[Slide 42] 
Continued  
[Slide 43] 
 

 


